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Abstract
We are currently witnessing a shift towards the use of high-level programming languages for

systems development. Success stories can be found in the areas of operating and distributed

systems as well as GPU programming. These approaches collide with the traditional wisdom

which calls for using low-level languages for building efficient software systems.

This shift is necessary as billions of dollars are spent annually on the maintenance and debug-

ging of performance-critical software. High-level languages promise faster development of

higher-quality software; by offering advanced software features, they allow the same function-

ality to be implemented with significantly less code, thus helping to reduce the number of

software errors of the systems and facilitate their verification.

Despite these benefits, database systems development seems to be lagging behind as DBMSes

are still written in low-level languages. The reason is that the increased productivity offered by

high-level languages comes at the cost of a pronounced negative performance impact.

In this thesis, we argue that it is now time for a radical rethinking of how database systems

are designed. We show that, by using high-level languages, it is indeed possible to build

databases that allow for both productivity and high performance, instead of trading-off the

former for the latter. By programming databases in a high-level style, the time saved can be

spent implementing more interesting database features and optimizations.

More concretely, in this thesis we follow this abstraction without regret vision and use high-level

programming languages to address the following two problems encountered while developing

database systems.

First, the introduction of a new storage or memory technology typically requires the devel-

opment of new versions of most out-of-core algorithms employed by the database system.

This is because performance-critical software always needs to be specialized to best match

the underlying architecture. Given the rapid rate of hardware innovation and the increasing

popularity of hardware specialization, this leads to an arms race for the developers. To make

things even worse, there exists no clear methodology for creating such algorithms and we

must rely on significant creative effort to serve our need for out-of-core algorithms.

To address this issue, we present the OCAS framework for the automatic synthesis of efficient

out-of-core algorithms. These are specialized for a particular memory hierarchy and a set of
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storage devices. The developer provides two independent inputs: 1) an algorithm, expressed

using a high-level specification language, that ignores memory hierarchy and external storage

aspects; and 2) a description of the target memory hierarchy, including its topology and

parameters. Using these specifications, our system is then able to automatically synthesize

memory-hierarchy and storage-device-aware algorithms for tasks such as joins and sorting.

The framework is extensible and allows developers to quickly synthesize custom out-of-core

algorithms as new storage technologies become available.

Second, from a software engineering point of view, years of performance-driven DBMS devel-

opment have led to complicated, monolithic, low-level code bases, which are hard to maintain

and extend. In particular, the introduction of new innovative approaches or optimizations in

existing systems can be a very time-consuming and challenging task.

To overcome such limitations, we present LegoBase, a query engine written in the high-level

programming language, Scala. LegoBase realizes the abstraction without regret vision in

the domain of analytical query processing. We show how by offering sufficiently powerful

abstractions our system allows to easily implement a broad spectrum of optimizations which

are difficult to achieve with existing approaches. Then, the key technique to regain efficiency

is to apply generative programming: LegoBase performs source-to-source compilation and

converts the high-level Scala code to specialized, low-level C code. Our architecture signifi-

cantly outperforms a commercial in-memory database system as well as an existing query

compiler, while programmers need to provide just a few hundred lines of high-level code for

building and optimizing the entire query engine. LegoBase is the first step towards providing

a full DBMS written in a high-level language.

Key words: High-level programming languages, Out-of-core algorithms, Program synthesis,

Memory and storage hierarchies, Query processing, Generative programming, Optimizing

compilers, Abstraction without regret, Database optimization.
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Résumé

Nous assistons actuellement à une transition vers l’utilisation des langages de haut niveau

pour le développement de systèmes. On trouve des réussites dans les domaines des systèmes

distribués et d’exploitation ainsi que la programmation des GPUs. Ces approches sont en

contradiction avec la pensée traditionnelle qui appelle à l’utilisation de langages de bas niveau

pour la construction de systèmes informatiques efficaces.

Cette transition est nécessaire car des milliards de dollars sont dépensés chaque année pour

la maintenance et le débogage de logiciels nécessitant une haute performance. Les langages

de haut niveau promettent un développement plus rapide de logiciels de meilleure qualité.

En offrant des fonctionnalités logicielles avancées, elles permettent l’implémentation de la

même fonctionnalité avec beaucoup moins de code. Cela contribue à la réduction du nombre

d’erreurs informatiques et à faciliter la vérification des fonctionnalités.

En dépit de ces avantages, le développement des systèmes de bases de données traîne toujours

parce que les DBMS sont encore écrits avec des langages de bas niveau. En effet, l’augmenta-

tion de la productivité provenant des langages de haut niveau est accompagnée d’un impact

négatif sur la performance.

Dans cette thèse, nous soutenons qu’il est temps de radicalement repenser la façon dont les

systèmes de base de données sont conçus. Nous montrons qu’en utilisant des langages de

haut niveau, il est possible de construire des bases de données qui permettent à la fois la

productivité et la haute performance. En programmant des bases de données dans un style

de haut niveau, le temps économisé peut être utilisé pour le développement de nouvelles

optimisations et fonctionnalités de bases de données.

Plus concrètement, dans cette thèse nous suivons le concept de l’abstraction sans regret

et nous utilisons des langages de programmation de haut niveau pour résoudre les deux

problèmes présentés ci-dessous. Ces derniers sont souvent rencontrés dans les systèmes de

bases de données.

Tout d’abord, l’introduction d’une nouvelle technologie de stockage ou de mémoire exige

généralement le développement de nouvelles versions de la plupart des algorithmes hors-

cœur utilisés par le système de base de données. En effet, un logiciel nécessitant une haute

performance doit toujours être spécialisé pour mieux correspondre à l’architecture sous-
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jacente. Etant donné le rythme accéléré de l’innovation en hardware et l’augmentation de la

popularité de la spécialisation en hardware, cela conduit à une course aux armements pour

les développeurs. De plus, il n’existe pas de méthodologie claire pour créer de tels algorithmes

et donc nous devons compter sur un effort créatif considérable pour répondre à notre besoin

d’algorithmes hors-cœur.

Pour résoudre ce problème, nous présentons le cadre du OCAS pour la synthèse automa-

tique des algorithmes hors-cœur. Ceux-ci sont spécialisés pour une hiérarchie de mémoire

particulière et un ensemble d’appareils de stockage. Le développeur fournit deux entrées

indépendantes : 1) un algorithme, exprimé avec un langage de spécification de haut niveau,

qui ignore la hiérarchie de mémoire et les aspects de stockage externe. 2) une description de la

hiérarchie de la mémoire cible, y compris sa topologie et paramètres. A partir de ces spécifica-

tions, notre système est alors capable de synthétiser automatiquement des algorithmes tenant

compte de la hiérarchie de mémoire et des appareils de stockage, pour des tâches telles que

les jointures et le tri. Le cadre est extensible et permet aux développeurs, avec la disponibilité

de nouvelles technologies de stockage, de synthétiser rapidement des algorithmes hors-cœur

personnalisés .

Deuxièmement, du point de vue d’ingénierie informatique, des années de développement

de DBMS concentrés sur la performance ont conduit à des bases de code de bas niveau,

compliquées, et monolithiques, qui sont difficiles à maintenir et étendre. En particulier, l’in-

troduction de nouvelles méthodes innovatrices et d’optimisations dans les systèmes existants

peut être une tâche très longue et difficile.

Pour surmonter de telles limitations, nous présentons LegoBase, un moteur de requêtes

écrit avec le langage de programmation de haut niveau, Scala. LegoBase réalise la vision

de l’abstraction sans regret dans le domaine du traitement analytique des requêtes. Nous

montrons qu’en offrant des abstractions suffisamment puissantes, notre système permet de

facilement mettre en œuvre un vaste choix d’optimisations qui sont difficiles à atteindre avec

les approches actuelles. Ensuite, la technique clé pour regagner l’efficacité est d’appliquer la

programmation générative : LegoBase effectue la compilation source-à-source et convertit le

code Scala, de haut niveau, en code C spécialisé, de bas niveau. Notre architecture surpasse un

système de base de données en mémoire commerciale ainsi qu’un compilateur de requêtes

existant. Notre système nécessite en contrepartie que les programmeurs fournissent juste

quelques centaines de lignes de code de haut niveau pour la construction et l’optimisation du

moteur de requête tout entier. LegoBase est la première étape vers un DBMS écrit dans un

langage de haut niveau.

Mots clefs : Langages de programmation de haut niveau, algorithmes hors-cœur, synthèse de

programmes, mémoire et hiérarchies de stockage, traitement des requêtes, programmation

générative, compilateurs d’optimisation, abstraction sans regret, optimisation de bases de

données.
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Zusammenfassung

Wir verzeichnen derzeit einen Wandel in der Programmiersprache für Systementwicklungen

von den noch allgegenwärtigen low-level Sprachen hin zu high-level Programmiersprachen.

Unter Anderem und vor Allem sind in den Bereichen Operating und Distributed Systems und

in der GPU Programmierung enorme Erfolge erzielt worden.

Dieser Wandel ist unvermeidlich in Anbetracht der Milliardenbeträge die jährlich für die

Instandhaltung und Fehlerbehebung an performancekritischer Software aufgebracht werden

müssen. Durch high-level languages kann höherwertige Software schneller entwickelt werden.

Fortschrittliche Softwareeigenschaften ermöglichen gleichwertige Funktionalität mit deutlich

reduzierter Kodierung wodurch die Zahl der Softwarefehler enorm reduziert und es erleichtert

wird diese zu verifizieren.

Ungeachtet dieser Vorteile hinsichtlich Effizienz und Effektivität hinken High-Level- Program-

mierungen hinterher, denn nach wie vor werden DBMSes in Low-Level-Programmiersprachen

geschrieben, da die erhöhte Produktivität einen negativen Effekt auf das Betriebsverhalten

ausübt.

In dieser Arbeit soll dargestellt werden, wie wichtig das radikale Umdenken für das zukünftige

Design von Database Systemen ist. Es wird demonstriert, dass bei dem Gebrauch von high-

level Sprachen anstatt der bisherigen Denkweisen, weder auf Produktivität, noch auf hohe

Performance verzichtet werden muss. Durch die Programmierung in high-level Programmie-

rungssprachen kann nicht nur Zeit gespart, sondern der Fokus auf interessantere Database

Funktionalitäten und Optimierungsmethodiken gelegt werden.

Im Einzelnen soll diese Arbeit darlegen, wie durch die Nutzung der high-level Sprachen zwei

Problematiken bei der Kodierung von Datasbase Systemen konkret angesprochen werden:

Erstens benötigt die Einführung einer neuen Speichertechnologie normalerweise die Ent-

wicklung von neuen Versionen eines Out-of-Core Algorithmus, der von Database Systemen

verwendet wird, da performance-kritische Software jedes Mal den Gegebenheiten bestmöglich

angepasst werden muss. Die rasante Entwicklung immer neuer Hardware sowie die zuneh-

mende Nachfrage nach spezieller und individueller Hardware führt daher zu einem sehr

starken Konkurrenzkampf. Zudem gibt es bislang keine präzise Methodik derartige Algorith-

men zu entwickeln. Die Entwicklung solcher Algorithmen ist daher sehr anspruchsvoll und
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zeitaufwendig.

Eine mögliche Vorgehensweise um diesen Aspekt anzugehen, ist die Nutzung eines sogenann-

ten OCAS Frameworks, welcher die Synthese dieses Out-of-Core Algorithmuses erlaubt. Diese

Frameworks spezialisieren sich auf die bestimmte Speicherhierarchie und eine Reihe von

Speichervorrichtungen. Für die Entwicklung werden zwei unabhängige Inputs benötigt: 1.

Ein auf high-level language basierter Algorithmus der sowohl Speicherhierarchien, als auch

externe Speichervorrichtungen ausser Acht lässt. Und 2. Eine Beschreibung der gewünsch-

ten Speicherhierarchie welche die genaue Netzstruktur und deren Parameter bestimmt. Ein

System das beide Voraussetzungen erfüllt, wäre folglich fähig, Speicherhierarchien und Algo-

rithmen, die auf spezielle Speichervorrichtungen gepolt sind, automatisch zu kombinieren.

Diese Funktionalität würde Ausführung wie Joins und Sorting um ein Vielfaches vereinfa-

chen. Der Framework ist beliebig erweiterbar und ermöglicht eine rasche Entwicklung eines

Out-of-Core Algorithmus der neue Speichervorrichtungstechnologien zur Verfügung stellt.

Zweitens hat, aus Sicht eines Softwareingenieurs oder -entwicklers, die jahrelange DBMS

Entwicklung zu komplexen, monotholistischen, anspruchslosen Code Bases geführt. Diese

sind schwer aufrechtzuerhalten und zu erweitern. Besonders die Einführung von neuen,

innovativen Denkansätzen oder der Optimierungsprozess von bereits existierenden Systemen

ist herausfordernd und äusserst zeitaufwendig.

Um diese Anwendungsgrenzen zu überwinden, wird im Folgenden LegoBase erläutert, ein

Abfrage Mechanismus der in der high-level Programmiersprache Scala verfasst ist. LegoBase

realisiert die Vision der Abstraktion ohne Bedauern im Bereich der analytischen Abfrageverar-

beitung. Es wird dargestellt, wie einfach die Implementierung eines breiten Spektrums von

Optimierungen mit Hilfe von ausreichend leistungsstarken Rückhaltungen des LegoBase Sy-

stems ist. Des Weiteren wird aufgeführt, wie durch das sogenannte „generative Programming“

die Effizienz wieder hergestellt wird: LegoBase verübt ein source-to-source Kompilat und

konvertiert dabei high-level Scala Code in einen speziellen low-level C Code. Die Struktur,

die hierbei verwendet wird, übertrifft die Struktur kommerzielleren, in-memory Database

Systemen, sowie bestehende query compiler. Gleichzeitig benötigt es nur einige hundert

Zeilen high-level Code für die Entwicklung und Optimierung eines kompletten Abfragemecha-

nismus.Schlussfolgernd ist LegoBase der erste Schritt in die Entwicklung eines vollständigen

DBMS, basiert auf high-level Programmierungssprache.

Stichwörter: High-level Programmierungssprachen, „Out-of-core Algorithmen”, Programm-

aufbau, „Speichervorrichtungen und Hierarchien,” „Query Processing”, „Generative Program-

ming“, Optimierungscompiler, Database Optimierung, “Abstraction without regret“
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1 Introduction

During the last decade, we have witnessed a shift towards the use of high-level programming

languages for systems development. Examples include the Singularity Operating System [Hunt

and Larus, 2007], the Spark [Zaharia et al., 2010] and DryadLINQ [Yu et al., 2008] frameworks

for efficient, distributed data processing, the FiST platform for specifying stackable file sys-

tems [Zadok et al., 2006] and GPUs programming [Holk et al., 2013]. All these approaches

collide with the traditional wisdom which calls for using low-level languages like C for building

high-performance systems.

This shift is necessary as the productivity of developers is severely diminished in the presence

of complicated, monolithic, low-level code bases, making their debugging and maintenance

very costly. Studies indicate that, currently, maintenance costs range from 50% up to 90% of

the total costs of a software product, while the annual cost of addressing software bugs rises to

billions of dollars [Bhattacharya and Neamtiu, 2011].

High-level programming languages can remedy this situation in two ways. First, by offering

advanced software features (modules, interfaces, collections, object orientation, etc.), they

allow the same functionality to be implemented with significantly less code (compared to

low-level languages). Second, by providing powerful type systems and well-defined design

patterns, they allow programmers not only to create abstractions and protect them from

leaking but also to quickly define system modules that are truly reusable (even in contexts very

different from the one these were created for) and easily composable [Odersky and Zenger,

2005]. All these properties can reduce the number of software errors of the systems and

facilitate their verification.

Yet, despite these benefits, database systems are still written using low-level languages.

The reason is that increased productivity comes at a cost: high-level languages increase

indirection, which in turn has a pronounced negative impact on performance. For example,

abstraction generally necessitates the need of containers, leading to costly object creation and
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destruction operations at runtime. Encapsulation is provided through object copying rather

than object referencing, thus similarly introducing a number of expensive memory allocations

on the critical path. Even primitive types such as integers are often converted to their object

counterparts for use with general-purposes libraries. Given that high performance has always

been the holy grail of database management systems, such performance overheads make the

use of high-level languages for developing high-performance databases to seem (deceptively)

prohibited.

The abstraction without regret vision [Koch, 2013, 2014] argues that it is indeed possible to use

high-level languages for building database management systems that allow for both produc-

tivity and high performance, instead of trading off the former for the latter. By programming

databases in a high-level style and still being able to get good performance, the time saved can

be spent implementing more database features and optimizations. In addition, the language

features of high-level languages can grant great flexibility to developers so that they can easily

experiment with various design choices when building database systems.

In this thesis, we realize this vision and argue that it is now time for a radical rethinking of how

database management systems and their optimizations are designed. More concretely, we

take advantage of high-level programming languages to address the following two problems

frequently encountered while developing database systems.

1.1 Problem Statement

Let us first consider the case where a new hardware platform becomes available.

It is common knowledge that the design of performance-critical software systems depends

on the hardware on which these systems run; program optimization dictates that high-

performance software must always match to the properties of the underlying architecture.

For example, we must ensure that the CPU does not remain idle waiting on memory, by

structuring algorithms so that they make sufficient use of data locality. This is particularly true

for data-intensive computations.

This means that the introduction of a new storage or memory technology requires the devel-

opment of new versions of most out-of-core algorithms utilized by a database management

system. The research literature describes numerous out-of-core algorithms designed and

optimized for a variety of hardware and storage device configurations [Ramakrishnan and

Gehrke, 2002; Govindaraju et al., 2006; Cederman and Tsigas, 2008; Sintorn and Assarsson,

2008; Andreou et al., 2009; Park and Shim, 2009; Ye et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011].

These are some case studies of how understanding memory hierarchies and data locality can

drive algorithm design.

However, given the rapid rate of hardware innovation and the increasing popularity of hard-

ware specialization, we are currently experiencing an arms race between the developers of
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hardware on the one hand and of software systems and out-of-core algorithms on the other.

Each new development in hardware calls for numerous research contributions on the software

side, to update a multitude of algorithms and systems. To make things even worse, to this day

no methodology exists for creating out-of-core algorithms and we must rely on significant

creative talent and effort to serve our need for such algorithms. �

Let us now turn our attention to the role of the database developer today.

As Dennard’s law has already failed [Esmaeilzadeh et al., 2011], sequential computing hardware

is not getting faster anymore, and developers have to look for specialization opportunities for

continued performance growth in software systems [Stonebraker and Cetintemel, 2005].

However, traditional general-purpose compilers are not, to date, trusted to sufficiently deliver

on performance out-of-the-box. Thus, a considerable aspect of the developer’s job is to act as a

substitute (pre-)compiler, who is trusted to deliver fast code and who manually optimizes the

DBMS code by eliminating abstraction and indirection overheads. To do so, the developer has

to work with the highly complicated and largely monolithic design of existing database systems.

Such monolithic implementations are mostly driven by the dictate of performance: there

conceptually separate components such as the storage manager, query engine, concurrency

control, and recovery subsystems are all blended together into a single giant monolithic

component. In addition, alternative implementations of data structures are manually inlined

for performance, leading to a great deal of redundancy. Further development of such large

code bases is, thus, a very difficult task [Lomet et al., 2011; Koch, 2014].

In addition, and as illustrated in Figure 1, query compilation – a prominent technique to boost

the performance of a database system – further sacrifices productivity for performance. In

general, query compilation approaches perform source-to-source compilation1 in order to

optimize away the overheads of traditional database abstractions like the Volcano operator

model [Graefe, 1994]. However, existing solutions do so by using low-level code templates.

This introduces an additional level of complexity when coding database optimizations for two

reasons. First, providing low-level templates – essentially in stringified form – makes it hard

or impossible to automatically typecheck the code. Second, since the templates are directly

emitted by the generator, developers have to deal with a number of low-level concerns which

make templates very difficult to implement and get right. For example, when generating LLVM

code [Lattner and Adve, 2004] developers must handle register allocation themselves. Code

maintenance definitely becomes more complicated in the presence of query compilation;

the System R team reported that complicated maintenance was one of the main reasons that

query compilation was abandoned in favor of interpretation [Chamberlin et al., 1981].

To summarize, the introduction of new innovative approaches or optimizations in existing

systems can be a very time-consuming and challenging task for database developers. �.

1Typically from C/C++ – with which the DBMS system is originally written – to optimized C/LLVM code.
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Figure 1.1 – Comparison of the performance/productivity trade-off for all approaches pre-
sented in the second part of this thesis.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

We present solutions to the two aforementioned problems, which at the same time form the

main contributions of this thesis.

To address the first problem, we present the OCAS framework for the automatic synthesis of

specialized out-of-core algorithms. The input is a) a naive, memory-hierarchy-oblivious algo-

rithm, expressed using a high-level specification language and b) a description of the target

hardware setup and memory hierarchy. We encode fundamental principles of out-of-core

algorithm design, many of which aim at the maximization of data locality, as transformation

rules. The application of such a rule to the high-level algorithm results in a functionally equiv-

alent algorithm which may have better performance on the underlying hardware. By applying

transformation rules, we create a navigable search space of equivalent algorithms. To be able

to choose an optimal algorithm, we develop a cost-estimation procedure, which is based on

the given hardware description and is an approximation of the program’s running time. The

objective is then to find the program with the minimal cost. The framework is extensible and

allows developers to quickly synthesize out-of-core algorithms as new technologies become

available, for fundamental database operations such as joins and sorting.

To address the second issue, we present LegoBase, an in-memory query execution engine

written in the high-level programming language, Scala. LegoBase realizes the abstraction

without regret vision in the domain of analytical query processing (where queries are typically

known in advance and which process huge amounts of data) and offers a productivity/perfor-

mance combination not provided by existing database systems or previous query compilers

in this domain. To avoid the overheads of a high-level language (e.g. complicated memory

management) while maintaining well-defined abstractions, we opt for using generative pro-

gramming [Taha and Sheard, 2000], a technique that allows for programmatic removal of
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abstraction overhead through source-to-source compilation. In particular, we show how

generative programming can be used to optimize any piece of Scala code. This property

allows LegoBase to perform whole-system specialization and source-to-source compile all

components, data structures and auxiliary functions used inside the query engine to efficient,

low-level C code. We demonstrate how generative programming allows to easily implement a

broad spectrum of optimizations which are difficult to achieve with existing query compilation

approaches; in our approach developers need to provide just a few hundred lines of high-level

code for building and optimizing the entire query engine. LegoBase is the first step towards

providing a full analytical DBMS written in a high-level language and outperforms both a

commercial in-memory database system as well as an existing query compiler.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized into two main parts: from Chapter 2 to Chapter 5 we focus on

the architecture of the OCAS framework, while from Chapter 6 to Chapter 9 we provide more

details on the design and implementation of the LegoBase query engine. More specifically:

• Chapter 2 provides a high-level overview of the OCAS synthesis framework, with partic-

ular emphasis on the software components necessary to be able to efficiently synthesize

out-of-core algorithms. It also highlights the contributions of this work in more detail.

• Chapter 3 presents OCAL (Out-of-Core Algorithm Language) which OCAS uses to repre-

sent data processing algorithms. It also analyzes how OCAS automatically costs semanti-

cally equivalent OCAL programs in order to detect which one has the best performance

for the provided memory hierarchy.

• Chapter 4 discusses the set of rules that transform a given program to another one

with equivalent functionality that may have better performance with respect to a given

memory hierarchy. We also discuss how these transformation rules are derived based

on commonly known data locality principles.

• Chapter 5 concludes our discussion about OCAS with an experimental evaluation of

the synthesis framework. We show that through accurate cost estimations of programs,

OCAS can adapt its generated algorithms to changes in the memory hierarchy and can

quickly produce optimized versions of out-of-core algorithms.

• Chapter 6 provides a high-level introduction to the LegoBase query engine. We outline

how our system performs source-to-source compilation, as well as the properties that

differentiate our approach from existing general-purpose compilers and previous work

on query compilation.

• Chapter 7 discusses the overall system architecture of LegoBase in more detail, with par-

ticular emphasis on the interfaces provided by the optimizing compiler. We also address

various special issues encountered when one performs source-to-source compilation.
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• Chapter 8 presents examples of compiler optimizations in a number of domains, demon-

strating the ease-of-use of our methodology: that by programming at the high-level,

such optimizations are easily expressible without requiring changes to the base code of

the query engine or interaction with compiler internals.

• Chapter 9 concludes our discussion of the LegoBase query engine through an extensive

experimental evaluation of our approach in the domain of ad-hoc, analytical query

processing. We show that LegoBase can significantly outperform existing approaches,

while still allowing developers to be highly productive.

Finally, in Chapter 10 we discuss related work while Chapter 11 concludes and outlines some

possible future research directions.
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2 Automatic Synthesis of Efficient Out-
of-Core Algorithms

In this chapter, we provide a high-level overview of the OCAS framework for the automatic

software synthesis of specialized out-of-core algorithms. We discuss the software components

needed in order to be able to quickly navigate the search space of semantically equivalent

programs and generate optimized algorithms. We also highlight the individual contributions

of this work in more detail.

The next example illustrates our approach:

Example 1 The simplest way to implement a join algorithm on relations R and S is with two

nested for loops:

for (x ← R)
for (y ← S)

if joinCond(x,y) then
[〈x,y〉]

else []

This program is an intuitive description of the programmer’s intention. Let us now assume a

scenario where the input is stored on a hard disk and the output is not written anywhere (e.g.,

it is consumed by the CPU). Then, ignoring any buffering of the hard disk and the operating

system, this program transfers every tuple of R and S from the hard disk separately and hence

performs at least twice as many seeks as there are tuples in R.

The efficiency of the algorithm can be significantly improved if we reduce the number of

disk seeks by accessing the relations in larger contiguous blocks. Also, the semantics of the

program does not change if the loops are reordered so that the outer relation is the smaller,

but this further reduces the amount of seeking.

By expressing such knowledge as transformation rules, we can automatically transform the

above program into one that implements these two optimizations:
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(λ〈R, S〉.
for (xBl ock [k1] ← R)

for (yBlock [k2] ← S)
for (x ← xBlock)

for (y ← yBlock)
if joinCond(x,y) then

[〈x,y〉]
else [])

(if length(R) ≤ length(S) then 〈R, S〉 else 〈S, R〉)

When the block-size k1 of xBlock is maximized, this is the canonical Block Nested Loops Join

typically found in traditional database textbooks (e.g. in [Ramakrishnan and Gehrke, 2002]). �

In the above example, we used the following transformation rule that turns a naive for loop

into a buffered scan with block-based transfers of block size k:

for (x ← S) e

⇓
for (xBl ock [k] ← S)

for (x ← xBl ock) e

This rule says that the program at the top is functionally equivalent to the one at the bottom

and suggests that, subject to the targeted memory hierarchy, the latter is likely to be more

efficient than the former. Indeed, the latter program requires less seeking on the hard disk.

OCAS explores the space of equivalent programs created by the application of such transforma-

tion rules, assigns a cost metric to each one (an estimation of the program’s actual execution

time), and finally selects the one with the minimum cost for the provided memory hierarchy.

To realize this vision of automatic synthesis of out-of-core algorithms, we have addressed the

following challenges, which at the same time form the main contributions of our approach in

this domain:

Design of a new language. We have designed a high-level, domain-specific language (DSL)

called OCAL (Out-of-Core Algorithm Language). The primary design goals of OCAL are (i) to

be expressive enough for a variety of out-of-core algorithms, (ii) to be succinct enough to keep

typical algorithms short and the search space of program synthesis manageable, and (iii) to

keep the syntax and semantics of the language simple in order to facilitate program analysis

and transformation. More concretely, to make it reasonably easy to cost programs and apply

transformations, we should avoid constructs such as unrestricted recursion, mutable values,

and side effects1. As a consequence, we avoid imperative and low-level languages such as C

for program representation during synthesis and, instead, opt for using a high-level language

1It is long known that the optimization of low-level, imperative programs with side effects is notoriously
hard [Asai et al., 1997] because the compiler has to reason about aliased mutable locations, a problem that has
been shown to be intractable in general [Ramalingam, 1994].
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for expressing out-of-core algorithms.

OCAL is defined as Monad Calculus on lists [Breazu-Tannen et al., 1992; Breazu-Tannen and

Subrahmanyam, 1991] with a fold expression. It satisfies the aforementioned three design

desiderata: (i) It is expressive, extending the power of nested relational algebra by the ability to

process collections sequentially and exploiting order, which is central to capturing the essence

of most out-of-core algorithms. (ii) High-level composition of expressions are represented

as named OCAL function definitions; these can be used to keep OCAL programs short and

are treated like language extensions in our synthesis system. (iii) OCAL is a simple purely

functional language without side-effects in which recursion is confined to fold (and flatMap).

Transformations in OCAL can be applied locally due to its functional and algebraic qualities.

Finally, since full recursion is excluded and for comprehensions (functional for loops as in,

say, XQuery and Scala) are straightforward to define in OCAL, even users familiar only with

imperative languages can read most OCAL programs without great difficulty. It is relatively

easy to map OCAL programs to imperative (C) code.

We discuss the design of OCAL in more detail in Chapter 3.

Cost Estimation and Cost Minimization. We need a systematic cost estimation framework

to reason about the efficiency of OCAL programs. This requires an easily computable cost

measure for evaluating the performance of each program that we explore. This measure is a

function of the algorithm, the memory hierarchy and statistics about the input.

One contribution of this thesis is the demonstration that in the domain of out-of- core algo-

rithms it is possible to efficiently and automatically perform such estimation and that the

estimates are predictive enough to differentiate more efficient from less efficient algorithms

on a given memory hierarchy.

There are two orthogonal aspects of cost estimation: structural program transformations

and parameter selection. For the former, we use a breadth-first search strategy to explore

the space of structurally different programs, and we use constants derived from the given

memory hierarchy to build a cost function. To perform the latter, each program is also

parameterized with values such as sizes of blocks and buffers. In Example 1, k1 and k2 are two

such parameters. We use our cost estimation rules to characterize the running time estimate

as a (possibly non-linear) function of those parameters. We have also implemented the non-

linear optimization solver described in [Liuzzi et al., 2010] to tune the values of parameters

in order to minimize the cost estimate. We have found this strategy to be computationally

feasible and to yield efficient programs for various memory hierarchies.

Developers also have the ability to override the costing formulas used for any language expres-

sion. This allows developers to tune the costing engine for more precise cost estimates and is

particularly important for the costing of OCAL definitions.

Costing of OCAL programs is discussed in Section 3.1.
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Development of a program synthesizer. Based on the language and the costing framework,

we have implemented OCAS, the Out-of-Core Algorithm Synthesizer. The input to OCAS

consists of two orthogonal items: (1) a naive, memory-oblivious algorithm given in OCAL;

and (2) the structure and parameters of the memory hierarchy and storage devices.

From this input, OCAS automatically derives efficient algorithms that have the same functional

behavior as the initial specification algorithm, but whose performance is tuned to the given

memory hierarchy. To do so, our tool uses a library of transformation rules, which we discuss in

Chapter 4. This set of rules is derived from design and data locality principles commonly used

in efficient out-of-core algorithms. Finally, OCAS then generates C code out of the optimized

algorithm, using an OCAL-to-C code generator.

Our approach also necessitates a technique, presented in Section 3.1.1, for describing memory

hierarchies, such that device properties can be expressed in a sufficiently abstract manner. We

use this technique for expressing a number of characteristics and details of usage, such as the

speed of read and write operations, different speeds of sequential and random data accesses,

and block-wise access to data.

We use OCAS to derive C code for algorithms such as Block Nested Loops Join, GRACE Hash

Join and the External Merge-Sort in their canonical textbook forms starting from naive specifi-

cations of joins and sorting. We also present examples of algorithms specialized for memory

hierarchies that are not yet found in textbooks, such as a join algorithm for flash drives. We

present these case studies and their evaluation in Chapter 5.

Finally, because OCAS operates automatically, it is possible to deploy it even in environments

where the system configuration changes dynamically, such as cloud infrastructures. OCAS can

be used at installation time to adapt a piece of data management software to a computer, or at

deployment time via just-in-time compilation to make the best use of fresh information on

the availability of system resources.

Providing an extensible architecture. Extensibility is an important property of the design of

OCAS. Developers should be able to easily adapt OCAS as new hardware platforms become

available and new algorithms are proposed. The library of program transformation rules

of OCAS can be extended to implement new ways of using data locality considerations to

create better algorithms. Furthermore, we can create named definitions in OCAL that can

subsequently be used like new language operations. For each such definition, we can extend

OCAS by matching code generator and cost function plugins to allow the synthesizer to

make use of a particularly efficient implementation of that new language feature. Thus,

definitions (in conjunction with code generator and cost function extensions) do not increase

the expressiveness of the language but the efficiency of the algorithms created.

To summarize, we believe that the design of OCAS provides the so far missing methodology for

designing efficient out-of-core algorithms, and even automatizes algorithm creation. Develop-

10



ers may need to make use of the extensibility of OCAS to adapt to unforeseen developments,

but there is no need to “reinvent the wheel”; the basic machinery of OCAS will remain un-

changed. This machinery, along with its evaluation, is presented in the next three chapters of

this thesis.
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3 OCAL: The Out-of-Core DSL

In this chapter, we present OCAL (Out-of-Core Algorithm Language) which OCAS uses to

represent data processing algorithms. The design of OCAL provides enough expressive power

to describe commonly used algorithms ranging from traditional relational algebra operators,

such as selection, projection, and joins, to additional aspects of data processing such as sorting.

At the same time, OCAL also allows easy application of costing and transformation rules as it

will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.1 and Chapter 4, respectively.

The base language. OCAL extends Monad Calculus on lists [Breazu-Tannen et al., 1992;

Breazu-Tannen and Subrahmanyam, 1991] with a fold expression. Consequently, the proposed

language is more expressive than nested relational calculus. Starting from a totally ordered set

D of atomic values that includes integers, booleans and strings, values are built inductively

from D using list and tuple construction as formalized by the following grammar:

τ ::=D | 〈τ, . . . ,τ〉 | [τ]

The typing rules of the language are presented in Figure 3.1 where e,e1, . . . ,en range over

expressions, x over variables, c over primitive constants and τ,τ1, . . . ,τn over types. Each value

x is assigned a Type(x) and, similarly, constants c have a type Type(c). Functions in OCAL are

of type τ1 → τ2 where τ1 and τ2 are value types. As an example, the type of a join operator for

two binary relations on D is:

〈[〈D,D〉], [〈D,D〉]〉→ [〈D,D,D,D〉]

In the same figure, p ranges over primitive functions including boolean connectives (∧, ∨,

¬); equality of values of various types and comparison of basic data types D (==, ≤, ≥); a list

union operator �, and further functions on tuples of values of D that only require a constant

amount of memory (e.g., arithmetic operations). IType and OType are the input and output

types of p, respectively.
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x : Type(x) c : Type(c) p : IType(p)→OType(p)(
e : τ

λx.e : Type(x)→ τ

e1 : τ2 → τ1 e2 : τ2

e1e2 : τ1(
e1 : τ1 . . . en : τn

〈e1, . . . ,en〉 : 〈τ1, . . . ,τn〉
e : 〈τ1, . . . ,τn〉 i : Int

(e.i : τi

e : τ
[e] : [τ]

e : τ1 → [τ2]
flatMap(e) : [τ1] → [τ2]

c :Bool, e1 : τ, e2 : τ
(if c then e1 else e2 : τ

c : τ2, f : 〈τ2,τ1〉→ τ2

foldL(c, f ) : [τ1] → τ2

Figure 3.1 – The type system of OCAL.

The addition of a fold expression to Monad Calculus adds the ability to express sequential

computation, which is essential for data processing algorithms including sorting. Folding

from the left – foldL(c,f ) – encodes a restrictive recursion pattern, an iterative application of

the binary function f to elements of an input list and the result of a previous iteration. When

using an infix operator ⊕, foldL is defined as follows:

foldL(c,⊕)([v1,v2,...,vn ]) = (· · ·((c ⊕ v1) ⊕ v2) ⊕ ·· · ⊕ vn)

Next, we discuss the extensibility and code generation properties of OCAL in more detail.

Extensibility. Developers have the ability to provide additional definitions, expressed in terms

of the base language. Figure 3.2 presents schemes of definitions, where we use symbol __ as a

placeholder for an unused function argument. We make the following observations regarding

these definitions.

The head and tail constructs are used to extract elements from a list. They are undefined when

the list is empty. Aggregate functions are also expressed as definitions in OCAL – for example

avg calculates the average value of the elements of a given list. Other aggregate functions (e.g.

sum, min, max) can be defined similarly. length returns the size of a list, as expected.

The unfoldR function iterates over a tuple of n lists simultaneously. In every iteration the

n-ary function f is applied, which computes part of the output and removes at most one

element from the beginning of each list. The computation terminates when all lists are empty,

a condition that is satisfied for a number of iterations smaller than the sum of the lengths of

the lists. The result of each iteration is appended to the intermediate result from the previous

iteration starting with an empty list, thus constructing the output from left to right. The

direction of the construction is the reason for the “R” in unfoldR. We can use unfoldR to

express the merging of two sorted lists as unfoldR(mrg) and the zipping of n lists as unfoldR(z).

The treeFold construct generates a tree-shaped bracketing for the applications of a function f

which takes k arguments. This construct is used to represent divide and conquer strategies, as

found in e.g. Merge-Sort. It uses a queue to store the initial elements and the intermediate

results. For example, for a ternary f we have:

14



head : [τ] → τ

:=λl .foldL( 〈true,0〉, λ〈a, x〉.
if a.1 then〈false, x〉
else a

)(l ).2

tail : [τ] → τ

:=λl .foldL( 〈true, []〉, λ〈a, x〉.
if a.1 then 〈false, []〉
else 〈false, a.2� [x]〉

)(l ).2

avg : [D] →D

:= (λx.(x.1/x.2))(

foldL( 〈0,0〉, λ〈a, x〉.〈a.1+x, a.2+1〉)

z : 〈[τ1], . . . , [τn]〉→ 〈[〈τ1, . . . ,τn〉],〈[τ1], . . . , [τn]〉〉
:=λ〈l1, . . . , ln〉.
〈[〈head(l1), . . . ,head(ln)〉],〈tail(l1), . . . ,tail(ln)〉〉

length : [τ] → Int

:= foldL(0, λ〈sum,__〉.sum +1)

funcPow[1]( f ) : 〈τ1,τ2〉→ τ3

:= f

unfoldR( f ) : 〈[τ1], . . . , [τn]〉→ [τr ]

:=λseed .foldL(〈[], seed〉, λ〈a,__〉.
if a.2 == 〈[], . . . , []〉 then〈a.1,〈[], . . . , []〉〉
else 〈a.1� f (a.2).1, f (a.2).2〉

)(seed .1� . . .� seed .n)

funcPow[k +1]( f ) : 〈τ1, . . . ,τ2k 〉→ τr

:=λ〈a.1, . . . , a.2k+1〉.
f (funcPow[k]( f )(a.1, . . . , a.(2k )),

funcPow[k]( f )(a.(2k +1), . . . , a.2k+1))

treeFold[k](c, f ) : [τ1] → [τ2]

:=λseed .foldL( 〈[], seed〉, λ〈a,__〉.
if length(a.2) == 1∧a.1 == [] then

a

else if length(a.1) == k then

〈[], a.2� f (a.1)〉
else if tail(a.2) != [] then

〈a.1�head(a.2),tail(a.2)〉
else 〈a.1�head(a.2), [c]〉

)(seed � seed)

mrg : 〈[τ], [τ]〉→ 〈[τ],〈[τ], [τ]〉〉
:=λ〈l1, l2〉.

if length(l1) == 0∧ length(l2) == 0 then

〈[],〈[], []〉〉
else if length(l1) == 0 then

〈[head(l2)],〈[],tail(l2)〉〉
else if length(l2) == 0 then

〈[head(l1)],〈tail(l1), []〉〉
else if head(l1) < head(l2) then

〈[head(l1)],〈tail(l1), l2〉〉
else 〈[head(l2)],〈l1,tail(l2)〉〉

for (x [k] ←R) e : [τ1] → [τ2]

:= foldL( 〈[], []〉, λ〈a, x〉.
if length(a.1)−1 == k then

〈[], a.2� f (a.1�x)〉
else 〈a.1�x, a.2〉

)

partition : [〈τ1, . . . ,τn〉] → [τ1, [〈τ2, . . . ,τn〉]]
:= foldL( [], λ〈ps, x〉.

(λnps.if nps.1 then nps else ps �〈x.1, [x.2]〉)
(foldL( 〈false, []〉, λ〈nps, xs〉.

if xs.1 == x.1 then 〈true,nps � [xs � [x.2]]〉
else 〈false,nps � [xs]〉

)(ps)))

Figure 3.2 – Examples of definitions in OCAL.
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treeFold[3](c, f )([v1,v2,. . .,v6]) = f ( f (v1,v2,v3), f (v4,v5,v6),c)

The functional for loop returns a value of a list type, which is the concatenation of list-typed

values computed by its body at each iteration. This is similar to the for loop in XQuery and

to flatMap/ext in other languages [XQuery; Breazu-Tannen et al., 1992]. The parameter k

concerns blocking and is explained in detail in Chapter 4. Whenever omitted, its value is

assumed to be equal to 1.

For a given fixed k, the funcPow[k]( f ) definition scheme yields a definition to obtain a

2k -ary function using multiple applications of a binary function f . Stated otherwise, the

funcPow[k+1](f) is a function of 2k+1 inputs where the construct is recursively applied to the

left and right half of the 2k+1 input tuple (each of size 2k) as funcPow[k](f).

Finally, the partition function groups a set of tuples by their first elements. The function

iterates over the tuples of a list, and uses the first element of each tuple as a key to map it to a

partition. The number of partitions is not known in advance but their set is built progressively:

if there is no partition for some key, a new empty partition is created.

Generating C code from OCAL. As we mentioned earlier, OCAS generates C code out of

programs written in OCAL by translating each expression to an appropriate sequence of C

statements. We choose C as the target language since it is currently widely used in database

systems development. By default, OCAS expands definitions and generates code for each

individual expression of the base language.

In order to increase efficiency, developers can overwrite the default code generators for

expressions and definitions using generator plugins. OCAS contains efficient generator plugins

for all definitions in Figure 3.2. For instance, our partition definition as shown in Figure 3.2 has

O(n2) complexity, even though there exists a linear implementation with the same semantics.

By providing a code generator plugin for this construct, the linear implementation can be used.

Similarly, the definitions of the head and length functions have linear time complexity, even

though there exist suitable implementations for constant time execution. Finally, because

the inner function of unfoldR can only access the head of the lists and the output is produced

sequentially, we can transfer blocks of elements at once, as we present in Chapter 4.

Next, we analyze how we can accurately perform cost estimation of OCAL programs.

3.1 Automated Cost Estimation of OCAL programs

Sufficiently accurate cost estimation of OCAL programs is essential because it is used by OCAS

to compare programs in terms of efficiency. In the domain of out-of-core algorithms, we are

mainly interested in costs introduced by moving data around the memory hierarchy. Thus,

we currently neglect the actual computation cost of a program in our system. Instead, we

opt for modeling only the two aspects of data transfers: initiating the transfer and actually
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transferring the requested data.

This section provides a stepwise description of the communication cost computation. First,

we describe how we model memory hierarchies in our system. Second, we analyze how to

compute the result size of each OCAL expression. This is needed since the input typically

represents structured data, and thus we need to estimate not only the total size, but also

the sizes of the nested components that may be separately used in subcomputations. Third,

we present when data transfers are introduced in our cost model and analyze how the cost

estimator separately computes two aspects of data transfers in order to provide the final cost

formula which takes into account the characteristics of the memory hierarchy. Finally, we

briefly discuss the extensibility of the costing in OCAS.

Note that the costing of a program in OCAS does not require to actually run the program. This is

important, since actual execution may be very costly. This aspect enables our methodology to

be used to compare a large number of programs efficiently, which is essential when exploring

variations of a program by applying transformations. We discuss transformation rules in

greater detail in Chapter 4 and in this section we focus on how to cost one single program.

3.1.1 Memory and Storage Model

Automated transformations in OCAS are driven by a model of the memory hierarchy. For this

purpose, the developer must specify a tree-shaped hierarchy where every node represents

a hardware component able to store data and an edge represents the ability to transfer data

between two nodes. For example, a basic memory hierarchy consists of a main memory node

at the root with a single child node representing the hard disk.

Every node is attributed a set of properties that provide information about its characteristics.

This is merely an abstract description of each node’s characteristics, since precise modeling of

the architectural and physical attributes of nodes is beyond the scope of this work. Examples

of such properties for a number of devices are presented in Figure 3.3.

Our model makes three assumptions. First, events between distinct hierarchy levels do not

interfere with each other (we assume DMA transfers). Second, there exists a single processing

unit which executes all computation and can only access data that is stored at the root node

of the tree. Third, we assume synchronous I/O and that the hardware properties, such as the

throughput and seek time of hard disks, remain constant.

For a program, the location of the input data, as well as the output node, must both be

specified. If the output node is not set, we assume that the output is consumed by the CPU.

Each data value resides in a node. In order to perform computation on those values, they must

be transferred to the root node. Thus, for a given program, OCAS has to infer transfers for the

set of values that have to be accessible by the processing unit throughout the execution of the

program. For our basic memory hierarchy presented above, all data have to be transferred to

RAM before performing any operations on them.
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Size. The size of the device. This property must be set for all nodes.

Pagesize. The data at this node must be accessed by pages of this size. If it is possible to
address every byte individually then pagesize= 1.

Maximum length of a write sequence (maxSeqW). The maximum amount of data that it is
possible to write in a sequence, using a single I/O request. For flash drives this is equal to the
erase block size.

Maximum length of a read sequence (maxSeqR). The maximum amount of data that it is
possible to read in a sequence, using a single I/O request.

Edge properties: Weights of InitCom[m1→m2] and UnitTr[m1→m2] cost events, where m1
and m2 are nodes of the memory hierarchy.

Figure 3.3 – Examples of abstract properties for a number of devices of a memory hierarchy.

Moving a data value v from one hierarchy level to another induces costs. We leave the specifics

of cost computation of OCAL expressions for Section 3.1.4, but we note here that the final cost

depends on the paths actually used for data transfers. The act of transferring data concerns

not only the input and the output but intermediate results as well.

In order to model the cost of moving data along an edge in the memory hierarchy, each edge

has two cost metrics associated with it. Using different costs for different edges enables more

accurate cost estimation. First, we consider the cost of initiating a transfer between the two

hierarchy nodes (InitCom event). If either of the nodes is a hard disk, this corresponds to a

seek in our model. Similarly, in order to transfer data to a flash drive, a block has to be erased

before data can be written. The second metric is the cost of transferring a unit of data between

the two hierarchy levels (UnitTr event). If the developer chooses to ignore certain cost events,

he can set their value to zero. This allows our system to, for example, ignore the cost of InitCom
for RAM when considering I/O intensive workloads. Both costs can be collected either from

the device specifications or using standard tools like e.g. Seeker [Seeker] for hard disk seeks.

We follow this approach in our evaluation in Chapter 5.

Because we model memory hierarchies as trees whose leaves are storage devices and whose

root is the fastest level of the hierarchy, we cannot model, say, general parallel computation.

We leave the extensive hardware modeling for future work, with the goal of ultimately being

able to automatically infer program transformation rules and cost functions from the hardware

description. Still, it is our experience that the current memory model is adequate to explore a

variety of interesting algorithms.

3.1.2 Estimating the Result Size of Expressions

Given that OCAL programs are compositions of expressions, and that each expression may

increase the amount of output, we must estimate the result size of every expression in OCAL.

To do that, we introduce the notion of annotated types, which annotate lists types with cardi-
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card([α]x ) := x elem([α]x ) :=α size([α]x ) := x · size(α) size(c) := c

size(〈α1, . . . ,αn〉) := size(α1)+ . . .+ size(αn) R(Γ, x) := Γ(x) R(Γ, [e]) := [R(Γ,e)]1

R(Γ,c) := sizeof(c) R(Γ,e.i ) :=R(Γ,e).i R(Γ,e1 �e2) :=R(Γ,e1)+R(Γ,e2)

R(Γ,〈e1, . . . ,en〉) := 〈R(Γ,e1), . . . ,R(Γ,en)〉 R(Γ, (λx.e1)(e2)) :=R(Γ∪ {x �→R(Γ,e2)},e1)

R(Γ, if c then e1 else e2) :=max(R(Γ,e1),R(Γ,e2))

R(Γ, for(x [k] ← e1) e2) := card(R(Γ,e1))
k ·R(Γ∪ {x �→ [R(Γ,elem(e1))]k },e2))

R(Γ, foldL(c,λ〈a, x〉.e1)(e2)) :=

R(Γ,c)+card(R(Γ,e2))
(
R(Γ∪ {a �→R(Γ,c), x �→R(Γ,elem(e2))},e1)−R(Γ,c)

)

Figure 3.4 – Data size estimation rules for every expression of OCAL.

nalities. The corresponding grammar is:

α ::= [α]x | 〈α1, . . . ,αn〉 | c

An annotated type α is either a list of form [α]x where x is the cardinality, a tuple of annotated

types or a constant size c . This notation allows us to represent the size of values while retaining

their structure. It is worth mentioning that the length of a list is not restricted to integer

constants but can be described by an arithmetic expression containing variables. As an

example of an annotated type, 〈[[1]y ]x , [〈1,1〉]z〉 represents a tuple composed of a list of lists

and a list of tuples. By using variables we can express the result size as a function of the input

sizes and other parameters without having to recompute the cost of a program every time the

size of its inputs or other parameters change.

By using annotated types, the result size of expressions can be then estimated as shown in

Figure 3.4. In what follows, we sometimes write x · [b]y to denote [b]x·y . The recursive function

R defines the result size as an annotated type for an expression in a context Γ, which is a set

that maps symbols to annotated types. This context is extended every time new symbols are

referenced. In order to turn the estimate of a result size into a single arithmetic expression,

we define the function size which turns an annotated type to an integer-valued arithmetic

expression representing the size of the annotated type in bytes. In addition, we define card
and elem to extract information about lists. This is necessary, since as we mentioned, we want

to be able to operate on nested data. Since function definitions do not produce any results

until they are applied to a value, in our costing we assume that all of them are matched with

corresponding function applications. The cost of the flatMap construct is the same as that of

for with k set to 1.

Observe that we perform worst-case analysis of the result size of each expression. For instance,
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for nested lists, we take the maximum of the lengths of the inner lists. This design choice may

lead to overestimation of result sizes, e.g. in the case of if-then-else, the branch that gives the

largest result may not be the one that will actually be taken during execution. However, as

we show in our evaluation, even with this overestimation, OCAS can still differentiate more

efficient programs from less efficient ones, with respect to the given memory hierarchy. Finally,

we also allow the programmer to annotate any expression with a custom result size estimate.

This may be needed since the static rules that OCAS uses for data size estimation may not

capture specific algorithm semantics. A fold which produces a very small output in its last

iteration, but very large outputs in all others is one example where these annotations allow

programmers to explicitly express the intention of their algorithm.

3.1.3 Determining Data Transfer Occurrences

OCAS models data transfers implicitly: whenever the execution context is extended with a new

value, we account for an appropriate amount of transfers for this value. After modeling the

transfer, this value is then considered to be in its new location. Furthermore, as soon as a value

is not in the context anymore, it does not consume space for the hierarchy level it belonged

to. This means that the next time this value is needed, it has to be brought again from the

input device, all the way up to the processing node. By implicitly modeling data transfers, we

enable separation between a program and its execution environment (memory hierarchy).

This alleviates the need for programmers to annotate where intermediate values are stored

throughout the execution of a program.

We use the following notation and semantics for data transfers. First, values are transferred

from a hierarchy node ms , where they originally reside, to a memory node md . In order to

simplify costing of a program, we assume that data transfers happen only between adjacent

memory nodes (ms is directly connected to md in the tree). Furthermore, if md is the root

node, then an expression will be executed to process the fetched data, thus producing an

output written at a node mo , which has to be a child of md , possibly different from ms .

Finally, data transfers between adjacent hierarchy levels are constrained by the physical size

of the participating nodes. Given that modeling replacement algorithms at each level of the

memory hierarchy is a very complicated task, we choose a simpler solution. We use dedicated

space for input (bi n) and output (bout ) buffers at each level, per value, so that their combined

size does not exceed the size of the specific level. These buffers determine the amount of

transfers necessary to process each value and will be utilized by the transformation rules

presented in Chapter 4. Furthermore, when the output buffer is filled, it is completely evicted

to the output memory level. This is in accordance with the fact that we perform worst-case

analysis. Choosing good values for input and output buffer sizes is a critical aspect of designing

high-performance out-of-core algorithms. It is also a non-trivial task for developers, since

choosing locally optimal solutions at each node may not give a globally optimal solution for

the whole hierarchy. Thus, the automation that our system provides in that respect is very
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Chapter 3. OCAL: The Out-of-Core DSL

helpful to developers.

3.1.4 Estimating Cost Events

The core of cost computation concerns estimating the cost of InitCom and UnitTr transfer

events occurring between adjacent nodes. OCAS estimates these events independently. Ta-

ble 3.1 shows how our system counts the amount of data transferred for various kinds of

functions. For function definitions (along with their applications), the size of the argument

determines how many bytes are transferred from ms to md . The size of the result tells how

many bytes are written out. In addition, as flatMap executes its inner function for every ele-

ment, we have to multiply the number of the elements caused by this function by the length of

the list. For foldL the situation is very similar but we also have to take into account that c has

to be transferred to md as well.1 Every expression other than function application basically

just aggregates the number of events of its subexpressions. Calculating the amount of InitCom
events is similar to computing the amount of data transferred. The total cost is then found

if we add up the two separate costs, which gives a single expression depicting the cost of a

program as a function of various parameters like block and input sizes.

We end this section with two remarks. First, our system also allows the developer to define

custom costs for definitions by extending the mechanisms for counting events and estimating

result sizes with special cases. This feature allows to specify tighter bounds for special cases

using the developer’s expertise. If the developer does not specify a cost formula for his

definitions, OCAS extends each definition and costs its inner expressions in order to get a

cost estimation metric. Second, observe that when the target memory hierarchy changes,

the costing formulas are changed accordingly, based on the above analysis. This may make

a different set of transformation rules applicable and may, as a result, generate a different

program as output.

3.2 Putting it all together – An example of automatic synthesis

Figure 3.5 presents an example that illustrates the costing methodology introduced in the

previous section. It shows the different steps carried out by the cost estimation engine for

every expression of a block nested loop join that reads two relations R and S from HDD into

RAM, joins them there and finally writes the result back to HDD. We make the following

observations.

Initially, the context Γ is empty. As discussed, starting from top to bottom, expressions lookup

their context for any values they may reference, and they accordingly extend it whenever

they define new ones. In this case, the first for loop extends the context with symbols R and

xB. Then, the current context is passed as a parameter to the nested for expression, and the

1The presented cost function is simplified and adapted to our examples. The general cost function used in
practice by OCAS is more complicated.
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3.2. Putting it all together – An example of automatic synthesis

Expression Context Result size UnitTr
mHDD →
mRAM

UnitTr
mRAM →
mHDD

InitCom
mHDD →
mRAM

InitCom
mRAM →
mHDD

for (xB [k1] ← R) Γ1 =R �→ [1]x , xB �→
[1]k1

[〈1,1〉]x·y x + x
k1

y 2x y x/k1 +
x y

k1k2

2x y/ko

for (yB [k2] ← S) Γ2 = Γ1 ∪ S �→ [1]y , [〈1,1〉]k1·y y 2k1 y y/k2 2k1 y/ko

yB �→ [1]k2

for (x ← xB) Γ3 = Γ2 ∪x �→ 1 [〈1,1〉]k1·k2 0 2k1k2 0 2k1k2/ko

for (y ← yB) Γ4 = Γ3 ∪ y �→ 1 [〈1,1〉]k2 0 2k2 0 2k2/ko

if joinCond(x,y) Γ4 [〈1,1〉]1 0 0 0 0

then [〈x, y〉] Γ4 [〈1,1〉]1 0 0 0 0

else [] Γ4 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 3.5 – Costing of an example of joining two unary relations R and S of type [Int]. The
hierarchy has two nodes, an HDD and a RAM (root node), and we assume that the size of Int
is 1. ko is the size of the output buffer.

context is recursively extended at each step, whenever new values are first referenced.

The result size of the top level expression is built in a similarly recursive fashion, by first evalu-

ating the result size of primitive expressions of the language (using the result size estimation

formulas of Figure 3.4) and then composing the total result size bottom-up. Observe that,

as discussed, OCAS performs worst-case analysis for some expressions. In the case of this

example, OCAS will estimate the result size of the if−then−else as the maximum result size of

the two branches.

Finally, for the calculation of InitCom and UnitTr events we use the costing rules listed in

Table 3.1. Notice that, for the last five expressions of the example figure, there is no transfer

initiated for the input, as all values are already existing in the top-level RAM node of the

hierarchy. In other words, ms is the same as md and, thus, both InitCom[mS → md ] and

UnitTr[ms → md ] are zero for these expressions. In contrast, when costing the first two for
loops, we must take into account that the input needs to be transfer from HDD to RAM, thus

producing the reported InitCom and UnitTr costs. A similar analysis is true for the output of

this example program as well.

In the next chapter, we discuss the transformation rules in more detail, and show how they

can generate a better program based on the cost formulas we presented here.
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4 Program Transformation Rules

In the previous chapter, we discussed how to estimate the cost of an OCAL program based on

the amount of data transfers it performs. Since it is rarely possible to determine analytically

whether the application of a rule results in a performance improvement, we opted for cost-

based optimization rather than using a deterministic recipe for obtaining efficient programs.

OCAS exhaustively searches the space of equivalent programs, estimates the cost of each and

then selects one with the best performance. In this chapter, we discuss the set of rules that

transform a given program to another one with equivalent functionality that may have better

performance with respect to a given memory hierarchy. For example, consider the following

sequence of equivalent join algorithms between relations R and S of type list of tuples:

for (x ← R)
for (y ← S)

if joinCond(x,y) then [〈x,y〉] else []

⇓ [rule apply−block applied twice, for R and S respectively]

for (xBlock [k1] ← R) for (x ← xBl ock)
for (yBlock [k2] ← S) for (y ← yBlock)

if joinCond(x,y) then [〈x,y〉] else []

⇓[rules swap−iter and seq−ac]

for (xBlock [k1] ← R) for[HDD�RAM] (yBlock [k2]← S)
for (x ← xBlock) for (y ← yBlock)

if joinCond(x,y) then [〈x,y〉] else []

⇓[rule order−inputs]

(λ〈R, S〉.for (xBlock [k1] ← R) for[HDD�RAM] (yBlock [k2]←S)
for (x ← xBlock) for (y ← yBlock)

if joinCond(x,y) then [〈x,y〉] else [])
(if length(R) ≤ length(S) then 〈R, S〉 else 〈S, R〉)
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Chapter 4. Program Transformation Rules

The first program is a naive implementation of a Nested Loops Join algorithm that issues a disk

read every time it accesses a tuple from either of the two relations. The final program is a Block

Nested Loops Join that uses the smaller relation in the outer loop. Every step in the derivation

is annotated with a transformation rule presented in Section 4.2 and we assume that all

programs discard the output. Then, the final program has a smaller cost metric than all of the

intermediate programs. Thus, OCAS will select it as the final, optimized out-of-core algorithm,

out of which the C code will be generated. Next, we discuss how we derive our collection of

transformation rules from fundamental design principles of out-of-core algorithms.

4.1 From Principles to Transformation Rules

We have identified three main principles that drive the transformations of our system:

Data locality and block-based transfers. One heuristic that OCAS uses is to fetch the largest

possible block of data to the processing unit at once. The justification is that, unless the

input contains data that is never looked at by the algorithm, every data element has to be

eventually fetched. Thus, if fetching is performed in larger chunks, then the number of InitCom
events, which represent disk seeking and the costly erasure on flash drives, decreases. The

transformation rule that applies this optimization is called apply−block.

The order in which individual data elements are accessed can also be changed by rules

swap−iter and order−inputs. This is a class of optimizations whose effectiveness depends on

the interaction of several levels of the memory hierarchy, rather than the properties of each

individual level. Therefore, there does not exist a generally valid characterization of the cases

when these optimizations are effective, other than suggesting that the performance after the

application of the rule should improve.

Sequential versus random access. Some devices perform significantly better if data on them

is accessed sequentially rather than in random order. A notable example are hard disks, but

also writing sequentially to flash drives is more efficient because an erased block can be filled

before another one has to be erased somewhere else. Pre-fetching data by blocks into a level

that does not have a performance penalty for random access can improve performance in

programs where random access is confined to happen within blocks. Blocking is introduced

by OCAS through the apply−block rule.

Minimizing the number of passes through the input. Some programs require accessing

every element of the input several times to compute the result. There are abundant examples

of this behavior in data management systems: join algorithms may have to consider all pairs of

members from two relations, comparison-based sorting algorithms have a theoretical bound

of at least logn accesses to each input element, etc.

OCAS uses two techniques to minimize the number of passes through the input: Partitioning
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4.2. List of Transformation Rules

data by hash, represented by the rule hash−part; and Divide-and-Conquer, represented by the

rule inc−branching. Both rules have the effect that the individual input elements need to be

accessed fewer times, in fact only two times in the case of hash−part(once for constructing

subsets of the input and once for performing the computation on them and recombining the

results1), but in a more random order. Therefore, there is a trade off between the total amount

of data transferred and the amount of seeking that this rule introduces.

In addition to the previous ideas, another class of optimization rules target improving the

asymptotic computational complexity of the algorithm, such as the fldL−to−trfld rule. How-

ever, we do not make this kind of rules a priority of this thesis, because they are rather

independent of the usage of the memory hierarchy and they form a broad enough research

topic on their own. Application of functional-style transformations to improve the asymptotic

complexity of programs has been studied in e.g. [Bird, 1989] and [Augusteijn, 1999], although

not in the context of automatic synthesis of programs.

4.2 List of Transformation Rules

We write our rules as e1⇒e2 where e1 and e2 are OCAL expressions. This means that whenever

a part of a program matches e1 then this part is equivalent to and can be replaced by e2,

leading to a new program.

Most rules come with additional conditions on e1 that determine when the rule can be applied.

For example, the swap−iter rule, which exchanges the outer and the inner loop of a nested

for loop, requires as a side condition that the range of the inner loop to be independent

of the looping variable of the outer loop. Such conditions can pose a challenge: some are

undecidable in the general case or deciding them is too computation intensive. In such

cases, we implement a conservative estimation procedure that returns no false positives by

deciding a stronger but simpler condition. This approach may lead our tool to fail to notice

opportunities when a rule could be correctly applied but it never allows it to apply a rule in a

non-valid context. We now describe the motivation of each rule, the conditions under which

it can be applied and some examples of usage.

We show in the experimental evaluation of OCAS (Chapter 5) that this set of rules already

covers a rich collection of programs. There are other principles that OCAS does not yet deal

with. However, our tool can be easily extended with such principles in the form of new

transformation rules that follow the same pattern as the ones presented in this chapter.

Increasing the Block Size (apply−block). The fold and flatMap constructs, as specified in

Chapter 3, iterate over the elements of a list one by one, as they appear, in a sequential fashion.

However, OCAS provides the for construct which allows iterating over blocks of elements,

1 This assumes that the subsets are small enough to perform the computation on them in the memory level into
which they are read (thus requiring no additional I/O operations). OCAS models the memory hierarchy, and thus,
can take such constraints into account when deciding the subset size.
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Chapter 4. Program Transformation Rules

instead of one by one. Using the blocked for in place of the more granular counterpart is the

aim of the following transformation rule:

for (x [1] ← R) [1] e

⇓
for (xBl ock [k1] ← R)

for (x ← xBl ock) [k2] e

This rule can be applied both when fetching data towards the processing unit as well as to

the data that is written as a result of evaluating expression e. To use it, we introduce the

new annotation [k2] (in the place shown) for buffering the output. In general, apply−block
increases the amount of data read or written in a single I/O request, from the default single

element to blocks of size k1 and k2, respectively. The value of k2 is limited by the space and

the maxSeqW property of the node (explained in Figure 3.3) where the elements are being

written to, and k1 by the maxSeqR property of the source node (also explained in the same

figure). The actual values of k1 and k2 are determined by the non-linear optimizer that we

have implemented based on [Liuzzi et al., 2010]. In short, for a single loop, a good heuristic is

that both k1 and k2 should be as big as possible, subject to the aforementioned restrictions.

However, if several nested loops over different ranges compete for space at the same node, this

trivial heuristic does not work and we use the optimization solver to determine the block sizes.

If R is originally stored at node m0, is fetched at m1 and the output is written to node m2,

this rule reduces the number of InitCom[m0 → m1] cost events k1-fold, and the number of

InitCom[m1 → m2] events k2-fold, as long as m0 �= m2. If some of these nodes are hard disks,

this rule decreases the number of disk seeks. In general, our system aims to replace every

list-iterative construct with block size 1 with as many levels of nested equivalent constructs

with larger block size as there are levels in the memory hierarchy. We note that we also use an

analogous rule to introduce bigger blocks to our implementation of unfoldR.

Swapping The Order Of Iterative Constructs (swap−iter). Given two for or two flatMap
constructs that iterate over two different lists, we can then change the order in which these

two constructs are applied, as follows:

for (x1 [k11] ← r ang e1) [k12]
for (x2 [k21] ← r ang e2) [k22] e

⇓
for (x2 [k21]← r ang e2) [k22]

for (x1 [k11]← r ang e1) [k12] e

This rule can be applied provided that the value of r ang e2 does not depend on x1. We also

have an analogous rule for loops with a condition:
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4.2. List of Transformation Rules

for (x1 [k11] ← r ang e1) [k12]
if c then

for (x2 [k21] ← r ang e2) [k22] e1

else e2

⇓
for (x2 [k21] ← r ang e2) [k22]
for (x1 [k11] ← r ang e1) [k12]

if c then e1

else e2

Ordering Input Lists by Length (order−inputs)

f ⇒λ〈x1, x2〉.
f (if length(x1) ≤ length(x2) then 〈x1, x2〉 else 〈x2, x1〉)

f ⇒λ〈x1, x2〉.
f (if length(x1) ≤ length(x2) then 〈x2, x1〉 else 〈x1, x2〉)

The target of this rule are applications where the input is a tuple of lists whose order does not

matter for the calculated result but may matter for efficiency. For instance, a Block Nested

Loops join is more efficient if the outer relation is the smaller. These two rules can be applied

if f is of type 〈[τ1], [τ1]〉→ τ2. However, it is easy to generalize this rule for functions whose

input is a tuple of type 〈[τ1], . . . , [τ1]〉→ τ2.

Hash Partitioning of Input (hash−part). The following procedure can sometimes improve

the performance of an algorithm. Given a tuple of lists, we distribute the elements of each

of the lists into subsets, each containing elements that hash into a particular range. We thus

obtain a tuple of lists of lists, where each list of lists represents the set of hash partitions of one

of the original lists. These are then zipped together to form a value L of type list of tuples of

lists, that has length s and contains all the tuples of corresponding partitions. The original

algorithm is then mapped over the tuples. OCAS provides an efficient implementation of

the partition definition, which is executed in linear time. The following transformation rule

captures this idea:

f ⇒λ〈x1, . . . , xk〉.(
flatMap( f )(

zip(〈partition(x1), . . . ,partition(xk )〉)
)

)

This rule works for any s when f is a function that iterates over a tuple of lists, for example a

join. Most importantly, f must be such that when one takes the union of results of f applied to

the s partitions, one gets the same result as applying f to the original input lists. This means
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Chapter 4. Program Transformation Rules

that we do not care about the order in which the function processes the input elements. Stated

otherwise, while the function performs computation on r lists, every value is only considered

in the context of other values that hash close to it from all lists.

If f is a program that accesses every element of its input more than once, applying this rule has

the effect that all of the data is read only twice: once during the partitioning phase and once

when applying f to the partitions, provided they are small enough to fit in the node into which

f reads the data to from their original location. This rule is needed for synthesizing hash joins.

Increasing the Branching of treeFold (inc−branching).

treeFold[2k ](c, funcPow[k]( f ))
⇓
treeFold[2k+1](c, funcPow[k +1]( f ))

The condition for this rule to work is that f has to be associative. When this rule is applied, the

number of applications of the function inside the treeFold decreases but the function becomes

more complicated as it accepts more arguments.

For example, when converting treeFold[2] into treeFold[4] for a list of 8 elements, we get a

reduction on the number of functions calls of funcPow from seven down to three; however,

each such call in the former case has two arguments, while in the latter case it has four. In

general, we get approximately n−1
2k−1

calls to funcPow for an input list of size n, where each such

function call receives 2k arguments.

In Chapter 5, we provide the example of deriving 2k -way External Merge-Sort. There, the

sorting algorithm operates on a list of lists, which necessitates the usage of the unfold definition.

In this particular case, it is more efficient to actually execute the above transformation rule as

follows:

treeFold[2k ](c, unfoldR(funcPow[k]( f )))
⇓
treeFold[2k+1](c, unfoldR(funcPow[k +1]( f )))

Change of Folding Pattern (fldL−to−trfld).

foldL(c, f )
⇓
treeFold[2](c, f )

This rule works whenever f is associative and c is an identity element for f. The treeFold[2]
pattern applies f the same number of times as foldL. However, if the size of the result of f and

its computational complexity grow at least linearly with the size of its input, then treeFold[2]
achieves better performance by balancing f ’s input sizes more equally.
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4.2. List of Transformation Rules

Adding a Sequentiality Annotation (seq−ac). To enhance the precision of the cost estimation,

we allow an expression to be annotated with a token [m1�m2]. This notifies the costing

engine that for this expression, all data transfers from m1 to m2 happen sequentially. This

annotation serves only as an indicator for the costing engine to allow for more precise estimates

and it does not change the semantics and implementation of the program. It can be applied

when no other part of the program causes any communication to m2. A syntactic check

provides a sufficient condition.

For example, a for loop that reads a page of the hard disk to the main memory in every iteration

and does not otherwise touch the hard disk is allowed to have this annotation. In this case,

instead of counting one such event for every iteration (which is the result of ordinary cost

inference), we only need to count an InitCom[m1→m2] event every time that maxSeqR units

have been read from m1 or maxSeqW units have been written to m2. Thus, the new InitCom

cost is given by: max
(
1, totaltransfers

min(m1.maxSeqR,m2.maxSeqW)

)
. Another natural interpretation of this

cost function optimization is writing multiple blocks of data to a flash drive after a block,

usually much larger, has been erased.
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5 Experimental Evaluation of OCAS

In this chapter, we first present our experimental platform and then evaluate our approach

with respect to the following points:

1. The quality of synthesized algorithms. We evaluate this aspect in two ways. First, we

manually inspect the generated C code obtained from OCAS and check whether the code

matches our expectations. Particularly for disk-based joins and sorting, we check whether we

obtain exactly the standard textbook algorithms given our library of program transformation

rules. Then, we evaluate the performance of the synthesized algorithms by running their

generated C code on actual data on a hardware configuration that matches our memory

hierarchy description and check whether their actual running times match our expectations.

2. The accuracy of the predictions compared to the actual execution times of the algorithms.

We examine two aspects of this issue, the imprecision of the estimations caused by the fact

that the cost formulas do not currently consider CPU costs, and the degree of overestimation

caused by the fact that OCAS performs worst-case analysis.

3. The adaptiveness of the synthesized algorithms generated by OCAS, whenever the memory

or storage configuration changes. This is important, as it proves that OCAS can generate

different algorithms for the same naive input program when a different hardware specification

is provided. We demonstrate this property using traditional join and sorting operations in

three dimensions, by showing that OCAS (a) updates the cost formulas when the hierarchy

changes, (b) adapts the generated programs and (c) updates the estimation of parameter

values used by specific transformation rules.

4. The execution time of the synthesizer, given that the search space grows as longer chains

of transformation rules are evaluated on larger programs.
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Chapter 5. Experimental Evaluation of OCAS

Hard disk: size= 1T pagesize= 4K
Flash drive: size= 512G maxSeqW= 256K
Cache: size= 3M pagesize= 512B

InitCom[HDD �→RAM]= 15ms InitCom[RAM �→HDD]= 15ms
InitCom[RAM �→ SSD]= 1.7ms InitCom[RAM �→Cache]= 0.1ms
UnitTr[HDD �→RAM]= 1s/30M UnitTr[RAM �→HDD]= 1s/30M
UnitTr[SSD �→RAM]= 1s/120M UnitTr[RAM �→ SSD]= 1s/120M

Figure 5.1 – Node properties and associated cost units of a modeled memory hierarchy.

5.1 Experimental Platform

Our platform1 is a Mac OS X machine with an i7-2620M processor, standard commodity 1TB

Western Digital hard disk drives and one 500GB Apple SSD TS512C. Input and RAM buffer sizes

are reported in bytes, and are specifically chosen for each experiment. The properties of our

devices and the cost of unit events are listed in Figure 5.1. Costs not included are assumed to

be zero. For all experiments, we assume exclusive usage of all devices. OCAS is implemented in

Scala, so we use a Java Virtual Machine with 256MB of heap space. The C programs generated

by OCAS are compiled using GCC 4.2. In what follows, and unless otherwise mentioned, the

running time refers to the actual execution time of the generated programs.

Table 5.1 presents results for most of our experiments and it also contains the cost of the naive

algorithm the user provides, which assumes one I/O (and one seek) per tuple processed. The

code of each program in this table can be found in Appendix A.

5.2 Inspection and Quality Evaluation

The aim of this work is to automatically generate algorithms tuned for a particular memory

hierarchy. To that end, we do not claim the optimality of the generated algorithms. We have

instead manually verified that the generated algorithms are the same as those in textbooks [Ra-

makrishnan and Gehrke, 2002].

Next, we show how OCAS optimizes the naive join algorithm presented in Example 1 of

Chapter 2 for a more complicated memory hierarchy. We also explain in detail how OCAS

automatically derives an External Merge-Sort of n · logn complexity from a naive specification

of an insertion sort of n2 complexity. The purpose of these examples is to show that OCAS

generates optimized algorithms, and that these algorithms are the textbook algorithms for the

case of disk-based joins and sorting. We also similarly highlight a number of other examples

to further validate our analysis.

Block Nested Loops (BNL) and Hash Join. So far, all examples in this thesis assumed a

memory hierarchy consisting of only one hard disk drive, where the input is stored, and the

1This is for all experiments other than measuring cache misses later in this chapter.
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Chapter 5. Experimental Evaluation of OCAS

main memory.

However, when this memory hierarchy is extended with one additional level of CPU cache,

OCAS generates a version of Block Nested Loops join with additional for loops that make use

of the available cache, as explained in the description of the apply−block transformation rule

in Chapter 4.

The reader can verify that by applying this transformation, which corresponds to loop tiling,

the program becomes more cache-friendly. As a result, there is a small performance improve-

ment, as shown in Table 5.1. Using the perf tool [perf] we measured the number of data

cache misses. This number is reduced by 98.2%, compared to the previous example (the

non-cache conscious BNL join). However, the execution time does not reflect this significant

improvement, since this experiment is I/O bound.2

Furthermore, by applying the partitioning rule from Chapter 4, OCAS is capable of transform-

ing the Block Nested Loops Join into a variant of the GRACE hash join (while the memory

hierarchy remains the same). Our experiments show that, as expected, the hash join performs

better than the BNL join. In addition, the underestimation of cost is now more significant,

since hash join is more CPU intensive than the cache variant, and OCAS does not currently

model CPU costs.

Finally, we notice that in order for OCAS to find and apply these two transformation rules

(as described above), it must examine a significantly larger space of semantically equivalent

programs, leading to a significant increase in the execution time of the synthesizer (as the

depth of the tree is now increased). However, we argue that this increase in synthesis time is

well spent, given the performance improvement obtained from using our optimized algorithm

versus a non optimized algorithm.

External Merge-Sort. This example uses the fact that folding merge over a list of singleton

lists of integers yields a sorting algorithm, and, thus, demonstrates how our rules for chang-

ing the folding patterns can automatically bring us from Insertion Sort to a version of the

External Merge-Sort. As a starting point, Insertion Sort of a list stored on the hard disk can be

represented in OCAL as:

foldL([],unfoldR(mrg))(R)

where mrg is the supporting function presented in Chapter 3 and the input is a list R of length

x of singleton lists of integers. In this naive program, the elements are transferred one by one

from HDD to RAM and back, assuming the basic memory hierarchy containing only one HDD

2We have acquired the cache miss ratio of this experiment on a Linux server with an Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU.
The relative performance speedup between the Block Nested Loops join and the cache example in the new server
is the same as the one calculated using the original Mac machine.
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5.2. Inspection and Quality Evaluation

and RAM. The worst-case cost thus is:

x−1∑
j=0

(InitCom[HDD �→RAM]+

( j +1)(UnitTr[HDD �→RAM]+UnitTr[RAM �→HDD]+ InitCom[RAM �→HDD]))

Our system includes a basic engine for simplifying arithmetic expressions, capable of finding

closed forms of some sums, which automatically simplifies the above formula to:

x InitCom[HDD �→RAM]+
x(x +1)

2
(UnitTr[HDD �→RAM]+UnitTr[RAM �→HDD]+ InitCom[RAM �→HDD])

Notice that this formula captures the worst-case asymptotic complexity of Θ(n2).

Then, by applying rule fldL−to−trfld (replacing foldL with treeFold[2]), rule inc−branching
(replacing treeFold[2k] with treeFold[2k+1]) and finally rule apply−block (applying blocking

to unfoldR), we obtain 4-way External Merge-Sort. If we then apply rule inc−branching k−1

more times, we get to 2k-way External Merge-Sort, whose code is:

treeFold[2k ]([],unfoldR(funcPow[k](mrg)))

The cost of running this program is, after simplification:

⌈⌈
log x

⌉
x

k

⌉(
UnitTr[RAM �→HDD]+UnitTr[HDD �→RAM]

+ 1

bi n
InitCom[HDD �→RAM]+ 1

bout
InitCom[RAM �→HDD]

)

which captures the asymptotic complexity of n · logn of external merge-sort.

Our non-linear optimization solver determines that this cost is minimal when the all the input

blocks and the output block are as large as possible, which means bout = bi n = ms .size
2k+1

, and

hence the number of units transferred decreases with k and is proportional to 1/k, while the

amount of seeking increases with k and is proportional to 2k /k. Choosing the right k is again

accomplished using the optimization solver and depends on the ratio between the seek time

and the reading speed of the hard disk. Our experience with the generated external merge-sort

is that the optimizer is capable of choosing optimal values for parameters k and bi n . For the

result presented in Table 5.1, we initially experimented with k = 1 for processing 1GB of data

but the optimizer recommended k = 2 which led to the reported better execution time.
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Figure 5.2 – Estimated and actual running times for varying input and buffer sizes. The x-axis
label shows the size of the first input relation, the second input relation (if applicable) and the
buffer size.

Other miscellaneous examples: To further validate our analysis, we have also expressed a

couple of other miscellaneous algorithms using OCAL, such as column store scan (zipping

r lists to obtain a single list of r -tuples) with a varying number of columns and removing

duplicates from a sorted list. The results, presented in Table 5.1, verify that the predictions of

OCAL are accurate and that our tool can generate efficient out-of-core algorithms quickly.

To sum up, the output algorithm of OCAS is always better, performance wise, than the speci-

fication algorithm provided by the user. In addition, manual inspection of the generated C

programs shows that OCAS produces exactly the standard textbook (disk-based) BNL and

hash join and external sorting algorithms. This fact confirms the correctness of our approach.

5.3 Accuracy of Cost Formulas

General Overview. In Table 5.1, we present the actual execution times of the generated C code

for the optimized algorithms. As we can see, the estimates of OCAS are in general not far from

the actual execution time, and in some cases our tool underestimates. This is because, as we

explain below, the cost formulas are simplistic in nature and they do not completely represent

the actual execution properties, especially for CPU-dominated workloads. The important

point to notice is that, when comparing equivalent algorithms, the predictions follow the

same trend as the actual execution times. Next, we examine two different aspects of accuracy

in more detail: the effects of not modeling computation cost and of performing worst-case

analysis on the estimations of OCAS.
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Impact of Computation Costs. OCAS does not currently model computation costs. This can

cause our system to underestimate, as shown in Table 5.1. Moreover, underestimation should

grow the more CPU intensive a task is. To examine this hypothesis, we run a set of experiments

with a variety of different algorithms, input and buffer sizes. The results for these experiments,

presented in Figure 5.2, confirm the initial assumption: For tasks that are not CPU-intensive,

such as aggregation, the estimations are very accurate. However, for tasks like joins or sorting,

which consume a significant amount of CPU cycles, underestimation grows with the input

size. However, we leave the development of a more precise CPU modeling for future work.

Impact of Worst-Case Analysis. The worst case analysis that OCAS performs can lead to

significant overestimation of the output size, resulting in overestimation of the number of

write operations. This is important, since this amount proportionally affects the reported

estimations. To better understand this behavior, we present three examples in Table 5.1: one

that calculates the union of sets represented as a sorted list of unique values, another that

returns the union of multisets represented as a list of value-multiplicity pairs, and finally one

that calculates their difference. For the union examples, the estimated output is equal to

length(L1)+length(L2) and for difference it is length(L1). The latter follows because in the

worst case there is no element that is the same amongst the two relations. The results of

Table 5.1 show that there is overestimation due to predicting more write operations than those

actually happening for the difference example. The union algorithm, however, is estimated

correctly in both examples.

The join operator has a similar behavior due to selectivity: the higher the selectivity, the closer

the estimation is to the actual running time. As Table 5.1 shows, when selectivity is 100%,

which corresponds to the relational product computed by all join variants presented in this

chapter, the predictions become very accurate.

5.4 Adaptivity Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate how OCAS adapts its cost formulas and generated algorithms

when the memory hierarchy changes.

Recalculating Cost Formulas. Accurate cost prediction is important in OCAS since it allows

our system to differentiate between more efficient and less efficient programs. Adapting

the cost formulas to a particular memory hierarchy is also important, as algorithms that are

sub-optimal in one memory hierarchy may be optimal in another.

To examine this aspect of adaptivity in OCAS, we use joins as an example. So far, all join

variants presented in this thesis were discarding any output produced. Next, we turn our

attention to three examples where the output of the join is instead written to a device and not

discarded. We do so using the following three storage hierarchy configurations.

First, when the output is written back to the same hard disk that stores the input, sequential
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reading from the hard disk is no longer possible, because the write operations interfere with

the reads. Table 5.1 shows that the cost formula successfully depicts the considerably increased

running time, even though the total size of the input relations is significantly smaller compared

to the original BNL join with no write-out.

If the memory hierarchy changes so that another hard disk HDD2 stores the output, reading

and writing do not interfere with each other, so both can be executed sequentially. By doing

so, even though the amount of data transfers remains the same as before, hard disk seeking

is significantly reduced, as indicated by the updated cost formulas. As a result, Table 5.1

shows that both the estimated and the actual execution times are reduced by more than 50%.

Note that we use the join condition “true” (thus we compute a Cartesian product between

the two relations) in the BNL join examples which write their output to a drive. Thus, write

cost dominates read cost, which explains why the BNL join writing to a different disk is much

slower than the BNL join discarding its output.

Finally, we consider a memory hierarchy where a flash drive is used in place of the second hard

disk. In this case, OCAS generates the same program as before, since the memory hierarchy has

the same form. However, both the estimated and the actual execution times are reduced due to

the significantly better sequential write speed of SSDs. This is true, as the factor of the InitCom
events changes to depict their different meaning on flash. They do not correspond to seeks, but

rather to an erasure occurring before each sequence of write operations, the length of which

is given by the maxSeqW property of the flash drive. OCAS estimates better execution time

for the example with flash and, thus, it accurately captures this trade-off between sequential

writing and erase operations. The actual execution time of this experiment presents a similar

behavior.

Adapting the Generated Programs. Now that we have established that OCAS adapts the cost

formulas of programs whenever the underlying memory hierarchy changes, we need to also

verify that the generated programs actually change and adapt for new memory hierarchies. To

demonstrate this, we again consider joins as the driving example, and we examine which join

variants are generated for various memory hierarchies.

As we mentioned before in Section 5.2, when the memory hierarchy changes from the basic

one (containing a single HDD and RAM) to include also a level of CPU cache, OCAS will

generate a more cache-friendly version that contains additional for loops in order to best

utilize the cache, leading to improved performance.

Then, in the same section, we mentioned that OCAS also employs the partitioning rule to

generate the GRACE hash join. However, OCAS should generate this program only if the RAM

buffer size is enough to hold the partitions in memory (This was indeed the case for the dataset

and buffer size used in Table 5.1). Otherwise continuously evicting partitions from memory to

disk can cause significant overhead to performance. To validate this analysis, we run OCAS to

generate efficient join algorithms for memory hierarchies with various RAM buffer sizes.
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5.5. Running Time of OCAS

RAM
Buffer

Size

Generated
Optimal Program

Estimated Exec.
Time of Optimal

Program [s]

Non-Optimal
Program

Estimated Exec.
Time of Non-

Optimal Program [s]

4M GRACE Hash Join 362 BNL Join 549
2M GRACE Hash Join 767 BNL Join 1099
1M BNL Join 2205 GRACE Hash Join 2348

512K BNL Join 4444 GRACE Hash Join 8638

Table 5.2 – Generated join variants and various performance characteristics (estimated) for
memory hierarchies with different RAM buffer sizes. For all examples, the memory hierarchy
contains a single hard disk, storing both the input and the output, RAM and a CPU cache.

Our results are presented in Table 5.2. We can see that as the RAM buffer size gets smaller

and smaller, the GRACE hash join does not always yield better performance compared to a

textbook Block Nested Loops join. Thus, we can see that depending on the size of the RAM

buffer, OCAS will always optimally choose between the GRACE hash join and the BNL join.

Updating the Estimation of Parameter Values. A final consideration regarding the adaptivity

of our approach is whether OCAS adapts the values of parameters when the underlying

memory hierarchy changes. To validate this fact, we use sorting as an example and examine

whether the branching factor in our inc−branching transformation rule is changed when we

change the size of the RAM buffer.

Our results indicate that the non-linear optimization solver employed by OCAS successfully

adapts the value of this parameter. For example, when OCAS is run with a memory buffer

of 1M to 4M, then it calculates k = 3, while for values smaller than 1M, it calculates k = 2 (as

was also reported in Table 5.1). Similarly, when allowing for even larger buffers, it will further

increase the value of k. For example, for a 16M buffer, the non-linear optimization solver will

provide k = 8.

These results indicate that OCAS successfully takes into account architectural characteristics

when evaluating the values of parameters using the non-linear optimization solver.

5.5 Running Time of OCAS

Finally, Table 5.1 presents the time required for OCAS to generate the optimized algorithms.

As we can see, our tool is practical, since its execution time is small for all examples. This is

true even for long-running OCAL programs.

We observe that the size of the search space depends on the number of steps needed for

the derivation, the complexity of the input program, as well as the memory model used in

the experiment. As expected, the search space is growing roughly exponentially with the

number of transformation steps and the execution time is linked to the size of the search space.
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However, it is not dependent on the input size because OCAS uses cost-based optimization,

which does not need to execute the programs in order to estimate their cost.
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6 Building Efficient Query Engines in a
High-Level Language

We now turn our attention to the realization of the abstraction without regret vision on the

domain of ad-hoc, analytical query processing. We present LegoBase, an in-memory query

execution engine written in the high-level programming language, Scala, being the first step

towards providing a full DBMS written in a high-level language. As shown in Figure 1.1,

LegoBase offers a productivity/performance combination not provided by existing database

systems or query compilers written using low-level languages. In order to achieve this behavior,

we address the following challenges and make the following contributions:

• First, to avoid the overheads of a high-level language (e.g. complicated memory man-

agement) while maintaining well-defined abstractions, we opt for using generative

programming [Taha and Sheard, 2000], a technique that allows for programmatic re-

moval of abstraction overhead through source-to-source compilation. This is a key

benefit as, in contrast to traditional, general-purpose compilers – which need to per-

form complicated and sometimes brittle analyses before maybe optimizing programs –

generative programming in Scala takes advantage of the type system of the language to

provide programmers with strong guarantees about the structure of the generated code.

For example, developers can specify optimizations that are applied during compilation

in order to ensure that certain abstractions (e.g. generic data structures and function

calls) are definitely optimized away during compilation.

Generative programming can be used to optimize any piece of Scala code. This allows

LegoBase to perform whole-system specialization and compile all components, data

structures and auxiliary functions used inside the query engine to efficient C code. This

design significantly contrasts our approach with existing query compilation approaches

(e.g. the one proposed in [Neumann, 2011]) for three reasons. First, a compiler that han-

dles only queries cannot optimize and inline their code with the remaining code of the

database system (which is typically precompiled), thus missing a number of optimiza-

tion opportunities. Second, in their purest form, query compilation approaches simply

optimize or inline the code of individual operators in the physical query plan, thus
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Chapter 6. Building Efficient Query Engines in a High-Level Language

making cross-operator code optimization inside the query compiler impossible. Finally,

existing approaches perform compilation using low-level code generation templates.

These essentially come in stringified form, making their development and automatic

type checking very difficult1.

• The LegoBase query engine uses a new optimizing compiler called SC. When performing

whole-system compilation, an optimizing compiler effectively needs to specialize high-

level systems code which will naturally employ a hierarchy of components and libraries

from relatively high to very low level of abstraction. To scale to such complex code bases,

an optimizing compiler must guarantee two properties, not offered by existing compiler

frameworks for applying generative programming.

First, to achieve maximum efficiency, developers must have tight control on the com-

piler’s phases – admitting custom optimization phases and phase orderings. This is

necessary as code transformers with different optimization objectives may have to

be combined in every possible ordering, depending on architectural, data, or query

characteristics. However, existing generative programming frameworks do not offer

much control over the compilation process2. This absence of control effectively forces

developers to provision for all possible optimization orderings. This pollutes the code

base of individual optimizations, making some of them dependent on other, possi-

bly semantically independent, optimizations. In general, the code complexity grows

exponentially with the number of supported transformations3.

Second, existing optimizing compilers expose a large number of low-level compiler

internals such as nodes of an intermediate representation (IR), dependency information

encoded in IR nodes, and code generation templates to their users. This necessary

interaction with low-level semantics when coding optimizations and, more importantly,

the introduction of the IR as an additional level of abstraction, both significantly increase

the difficulty of debugging as developers cannot easily track the relationship between

the source code, the compiler optimization for it – expressed using IR constructs (instead

of the source language) – and the final, generated code [Jovanović et al., 2014; Sujeeth

et al., 2013].

1For example, templates can be used to convert the code of individual query operators – typically written
today in C/C++ – to optimized LLVM code. In that case, developers must handle a number of low-level concerns
themselves, like register allocation.

2 For instance, Lightweight Modular Staging (LMS) [Rompf and Odersky, 2010] applies all user-specified,
domain-specific optimizations in a single optimization step. It does so to avoid the well-known phase-ordering
problem in compilers [Touati and Barthou, 2006], where applying two (or more) optimizations in an improper
order can lead not only to suboptimal performance but also to programs that are semantically incorrect [Rompf,
2012]. We analyze how the design of the new optimizing compiler, SC, differs from that of LMS in Chapter 7 of this
thesis.

3 As an example, consider the case of a compiler that is to support only two optimizations: 1) data-layout
optimizations (i.e. converting a row layout to a column or PAX-like layout [Ailamaki et al., 2001]) and 2) data-stru-
cture specialization (i.e. adapting the definition of a data structure to the particular context in which it is used).
This means that if the second optimization handles three different types of specialization, one has to provision for
2×3 = 6 cases to handle all possible combinations of these optimizations.
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Instead, the SC compiler was designed from the beginning so that it allows developers

to have full control over the optimization process without exporting compiler inter-

nals such as code generation templates. It does so by delivering sufficiently powerful

programming abstractions to developers like those afforded by modern high-level pro-

gramming languages. The SC compiler along with all optimizations are both written

in plain Scala, thus allowing developers to be highly productive when optimizing all

components of the query engine.

• We demonstrate the ease of use of the new SC compiler for optimizing system com-

ponents that differ significantly in structure and granularity of operations. We do so

by providing (i) an in-depth presentation of the optimizations applied to the LegoBase

query engine and (b) a description of the high-level compiler interfaces that database

developers need to interact with when coding optimizations.

We show that the design and interfaces of our optimizing compiler provide a number of

nice properties for the LegoBase optimizations. These are expressed as library compo-

nents, providing a clean separation from the base code of LegoBase (e.g. that of query

operators), but also from each other. This is achieved, (as explained later in more detail

in Chapter 7) by applying them in multiple, distinct optimization phases. Optimizations

are (a) adjustable to the characteristics of workloads and architectures, (b) configurable,

so that they can be turned on and off on demand and (c) composable, so that they can be

easily chained but also so that higher-level optimizations can be built from lower-level

ones.

For each such optimization, we present: (a) the domain-specific conditions that need

to be satisfied in order to apply it (if any) and (b) possible trade-offs (e.g. improved

execution time versus increased memory consumption). Finally, we examine which

categories of database systems can benefit from applying each of our optimizations by

providing a classification of the LegoBase optimizations.

• We perform an experimental evaluation in the domain of analytical query processing

using the TPC-H benchmark [Transaction Processing Performance Council, 1999]. We

show how our optimizations can lead to a system that has performance competitive to

that of a standard, commercial in-memory database called DBX (that does not employ

compilation) and the code generated by the query compiler of the HyPer database [Neu-

mann, 2011]. In addition, we illustrate that these performance improvements do not

require significant programming effort as even complicated optimizations can be coded

in LegoBase with only a few hundred lines of code. We also provide insights on the

performance characteristics and trade-offs of individual optimizations. We do so by

comparing major architectural decisions as fairly as possible, using a shared codebase

that only differs by the effect of a single optimization. Finally, we conclude our anal-

ysis by demonstrating that our whole-system compilation approach incurs negligible

overhead to query execution.
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SELECT * FROM
(SELECT S.D,
SUM(1-S.B) AS E,
SUM(S.A*(1-S.B)),
SUM(S.A*(1-S.B)*(1+S.C))

FROM S
GROUP BY S.D) T, R

WHERE T.E=R.Z AND R.Q=3

��E=Z

ΓD,ag g s

S

σQ=3

R

Figure 6.1 – Motivating example showing missed optimizations opportunities by existing query
compilers that use template expansion.

Motivating Example. To better understand the differences of our work with previous ap-

proaches, consider the SQL query shown in Figure 6.1. This query first calculates some

aggregations from relation S in the group by operator Γ. Then, it joins these aggregations

with relation R, the tuples of which are filtered by the value of column Q. The results are then

returned to the user. Careful examination of the execution plan of this query, shown in the

same figure, reveals the following three basic optimization opportunities missed by existing

query compilers that use template expansion:

• First, the limited scope of existing approaches usually results in performing the evalua-

tion of aggregations in precompiled DBMS code. Thus, each aggregation is evaluated

consecutively and, as a result, common sub-expression elimination cannot be performed

in this case (e.g. in the calculation of expressions 1-S.B and S.A*(1-S.B)). This shows

that, if we include the evaluation of all aggregations in the compiled final code, we can

get an additional performance improvement. This motivates us to extend the scope of

compilation in this work.

• Second, template-based approaches may result in unnecessary computation. This is

because operators are not aware of each other. In this example, the generated code

includes two materialization points: (a) at the group by and (b) when materializing the

left side of the join. However, there is no need to materialize the tuples of the aggregation

in two different data structures as the aggregations can be immediately materialized

in the data structure of the join. Such inter-operator optimizations are hard to express

using template-based compilers. By high-level programming, we can instead easily

pattern match on the operators, as we show in Section 8.1.

• Finally, the data structures have to be generic enough for all queries. As such, they

incur significant abstraction overhead, especially when these structures are accessed

millions of times during query evaluation. Current query compilers cannot optimize the

data structures since these belong to the precompiled part of the DBMS. Our approach

eliminates these overheads as it performs whole-program optimization and compiles,

along with the operators, the data structures employed by a query. This significantly

contrasts our approach with previous work.
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The next chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 7 presents the overall design

of LegoBase, along with a detailed description of the APIs provided by the new SC optimizing

compiler. Chapter 8 gives an in-depth presentation of all supported compiler optimizations of

our system in multiple domains. Chapter 9 presents our evaluation, where we experimentally

show that our approach using the SC optimizing compiler can lead to significant benefits

compared to (i) a commercial DBMS that does not employ compilation and (ii) a database

system that uses low-level, code-generation templates during query compilation. We also

give insights about the memory footprint, data loading time and programming effort required

when working with the LegoBase system.
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7 System Design of LegoBase and SC

In this chapter, we describe the design of the LegoBase system. First, we present the overall

system architecture of our approach (Section 7.1). Then, we discuss in detail the SC compiler

that is the core of our proposal (Section 7.2) as well as how we efficiently convert the entire

high-level Scala code of the query engine (not just that of individual operators) to optimized C

code for each incoming query (Section 7.3). While doing so, we present how (a) physical query

operators, (b) physical query plans, and, (c) compiler interfaces look like in our system. Finally,

we provide a concrete example of source-to-source compilation of an SQL query to efficient C

code (Section 7.4) and briefly discuss about the extensibility of our approach (Section 7.5).

7.1 Overall System Architecture

LegoBase implements the typical query plan operators found in traditional database systems,

including equi, semi, anti, and outer joins, all on a high level. In addition, LegoBase sup-

ports both a classical Volcano-style [Graefe, 1994] query engine as well as a push-style query

interface [Neumann, 2011]1.

The overall system architecture of LegoBase is shown in Figure 7.1. First, for each incoming

SQL query, we must get a query plan which describes the physical query operators needed to

process this query. For this work, we consider traditional query optimization (e.g. determining

join ordering) as an orthogonal problem and we instead focus more on experimenting with

the different optimizations that can be applied after traditional query optimization. Thus,

to obtain a physical query plan, we pass the incoming query through any existing query

optimizer. For example, for our evaluation, we choose the query optimizer of a commercial,

in-memory database system.

Then, we pass the generated physical plan to LegoBase. Our system, in turn, parses this plan

and instantiates the corresponding Scala implementation of the operators. Figure 7.2 presents

1In a push engine, the meaning of child and parent operators is reversed compared to the usual query plan
terminology: Data flows from the leaves (the ancestors, usually being scan operators) to the root (the final
descendant, which computes the final query results that are returned to the user).
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Query
Optimizer Parser

SC Optimizing
Compiler

C Compiler
(GCC / CLang)

Physical
Query
Plan

Scala
Query

Optimized
C Query

SQL
Query

Scala Query
Engine C Binary

Figure 7.1 – Overall system architecture. The domain-specific optimizations of LegoBase are
applied during the SC compiler optimization phase.

an example of how query plans and operators are written in LegoBase, respectively. That is,

the Scala code example shown in Figure 7.2a loads the data, builds a functional tree from

operator objects and then starts executing the query by calling the next function of the root

operator in the tree.

It is important to note that operator implementations like the one presented in Figure 7.2b

are exactly what one would write for a simple query engine that does not involve compilation

at all. However, without further optimizations, this engine cannot match the performance

of existing databases: it consists of generic data structures (e.g. the one declared in line 4 of

Figure 7.2b) and involves expensive memory allocations on the critical path2, both properties

that can significantly affect performance.

However, in our system, the SC optimizing compiler specializes the code of the entire query

engine on the fly (including the code of individual operators, all data structures used as

well as any required auxiliary functions), and progressively optimizes the code using our

domain-specific optimizations (described in detail in Chapter 8). For example, it optimizes

away the HashMap abstraction and transforms it to efficient low-level constructs (Section 8.2).

In addition, SC utilizes the available query-specific information during compilation. For

instance, it will inline the code of all individual operators and, for the example of Figure 7.2b, it

automatically unrolls the loop of lines 8-11, since the number of aggregations can be statically

determined based on how many aggregations the input SQL query has. Such fine-grained

optimizations have a significant effect on performance, as they improve branch prediction.

Finally, our system generates the optimized C code which is compiled using any existing C

compiler (e.g. we use the CLang3 frontend of LLVM [Lattner and Adve, 2004] for compiling

the generated C code in our evaluation). We also note that, in this work, we choose C as our

code-generation language simply because this is the language traditionally used for building

high-performance database systems. However, SC is not particularly aware of C and can be

used to generate programs in other languages as well (e.g. optimized Scala). We then return

the query results to the user.

2Note that such memory allocations are not always explicit (i.e. at object definition time through the new
keyword in object-oriented languages like Java and Scala). For instance, in line 15 of Figure 7.2b, the HashMap
data structure may have to expand (in terms of allocated memory footprint) and be reorganized by the Scala
runtime in order to more efficiently store data for future lookup operations. We talk more about this issue and its
consequences to performance later in this thesis.

3http://clang.llvm.org/
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1 def Q6() {
2 val lineitemTable = loadLineitem()
3 val scanOp = new ScanOp(lineitemTable)
4 val startDate = parseDate("1996-01-01")
5 val endDate = parseDate("1997-01-01")
6 val selectOp = new SelectOp(scanOp)
7 (x =>
8 x.L_SHIPDATE >= startDate &&
9 x.L_SHIPDATE < endDate &&
10 x.L_DISCOUNT >= 0.08 &&
11 x.L_DISCOUNT <= 0.1 &&
12 x.L_QUANTITY < 24
13 )
14 val aggOp = new AggOp(selectOp)
15 (x => "Total")
16 ((t, agg) => { agg +
17 (t.L_EXTENDEDPRICE * t.L_DISCOUNT)
18 })
19 val printOp = new PrintOp(aggOp)(
20 kv => printf("%.4f\n", kv.aggs(0))
21 )
22 printOp.open
23 printOp.next
24 }

(a)

1 class AggOp[B](child:Operator, grp:Record=>B,
2 aggFuncs:(Record,Double)=>Double*)
3 extends Operator {
4 val hm = HashMap[B, Array[Double]]()
5 def open() { parent.open }
6 def process(aggs:Array[Double], t:Record){
7 var i = 0
8 aggFuncs.foreach { aggFun =>
9 aggs(i) = aggFun(tuple, aggs(i))
10 i += 1
11 }
12 }
13 def consume(tuple:Record) {
14 val key = grp(tuple)
15 val aggs = hm.getOrElseUpdate(key,
16 new Array[Double](aggFuncs.size))
17 process(aggs, tuple)
18 }
19 def next() {
20 hm.foreach { pair => child.consume(
21 new AGGRecord(pair._1, pair._2)
22 ) }
23 }
24 }

(b)

Figure 7.2 – Example of a query plan and an operator implementation in LegoBase. The
SQL query used as an input here is actually Query 6 of the TPC-H workload. The operator
implementation presented here uses the Push-style interface [Neumann, 2011].

7.2 The SC Compiler Framework

LegoBase makes key use of the SC framework, which provides runtime compilation and code

generation facilities for the Scala programming language, as follows.

To begin with, in contrast to low-level compilation frameworks like LLVM – which express opti-

mizations using a low-level, compiler-internal intermediate representation (IR) that operates

on the level of registers and basic blocks – programmers in SC specify the result of a program

transformation as a high-level, compiler-agnostic Scala program. SC offers two high-level

programming primitives named analyze and rewrite for this purpose, which are illustrated

in Figure 7.3a and which analyze and manipulate statements and expressions of the input

program, respectively. For example, our data-structure specialization (Section 8.2.2) replaces

operations on hash maps with operations on native arrays. By expressing optimizations at a

high level, our approach enables a user-friendly way to describe these domain-specific opti-

mizations that humans can easily identify, without imposing the need to interact with compiler

internals4. We use this optimization interface to provide database-specific optimizations as a

library and to aggressively optimize our query engine.

4Of course, every compiler needs to represent code through an intermediate representation. The difference
between SC and other optimizing compilers is that the IR of our compiler is completely hidden from developers:
both the input source code and all of its optimizations are written in plain Scala code, which is then translated to
an internal IR through Yin-Yang [Jovanović et al., 2014].
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analysis += statement {
case sym -> code"new MultiMap[_, $v]"
if isRecord(v) => allMaps += sym

}
analysis += rule {
case loop @ code"while($cond) $body" =>
currentWhileLoop = loop

}

rewrite += statement {
case sym -> (code"new MultiMap[_, _]")
if allMaps.contains(sym) =>
createPartitionedArray(sym)

}
rewrite += remove {
case code"($map: MultiMap[Any, Any])
.addBinding($elem, $value)"
if allMaps.contains(map) =>

}
rewrite += rule {
case code"($map: MultiMap[Any, Any])
.addBinding($elem, $value)"
if allMaps.contains(map) =>
/* Code for processing add Binding */

}

(a)

pipeline += OperatorInlining
pipeline += SingletonHashMapToValue
pipeline += ConstantSizeArrayToValue
pipeline += ParamPromDCEAndPartiallyEvaluate
if (settings.partitioning) {
pipeline += PartitioningAndDateIndices
pipeline += ParamPromDCEAndPartiallyEvaluate

}
if (settings.hashMapLowering)
pipeline += HashMapLowering

if (settings.stringDictionary)
pipeline += StringDictionary

if (settings.columnStore) {
pipeline += ColumnStore
pipeline += ParamPromDCEAndPartiallyEvaluate

}
if (settings.dsCodeMotion) {
pipeline += HashMapHoisting
pipeline += MallocHoisting
pipeline += ParamPromDCEAndPartiallyEvaluate

}
if (settings.targetIsC)
pipeline += ScalaToCLowering

// else: handle other languages, e.g. Scala
pipeline += ParamPromDCEAndPartiallyEvaluate

(b)

Figure 7.3 – (a) The analysis and transformation APIs provided by SC. (b) The SC transfor-
mation pipeline used by LegoBase. Details for the optimizations listed in this pipeline are
presented in Chapter 8.

Then, to allow for maximum efficiency when specializing all components of the query engine,

developers must be able to easily experiment with different optimizations and optimization

orderings (depending on the characteristics of the input query or the properties of the under-

lying architecture). In SC, developers do so by explicitly specifying a transformation pipeline.

This is a straightforward task as SC transformers act as black boxes, which can be plugged

in at any stage in the pipeline. For instance, for the transformation pipeline of LegoBase,

shown in Figure 7.3b, Parameter Promotion, Dead Code Elimination and Partial Evaluation

are all applied at the end of each of the custom, domain-specific optimizations. Through

this transformation pipeline, developers can easily turn optimizations on and off at demand

(e.g. by making their application dependant on simple runtime or configuration conditions) as

well as specifying which optimizations should be applied only for specific hardware platforms.

Even though it has been advocated in previous work [Rompf et al., 2013] that having multiple

transformers can cause phase-ordering problems [Touati and Barthou, 2006], our experience

is that system developers are empowered by the control they have when coding optimizations

with SC and rise to the challenge of specifying a suitable order of transformations as they design

their system and its compiler optimizations. As we show in Chapter 9, with a relatively small

number of transformations we can get a significant performance improvement in LegoBase.

SC already provides many generic compiler optimizations like function inlining, common
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Figure 7.4 – Source-to-source compilation expressed through the progressive lowering ap-
proach – there different optimizations are applied in different optimization stages, thus
guaranteeing the notion of separation of concerns.

subexpression and dead code elimination, constant propagation, scalar replacement, partial

evaluation, and code motion. In this work, we extend this set to include DBMS-specific

optimizations (e.g. using the popular columnar layout for data processing and specializing all

data structures). We describe these optimizations in more detail in Chapter 8.

7.3 Efficiently Compiling High-Level Query Engines

Database systems comprise many components of significantly different nature and function-

ality, thus typically resulting in very big code bases. To efficiently optimize those, developers

must be able to express new optimizations without the having to modify neither (i) the base

code of the system nor (ii) previously developed optimizations. As discussed in the intro-

duction of this thesis, compilation techniques based on template expansion do not scale to

the task, as their single-pass approach makes individual optimizations interdependent and

forces developers to deal with a number of low-level concerns, making their debugging and

development costly.

To this end, the SC compiler framework is built around the principle that, instead of using

template expansion to directly generate low-level code from a high-level program in a single

macro expansion step, an optimizing compiler should instead progressively lower the level of

abstraction until we reach the lowest possible level of representation, and only then generating

the final, low-level code. This design is illustrated in Figure 7.4.

Each level of abstraction and all associated optimizations operating in it can be seen as

independent modules, enforcing the principle of separation of concerns. Higher levels are

generally more declarative, thus allowing for increased productivity, while lower levels are

closer to the underlying architecture, thus making it possible to more easily perform low-level
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Paradigm Advantages

Declarative � Concise programs

� Simple to analyze and verify

� Simple to parallelize

Imperative � Efficient data structures

� Precise control of execution flow

�More predictable performance

Table 7.1 – Comparison of declarative and imperative language characteristics. We use both
paradigms for different steps of our progressive lowering compilation approach.

performance tuning. For example, optimizations such as join reordering are only feasible

in higher abstraction levels (where the operator objects are still present in the code), while

register allocation decisions can only be expressed in very low abstraction levels. This design

provides the nice property that generation of the final code basically becomes a trivial and

naive stringification of the lowest level representation. Table 7.1 provides a brief summary of

the benefits of imperative and declarative languages in general.

More precisely, in order to reach the abstraction level of C code in LegoBase (the lowest level

representation for the purposes of this thesis), transformations in SC also include multiple

lowering steps that progressively map Scala constructs to (a set) of C constructs. Most Scala

abstractions (e.g. objects, classes, inheritance) are optimized away in one of these interme-

diate stages (for example, hash maps are converted to arrays through the domain-specific

optimizations described in more detail in Chapter 8), and for the remaining constructs (e.g.

loops, variables, arrays) there exists a one-to-one correspondence between Scala and C. SC

already offers such lowering transformers for an important subset of the Scala programming

language. For example, classes are converted to structs, strings to arrays of bytes, etc. In

general, composite types are handled in a recursive way, by first lowering their fields and then

wrapping the result in a C struct. The final result is a struct of only primitive C constructs.

This way of lowering does not require any modifications to the database code or effort from

database developers other than just specifying in SC how and after which abstraction level

custom data types and abstractions should be lowered. More importantly, such a design

allows developers to create new abstractions in one of their optimizations, which can be in

turn optimized away in subsequent optimization passes. After all lowering steps have been

performed, developers can now apply low-level, architecture-dependent optimizations, as

the code is now close to the semantics offered by low-level programming languages (e.g. it

includes pointers for explicitly referencing memory locations). Then, a final iteration emits

the actual C code.
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Finally, there are two additional implementation details of our source-to-source compilation

from Scala to C that require special mentioning.

First, the final code produced by LegoBase, with all optimizations enabled, does not require

library function calls. For example, all collection data structures like hash maps are converted

in LegoBase to primitive arrays (Section 8.2). Thus, lowering such library calls to C is not a

big issue. However, we view LegoBase as a platform for easy experimentation of database

optimizations. As a result, our architecture must also be able to support traditional collections

as a library and convert, whenever necessary, Scala collections to corresponding ones in C. We

have found GLib [The GNOME Project, 2013] to be efficient enough for this purpose.

Second, and more importantly, the two languages handle memory management in a totally

different way: Scala is garbage collected, while C has explicit memory management. Thus,

when performing source-to-source compilation from Scala to C, we must take special care to

free the memory that would normally be garbage collected in Scala in order to avoid memory

overflow. This is a hard problem to solve automatically, as garbage collection may have to

occur for objects allocated outside the DBMS code, e.g. for objects allocated inside the Scala

libraries. For the scope of this work, we follow a conservative approach and make, whenever

needed, allocations and deallocations explicit in the Scala code. We also free the allocated

memory after each query execution.

7.4 Putting it all together – A compilation example

To better illustrate the various steps of our progressive lowering, we analyze how LegoBase

converts the example SQL query shown in Figure 7.5a to efficient C code.

To begin with, the query plan, shown in Figure 7.5b, is parsed and converted to the program

shown in Figure 7.5c. This step inlines the code of all relational operators present in the query

plan and implements the equijoin using a hash table. This is the natural way database devel-

opers would typically implement a join operator using high-level collections programming.

Then, this hash-table data structure is lowered to an array of linked lists (Figure 7.5d). However,

these lists are not really required, as we can chain the records together using their next pointer.

This optimization, which is presented in more detail in Section 8.2, takes place in the next step

(Figure 7.5e). Finally, the code is converted to an embedded [Hudak, 1996] version of the C

language in Scala (Figure 7.5f) and, only then, SC generates the final C program out of this

embedding (Figure 7.5g).

This example clearly illustrates that our optimizing compiler applies different optimizations in

distinct transformation phases, thus guaranteeing the separation of concerns among different

optimizations. For example, operator inlining is applied in the very first, high-level represen-

tation, which only describes operator objects. Performance concerns for data structures are

then handled in subsequent optimization steps. Finally, memory management and low-level
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SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM R, S
WHERE R.name == "R1"
AND R.id == S.id

(a) The example query in SQL.

AggOp(HashJoinOp(
SelectOp(ScanOp(R), r => r.name == "R1"),
ScanOp(S), (r,s) => r.id == s.id

), (rec, count) => count + 1)

(b) The physical plan of the example query.

val hm = new MultiMap[Int,R]

for(r <- R) {
if(r.name == "R1") {

hm.addBinding(r.id, r)

}
}
var count = 0
for(s <- S) {

hm.get(s.id) match {
case Some(rList) =>

for(r <- rList) {
if(r.id == s.id)

count += 1
}

case None => ()
}

}
return count

(c)

val MR: Array[Seq[R]] =
new Array[Seq[R]](BUCKETSZ)
for(r <- R) {
if(r.name == "R1") {

MR(r.id) += r

}
}
var count = 0
for(s <- S) {

val rList = MR(s.id)
for(r <- rList) {
if(r.id == s.id)
count += 1

}
}

return count

(d)

val MR: Array[R] =
new Array[R](BUCKETSZ)

for(r <- R) {
if(r.name == "R1") {
if(MR(r.id) == null) {
MR(r.id) = r

} else {
r.next = MR(r.id)
MR(r.id) = r

}
}

}
var count = 0
for(s <- S) {

var r: R = MR(s.id)
while(r != null) {
if(r.id == s.id)
count += 1

r = r.next
}

}

return count

(e)

val MR: Array[Pointer[R]] =
malloc[Pointer[R]](BUCKETSZ)

for(r <- R) {

if(r->name == "R1") {
if(MR(r->id) == null) MR(r->id) = r
else {
r->next = MR(r->id)
MR(r->id) = r

}
}

}
var count = 0
for(s <- S) {

var r: Pointer[R] = MR(s->id)
while(r != null) {
if(r->id == s->id)
count += 1

r = r->next
}

}
return count

(f)

R** MR = (R**)
malloc(BUCKETSZ * sizeof(R*))

for(int i=0; i < R_REL_SIZE; i++) {
R* r = R[i];
if(strcmp(r->name, "R1") == 0) {
if(MR[r->id] == NULL) MR[r->id] = r;
else {
r->next = MR[r->id];
MR[r->id] = r;

}
}

}
int count = 0
for(int i=0; i < S_REL_SIZE; i++) {
S* s = S[i];
R* r = MR[s->id]
while(r != NULL) {
if(r->id == s->id)
count += 1;

r = r->next;
}

}
return count;

(g)

Figure 7.5 – Progressively lowering an example query to C code with SC.
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code generation concerns are addressed only in the last two, low-level representations.

7.5 Extensibility of LegoBase

One of the main advantages of our progressive lowering and optimization design is its extensi-

bility in various dimensions. Next, we first highlight three such extensibility opportunities in

LegoBase. Then, we present an outlook of extending our architecture to support parallelism

as a more concrete case study.

To begin with, given that collection programming5 APIs [Meijer et al., 2006; Grust et al., 2010,

2009] are growing in popularity, one may consider expressing relational operators and queries

using the functionality provided by those APIs. For example, our previous example can be

written using collection programming as follows:

R.filter(r =>
r.name == "R1"

).hashJoin(S)(r => r.sid)(s => s.rid)
.count

where thefiltermethod is a higher-order function that corresponds to the selection operator

in relational algebra, the hashJoin method performs the traditional database operation using

high-level collection operations6, and the count method returns the number of elements in a

collection (e.g. a list).

Then, by providing a lowering transformation from the new, collection-based representation to

one of our intermediate representations (e.g. the one in Figure 7.5c), the existing infrastructure

can generate optimized C code for that new representation out-of-the-box. In addition, we

can reuse all transformations provided by the lower-level representations of our stack for free,

without any modifications required.

Second, generative programming in LegoBase allows us to optimize any piece of Scala code.

This is particularly useful for introducing and optimizing user-defined functions (UDFs). Since

SC makes no distinction between these functions and any other piece of code of the system,

they can be easily integrated either (a) to modify the functionality of the query engine or

(b) as constructs of the input queries. Then, the only requirement may is that users have to

explicitly lower their new UDF constructs to the target code, through our progressive lowering

approach described in this chapter. This is, however, necessary only if those UDFs introduce

new constructs; otherwise our existing mechanism and lowering libraries suffice to generate

target code out-of-the-box.

Finally, and as we discussed previously, SC is not specifically designed to generate C code.

5We refer to collection programming as the practice of preferring generic operations defined on collections like
lists (e.g. map, fold, filter, groupBy, sum, etc.) rather than writing them out as loops.

6e.g. as described in https://rosettacode.org/wiki/Hash_join#Scala.
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On the contrary, the language of the final, generated code can be changed easily. The only

requirement is to provide a new lowering from the last, target-language-agnostic representa-

tion (e.g. the one in Figure 7.5e of our previous example) to the desired new target language

(for instance, replace C with Scala or LLVM in our example). The advantage of this design is

that there is no need to perform any modification to the code of all optimizations provided by

higher-level representations (e.g. those in Figures 7.5c to 7.5e in our example). Note that this

approach works well as long as the underlying architecture is not changed. A case study of

the extensibility of our compilation and optimization stack in the case of changing the target

architecture (e.g. using a multi-core architecture instead of a single-core one) is discussed in

more detail in the next subsection.

Outlook: Parallelism. One possible question regarding the extensibility of our approach

would be adding parallelism to the query engine. There are many different variants of par-

allelization for database systems. Here, we focus only on intra-operator (or partitioned)

parallelism which can be achieved by (a) partitioning the input data of each operator in the

operator tree, (b) applying the sequential operator implementations on each partition and,

finally, (c) merging the result obtained on each partition [Graefe, 1994]. Next, we show how

our compilation stack can be enriched with parallelization through the demonstration of the

modifications needed for the various stack levels and their transformations.

First, we present the required modifications for the individual levels in our stack. To begin

with, the parallelization logic is encoded in the highest-level representation by adding the split

and merge operators [Mehta and DeWitt, 1995], which can be used by the physical query plans

in LegoBase. As these two operators are not expressible by intermediate representations, we

must progressively lower the new constructs. We do so by progressively adding new threading

facilities (i.e. constructs for forking and joining threads) to one of the intermediate representa-

tions. Finally, the lowest-level representation of our compilation framework generates parallel

code by unparsing the new parallel constructs to the corresponding C code (e.g. by using the

pthreads library).

Second, we analyze what modifications are required for the transformations of our stack. We

distinguish two cases. First, if LegoBase is configured so that input queries do not use parallel

physical query plans at all (e.g. there is no use of split and merge operators), then there is no

change required for any transformation. However, the generated code for a physical query plan

with split and merge operators should use an appropriate set of parallelization constructs, as

we described above. To do so, we add two lowering transformers that map these two operators

to the newly introduced threading constructs of SC. Note that the introduction of the merge

operator needs to be done with special care depending on the class of the aggregation (e.g.

SUM is distributive and AVG is algebraic [Gray et al., 1997]).

We conclude this chapter by making three observations. First, apart from the merge and split

operators, there is no other modification needed for any existing query operator (e.g. scans,
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joins etc.). Second, the compilation stack needs to modified only once while the modification

can actually be reused by all parallel physical query plans. Third, as the rest of the existing

transformations do not need to be modified at all, the generated code for each thread bene-

fits from the optimizations provided for the sequential version of our compilation stack for free.

In the next chapter, we provide more details about our individual compiler optimizations.
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In this chapter, we present examples of compiler optimizations in six domains: (a) inter-

operator optimizations for query plans, (b) transparent data-structure modifications, (c)

changing the data layout, (d) using string dictionaries for efficient processing of string opera-

tions, (e) domain-specific code motion, and, finally, (f) traditional compiler optimizations like

dead code elimination. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the ease-of-use of our

methodology: that by programming at the high-level, such optimizations are easily expressible

without requiring changes to the base code of the query engine, the code of other compiler

optimizations, or interaction with compiler internals. Throughout this chapter we use, unless

otherwise stated, Q12 of TPC-H1, shown in Figure 8.1, as a guiding example in order to better

illustrate various important characteristics and design choices of our optimizations. The

structure of this chapter closely follows the domains described above.

8.1 Inter-Operator Optimizations – Eliminating Redundant Materi-

alization Points

Consider again the motivating example presented in Figure 6.1. We observed that existing

query compilers use template-based generation and, thus, in such schemes operators are not

aware of each other. This can cause redundant computation: in this example there are two

materialization points (in the group by and in the left side of the hash join) where there could

be only a single one.

By expressing optimizations at a higher level, LegoBase can optimize code across operator

interfaces. For this example, we can treat operators as objects in Scala, and then match specific

optimizations to certain chains of operators. Here, we can completely remove the aggregate

operator and merge it with the join, thus eliminating the need of maintaining two distinct

data structures. The code of this optimization is shown in Figure 8.2.

This optimization operates as follows. First, we call the optimize function, passing it the top-

1A brief presentation of the TPC-H schema and queries can be found in Appendix E.
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def Q12() {
val ordersScan = new ScanOp(loadOrders())
val lineitemScan = new ScanOp(loadLineitem())
val lineitemSelect = new SelectOp(lineitemScan)(record =>
record.L_RECEIPTDATE >= parseDate("1994-01-01") &&
record.L_RECEIPTDATE < parseDate("1995-01-01") &&
(record.L_SHIPMODE == "MAIL" || record.L_SHIPMODE == "SHIP") &&
record.L_SHIPDATE < record.L_COMMITDATE &&
record.L_COMMITDATE < record.L_RECEIPTDATE

)
val jo = new HashJoinOp(ordersScan, lineitemSelect)
// Join Predicate and Hash Functions Next used by the HashJoinOp operator
((ordersRec,lineitemRec) => ordersRec.O_ORDERKEY == lineitemRec.L_ORDERKEY)
(ordersRec => ordersRec.O_ORDERKEY)
(lineitemRec => lineitemRec.L_ORDERKEY)

val aggOp = new AggOp(jo)(t => t.L_SHIPMODE) // L-SHIPMODE is the Aggregation Key
((t, agg) => {
if (t.O_ORDERPRIORITY == "1-URGENT" || t.O_ORDERPRIORITY == "2-HIGH") agg + 1 else agg

},
(t, agg) => {
if (t.O_ORDERPRIORITY != "1-URGENT" && t.O_ORDERPRIORITY != "2-HIGH") agg + 1 else agg

})
val sortOp = new SortOp(aggOp)((x, y) => x.key - y.key)
val po = new PrintOp(sortOp)(kv => {
printf("%s|%.0f|%.0f\n", kv.key, kv.aggs(0), kv.aggs(1))

})
po.open
po.next

}

Figure 8.1 – Example of an input query plan (TPC-H Q12). We use this query to explain various
characteristics of the domain-specific optimizations of LegoBase.

level operator as an argument. The function then traverses the tree of Scala operator objects,

until it encounters a proper chain of operators to which the optimization can be applied to.

In the case of the example this chain is (as shown in line 2 of Figure 8.2) a hash-join operator

connected to an aggregate operator. When this pattern is detected, a new HashJoinOp operator

object is created, that is not connected to the aggregate operator, but instead to the child

of the latter (first function argument in line 3 of Figure 8.2). As a result, the materialization

point of the aggregate operator is completely removed. However, we must still find a place to

(a) store the aggregate values and (b) perform the aggregation. For this purpose we use the

hash map of the hash join operator (line 10), and we just call the corresponding function of

the Aggregate operator (line 12), respectively. The processing of the tuples of the right-side

relation (relation R in Figure 6.1), alongside with checking the join condition and the rest of

join-related processing, still takes place during the call of next function of the HashJoinOp

operator, similarly to the original query operator code.

We observe that this optimization is programmed in the same level of abstraction as the rest

of the query engine: as normal Scala code. This allows to completely avoid code duplication

during development, but more importantly it demonstrates that when coding optimizations

at a high level of abstraction (e.g. to optimize the operators’ interfaces), developers no longer

have to worry about low-level concerns such as code generation (as is the case with existing

approaches) – these concerns are simply addressed by later stages in the transformation
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1 def optimize(op: Operator): Operator = op match {
2 case joinOperator@HashJoinOp(aggOp:AggOp, rightChild, joinPred, leftHash, rightHash) =>
3 new HashJoinOp(aggOp.leftChild, rightChild, joinPred, leftHash, rightHash) {
4 override def open() {
5 // leftChild is now the child of aggOp (relation S)
6 leftChild foreach { t =>
7 // leftHash hashes according to the attributes referenced in the join condition
8 val key = leftHash(aggOp.grp(t))
9 // Get aggregations from the hash map of HashJoin
10 val aggs = hm.getOrElseUpdate(key, new Array[Double](aggOp.aggFuncs.size))
11 // Process all aggregations using the original code of Aggregate Operator
12 aggOp.process(aggs,t)
13 }
14 }
15 }
16
17 case op: Operator =>
18 op.leftChild = optimize(op.leftChild)
19 op.rightChild = optimize(op.rightChild)
20
21 // Operators with only one child have leftChild set, but rightChild null.
22 case null => null
23 }

Figure 8.2 – Removing redundant materializations by high-level programming (here between
a group by and a join). The semantics (child-parent relationships) of this code segment are
adapted to a Volcano-style engine. However, the same optimization logic can be similarly
applied to a push engine. The code of the Aggregate Operator is given in Figure 7.2b. The next
function of the HashJoinOp operator remains the same.

pipeline. Both these properties raise the productivity of developers working with our system,

showing the merit of developing database systems using high-level programming languages.

8.2 Data-Structure Specialization

Data-structure optimizations contribute significantly to the complexity of database systems

today, as they tend to be heavily specialized to be workload, architecture and (even) query-

specific. Our experience with the PostgreSQL2 database management system reveals that

there are many distinct implementations of the memory page abstraction and B-trees. These

versions are slightly divergent from each other, suggesting that the optimization scope is

limited. However, this situation significantly contributes to a maintenance nightmare as in

order to apply any code update, many different pieces of code have to be modified.

In addition, even though data-structure specialization is important when targeting high-

performance systems, it is not provided, to the best of our knowledge, by any existing query

compilation engine. Since our approach can be used to optimize the entire Scala code, and not

only the operator interfaces, it allows for various degrees of specialization in data structures,

as has been previous shown in [Rompf et al., 2013].

2http://www.postgresql.org
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In this section, we demonstrate such possibilities by explaining how the SC optimizing com-

piler can be used to: (1) Optimize the data structures used to hold in memory the data of

the input relations, (2) Optimize Hash Maps which are typically used in intermediate compu-

tations like aggregations, and, finally, (3) Automatically infer and construct indices for SQL

attributes of date type. We do so in the next three sections.

8.2.1 Data Partitioning

Optimizing the structures that hold the data of the input relations is an important form

of data-structure specialization, as such optimizations generally enable more efficient join

processing throughout query execution. We have observed that this is true even for multi-way,

join-intensive queries. In LegoBase, we perform data partitioning when loading the input

data. We analyze this optimization, the code of which can be found in Appendix C, next.

To begin with, in LegoBase developers can annotate the primary and foreign keys of their

input relations, at schema definition time. Using this information, our system then creates

optimized data structures for those relations, as follows.

First, for each input relation, LegoBase creates a data structure which is accessed through the

primary key specified for that relation. There are two possibilities:

• For single-attribute primary keys, the value of this attribute in each tuple is used to

place the tuple in a continuous 1D-array. For example, for the relations of the TPC-H

workload this is a straightforward task as the primary keys are typically integer values

in the range of [1...#num_tuples]. However, even when the primary key is not in a

continuous value range, LegoBase currently aggressively trades-off system memory for

performance, and stores the input data into a sparse array.

• For composite primary keys (e.g. those of the LINEITEM table of TPC-H), creating an 1D

array does not suffice, as there may be multiple tuples with the same value for any one of

the attributes of the primary key (thus causing conflicts when accessing the array). One

possible solution would be to hash all attributes of the primary key and guarantee that

we get a unique index value to access the 1D-array. However, deriving such a function in

full generality requires knowledge of the whole dataset in advance (in order to know all

possible combinations of the primary key). More importantly, it introduces additional

computation on the critical path in order to perform the hash, a fact that, according

to our observations, can lead to significant, negative impact on performance. For this

reason, LegoBase does not create an 1D array and, instead, handles such primary keys

similarly to the handling of foreign key, as we discuss shortly.

For the example given in Figure 8.1, LegoBase creates a 1D array for the ORDERS table, indexed

through the O_ORDERKEY attribute, but does not create a 1D array for LINEITEM (as this

relation has a composite primary key of the L_ORDERKEY, L_LINENUMBER attributes).
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1 // Sequential accessing for the ORDERS table (since it has smaller size)
2 for (int idx = 0 ; idx < ORDERS_TABLE_SIZE ; idx += 1) {
3 int O_ORDERKEY = orders_table[idx].O_ORDERKEY;
4 struct LINEITEMTuple* bucket = lineitem_table[O_ORDERKEY];
5 for (int i = 0; i < counts[bucket]; i+=1) {
6 // process bucket[i] -- a tuple of the LINEITEM table
7 }
8 }

Figure 8.3 – Using primary and foreign key information in order to generate code for high-
performance join processing. This optimization replaces the code generated for traditional
joins using HashMaps, which operates by first building the map by copying all tuples of
the left-side operator, then probes it while scanning the tuples of the right-side operator for
matches. The underlying storage layout is that of a row-store for simplicity. The counts array
holds the number of elements that exist in each bucket.

Second, LegoBase replicates and repartitions the data of the input relations based on each

specified foreign key. This basically leads to the creation of a two-dimensional array, indexed

by the foreign key, where each bucket holds all tuples having a particular value for that foreign

key. We also apply the same partitioning technique for relations that have composite primary

keys, as we mentioned above. We resolve the case where the foreign key is not in a contiguous

value range by trading-off system memory, in a similar way to how we handled primary keys.

For the example of Q12, LegoBase creates four partitioned tables: one for the foreign key of

the ORDERS table (O_CUSTKEY), one for the composite primary key of the LINEITEM table

(as described above), and, finally, two more for the foreign keys of the LINEITEM table (on

L_ORDERKEY and L_PARTKEY/L_SUPPKEY, respectively).

Observe that for relations that have multiple foreign keys, not all corresponding partitioned

input data structures need to be kept in memory at the same time, as an incoming SQL query

may not need to use all of them. To decide which partitioned tables to load, LegoBase depends

mainly on the derived physical query execution plan (e.g. on the referenced attributes as

well as on the select and join conditions of the input query), but also on simple to estimate

statistics, like cardinality estimation of the input relations.

For the example of Q12, out of the two partitioned, foreign-key data structures presented

above for LINEITEM, our optimized generated code for Q12 uses only the partitioned table on

L_ORDERKEY, as there is no reference to attributes L_PARTKEY or L_SUPPKEY in the query.

These data structures can be used to significantly improve join processing, as they allow to

quickly extract matching tuples on a join between two relations on attributes that have a

primary-foreign key relationship. This is best illustrated through our running example of

Q12 and the join between the LINEITEM and ORDERS tables. For this query, LegoBase (a)

infers that the ORDERKEY attribute actually represents a primary-foreign key relationship

and (b) uses statistics to derive that ORDERS is the smaller of the two tables. By utilizing

this information, LegoBase can generate the code shown in Figure 8.3 in order to directly get
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the corresponding bucket of the array of LINEITEM (by using the value of the ORDERKEY

attribute), thus avoiding the processing of a possibly significant number of LINEITEM tuples3.

LegoBase uses this approach for multi-way joins as well, to completely eliminate the overhead

of intermediate data structures for most TPC-H queries. This results in significant performance

improvement as the corresponding tuple copying between these intermediate data structures

(e.g. the MultiMap of Figure 7.5c) is completely avoided, thus reducing memory pressure and

improving cache locality. In addition, a number of expensive system calls responsible for the

tuple copying is also avoided by applying this optimization.

After the aforementioned optimization has been performed, LegoBase has removed the over-

head of using generic data structures for join processing, but there are still some hash maps

remaining in the generated code. These are primarily hash maps which correspond to ag-

gregations, as in this case there is no primary/foreign key information that can be used to

optimize these data structures away, but also hash maps which process joins on attributes that

are not represented by a primary/foreign key relationship. In these cases, LegoBase lowers

these maps to two-dimensional arrays as we discuss in our hash map lowering optimization

in the next section.

8.2.2 Optimizing Hash Maps

Next, we show how hash maps, which are the most commonly used data structures along

with Trees in DBMSes, can be specialized for significant performance improvement by using

schema and query knowledge.

By default, LegoBase uses GLib [The GNOME Project, 2013] hash tables for generating C code

out of the HashMap constructs of the Scala language. Close examination of these generic hash

maps in the baseline implementation of our operators (e.g. in the Aggregation of Figure 7.2b)

reveals the following three main abstraction overheads.

First, for every insert operation, a generic hash map must allocate a container holding the

key, the corresponding value as well as a pointer to the next element in the hash bucket.

This introduces a significant number of expensive memory allocations on the critical path.

Second, hashing and comparison functions are called for every lookup in order to acquire the

correct bucket and element in the hash list. These function calls are usually virtual, causing

significant overhead on the critical path4. Finally, the data-structures may have to be resized

3Performing the join in this way makes sense from a data locality point of view as well. Since ORDERS is
represented by a 1D array, each cache miss during its scan (the outer for loop in Figure 8.3) brings elements to
the cache that are definitely examined by the join operator. On the other hand, if we were to scan the (possibly
fragmented) 2D array of the LINEITEM table, we would have to check the counts array of possibly empty buckets;
this would introduce a number of unnecessary if conditions which can negatively affect branch prediction.

4 The overhead of using virtual function calls in C++ has been studied in [Driesen and Hölzle, 1996]. In this
work, the authors use micro-benchmarks to demonstrate that there can be up to 29% median overhead simply
for executing dispatch code. Given this observation, there have been efforts to automatically eliminate virtual
functions in C++ through source-to-source compilation, e.g. in [Aigner and Hölzle, 1996].
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1 class HashMapToArray extends RuleBasedTransformer {
2 rewrite += rule {
3 case code"new HashMap[K, V]($size, $hashFunc, $equalFunc)" => {
4 // Create new array for storing only the values
5 val arr = code"new Array[V]($size)"
6 // Keep hash and equal functions in the metadata of the new object
7 arr.attributes += "hash" -> hashFunc
8 arr.attributes += "equals" -> equalFunc
9 arr // Return new object for future reference
10 }
11 }
12
13 rewrite += rule {
14 case code"($hm: HashMap[K, V]).getOrElseUpdate($key, $value)" => {
15 val arr = transformed(hm) // Get the array representing the original hash map
16 // Extract functions
17 val hashFunc = arr.attributes("hash")
18 val equalFunc = arr.attributes("equals")
19 code"""
20 // Get bucket
21 val h = $hashFunc($value) // Inlines hash function
22 var elem = $arr(h)
23 // Search for element & inline equals function
24 while (elem != null && !$equalFunc(elem, $key))
25 elem = elem.next
26 // Not found: create new elem / update pointers
27 if (elem == null) {
28 elem = $value
29 elem.next = $arr(h)
30 $arr(h) = elem
31 }
32 elem
33 """
34 }
35 }
36
37 // Lowering of remaining operations is performed in a similar way.
38 }

Figure 8.4 – Specializing HashMaps by converting them to native arrays. The corresponding
operations are mapped to a set of primitive C constructs.

during runtime in order to efficiently accommodate more data. These operations typically

correspond to (a) allocating a bigger memory space, (b) copying the old data over to the new

memory space and, finally, (c) freeing the old space. These resizing operations are a significant

bottleneck, especially for long-running, computationally expensive queries.

Next, we resolve all these issues with our compiler, without changing a single line of the base

code of the operators that use these data structures, or the code of other optimizations. This

property shows that our approach, which is based on a high-level compiler API, is practical for

specializing DBMS components. The transformation, shown in Figure 8.4, is applied during

the lowering phase of the compiler (Section 7.3), where high-level Scala constructs are mapped

to low-level C constructs. The optimization lowers Scala HashMaps to native C arrays and

inlines the corresponding operations, by making use of the following three observations:

1. For our workloads, the information stored on the key is usually a subset of the attributes

of the value. Thus, generic hash maps store redundant data. To avoid this, whenever a
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functional dependency between key and value is detected, we convert the hash map to

a native array that stores only the values, and not the associated key (lines 2-11). Then,

since the inserted elements are anyway chained together in a hash list, we provision for

the next pointer when these are first allocated5 (e.g. at data loading, outside the critical

path6). Thus, we no longer need the key-value-next container and we manage to reduce

the amount of memory allocations significantly.

2. Second, the SC optimizing compiler offers function inlining for any Scala function out-

of-the-box. Thus, our system can automatically inline the body of the hash and equal

functions wherever they are called (lines 20 and 23 of Figure 8.4). This significantly

reduces the number of function calls (to almost zero), thus considerably improving

query execution performance.

3. Finally, to avoid costly maintenance operations on the critical path, we preallocate

in advance all the necessary memory space that may be required for the hash map

during execution. This is done by specifying a size parameter when allocating the data

structure (line 3). Currently, we obtain this size by performing worst-case analysis on

a given query, which means that we possibly allocate much more memory space that

what is actually needed. However, database statistics can make this estimation very

accurate, as we show in our experiments (Chapter 9) where we evaluate the overall

memory consumption of LegoBase in more detail.

For our running example, the aggregation array, created in step 1 above, is accessed using

the integer value obtained from hashing the L_SHIPMODE string. Then, the values located

into the corresponding bucket of the array are checked one by one, in order to see if this

particular value of L_SHIPMODE exists and if a match is found, the aggregation entries are

updated accordingly, or a new entry is initialized otherwise.

In addition to the above optimizations, the SC optimizing compiler also detects hash table data

structures that receive only a single, statically-known key and converts each such structure

to a single value, thus completely eliminating the unnecessary abstraction overhead of these

tables. In this case, this optimization maps all related HashMap operations to operations in

the single value. For example, we convert a foreach to a single value lookup. An example of

such a lowering is in aggregations which calculate one single global aggregate (in this case

key = ‘‘TOTAL’’). This happens for example in Q6 of the TPC-H workload.

Finally, we note that data-structure specialization is an example of intra-operator optimization

and, thus, each operator can specialize its own data-structures by using similar optimizations

as the one shown in Figure 8.4.

5Stated otherwise, we use intrusive linked lists for this optimization.
6The transformer shown in Figure 8.4 is applied only for the code segment that handles basic query processing.

There is another transformer which handles the provision of the next pointer during data loading.
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// Sequential scan through table
for (int idx=0 ; idx<TABLE_SIZE ; idx+=1) {

if (table[idx].date >= "01-01-1994" &&
table[idx].date <= "31-12-1994")
// Propagate tuple down the query plan

}

(a) Original, naive code

// Sequential scan through table
for (int idx=0 ; idx<NUM_BUCKETS ; idx+=1) {
// Check only the first entry
if (table[idx][0].date >= "01-01-1994" &&

table[idx][0].date <= "31-12-1994")
// Propage all tuples of table[idx]

}

(b) Optimized code

Figure 8.5 – Using date incides to speed up selection predicates on large relations.

8.2.3 Automatically Inferring Indices on Date Attributes

Assume that an SQL query needs to fully scan an input relation in order to extract tuples

belonging to a particular year. A naive implementation would simply execute an if condition

for each tuple of the relation and propagate that tuple down the query plan if the check was

satisfied. However, it is our observation that such conditions, as simple as they may be, can

have a pronounced negative impact on performance, as they can significantly increase the

total number of CPU instructions executed in a query.

Thus, for such cases, LegoBase uses the aforementioned partitioning mechanism in order to

automatically create indices, at data loading time, for all attributes of date type. It does so

by grouping the tuples of a date attribute based on the year, thus forming a two-dimensional

array where each bucket holds all tuples of a particular year.

This design allows to immediately skip, at query execution time, all years for which this

predicate is incorrect. That is, as shown in Figure 8.5, the if condition now just checks

whether the first tuple of a bucket is of a particular year and if not the whole bucket is skipped,

as all of its tuples have the same year and, thus, they all fail to satisfy the predicate condition.

These indices are particularly important for queries that process large input relations, whose

date values are uniformly distributed across years. This is the case, for example, for the

LINEITEM and ORDERS tables of TPC-H, whose date attributes are always populated with

values ranging from 1992-01-01 to 1998-12-31 [Transaction Processing Performance Council,

1999]. In general, date indices are very beneficial for queries that apply select predicates on

date attributes with very low selectivity.

8.3 Changing Data Layout

A long-running debate in database literature is the one between row and column stores [Stone-

braker et al., 2005; Harizopoulos et al., 2006; Abadi et al., 2008]. Even though there are many

significant differences between the two approaches in all levels of the database stack, the

central contrasting point is the data-layout, i.e. the way data is organized and grouped together.

By default LegoBase uses the row layout, since this intuitive data organization facilitated fast

development of the relational operators. However, we quickly noted the benefits of using a
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1 class ColumnarLayoutTransformer extends RuleBasedTransformer {
2
3 rewrite += rule {
4 case code"new Array[T]($size)" if typeRep[T].isRecord => typeRep[T] match {
5 case RecordType(recordName, fields) => {
6 val arrays =
7 for((name, tp: TypeRep[Tp]) <- fields) yield
8 name -> code"new Array[Tp]($size)"
9 val rec = record(recordName, arrays)
10 // Keep size of original array on attributes to answer size and length calls quickly
11 rec.attributes += "size" -> $size
12 rec
13 }
14 }
15 }
16
17 rewrite += rule {
18 case code"(arr:Array[T]).update($idx,$v)" if typeRep[T].isRecord => typeRep[T] match {
19 case RecordType(recordName, fields) => {
20 val columnarArr = transformed(arr) // Get the record of arrays
21 for((name, tp: TypeRep[Tp]) <- fields) {
22 code """
23 val fieldArr: Array[Tp] = record_field($columnarArr, $name)
24 fieldArr($idx) = record_field($v, $name)
25 """
26 }
27 }
28 }
29 }
30
31 rewrite += rule {
32 case code"(arr:Array[T]).apply($index)" if typeRep[T].isRecord => typeRep[T] match {
33 case RecordType(recordName, fields) => {
34 val columnarArr = transformed(arr) // Get the record of arrays
35 val elems = for((name, tp: TypeRep[Tp]) <- fields) yield {
36 name -> code """
37 val fieldArr: Array[Tp] = record_field($columnarArr, $name)
38 fieldArr($index)
39 """
40 }
41 record(recordName, elems)
42 }
43 }
44 }
45
46 // Fill remaining operations accordingly
47 }

Figure 8.6 – Changing the data layout (from row to column) expressed as an optimization.
Scala’s typeRep carries type information, which is used to differentiate between Array[Rec]
and other non-record arrays (e.g. an array of integers).

column layout for efficient data processing. One solution would be to go back and redesign the

whole query engine; however this misses the point of our compiler framework. In this section,

we show how the transition from row to column layout can be expressed as an optimization7.

The optimization of Figure 8.6 performs a conversion from an array of records (row layout) to

7We must note that changing the data layout does not mean that LegoBase becomes a column store. There are
other important aspects which we do not yet handle, and which we plan to investigate in future work.
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val a1 = a.L1
val a2 = a.L2
val e1 = a1(i)
val e2 = a2(i)
val r =
record(L1->e1,

L2->e2)
r.L1

�→

val a1 = a.L1
val a2 = a.L2
val e1 = a1(i)
val e2 = a2(i)
val r =
record(L1->e1,

L2->e2)
e1

�→
val a1 = a.L1
val a2 = a.L2
val e1 = a1(i)
val e2 = a2(i)
e1

�→
val a1 = a.L1
val e1 = a1(i)
e1

Figure 8.7 – Dead code elimination (DCE) can remove intermediate materializations, e.g. row
reconstructions when using a column layout. Here a is a record of arrays (column-layout) and
i is an integer. The records have only two attributes L1 and L2. The notation L1->v associates
the label (attribute name) L1 with value v.

a record of arrays (column layout), where each array in the column layout stores the values

for one attribute. The optimization basically overwrites the default lowering for arrays, thus

providing the new behavior. As with all our optimizations, type information determines

the applicability of an optimization: here it is performed only if the array elements are of

record type (lines 3,13,26). Otherwise, this transformation is a NOOP and the original code is

generated (e.g. an array of Integers remains unchanged).

Each optimized operation is basically a straightforward rewriting to a set of operations on the

record of arrays. Consider, for example, an update to an array of records (arr(n) = v), where

v is a record. We know that the new representation of arr will be a record of arrays (column

layout), and that v has the same attributes as the elements of arr. So, for each attribute we

extract the corresponding array from arr (line 18) and field from v (line 19); then we can

perform the update operation on the extracted array (line 19) using the same index.

This optimization also reveals another benefit of using an optimizing compiler: developers

can create new abstractions in their optimizations, which will be in turn optimized away in

subsequent optimization passes. For example, array_apply results in record reconstruction by

extracting the individual record fields from the record of arrays (lines 29-34) and then building

a new record to hold the result (line 35). This intermediate record can be automatically

removed using dead code elimination (DCE), as shown in Figure 8.7. Similarly, if SC can

statically determine that some attribute is never used (e.g. by having all queries given in

advance), then this attribute will just be an unused field in a record, which the optimizing

compiler will be able to optimize away (e.g. attribute L2 in Figure 8.7).

We notice that, as was the case with previously presented optimizations, the transformation

described in this section does not have any dependency on other optimizations or the code of

the query engine. This is because it is applied in the distinct optimization phase that handles

only the lowering of arrays. This separation of concerns leads, as discussed previously, to a

significant increase in productivity as, for example, developers that tackle the optimization of

individual query operators do not have to worry about optimizations handling the data layout

(as was described in this section).
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String Integer Dictionary
Operation C code Operation Type

equals strcmp(x, y) == 0 x == y Normal
notEquals strcmp(x, y) != 0 x != y Normal
startsWith strncmp(x, y, strlen(y)) == 0 x>=start && x<=end Ordered
indexOfSlice strstr(x, y) != NULL N/A Word-Token

Table 8.1 – Mapping of string operations to integer operations through the corresponding type
of string dictionaries. Variables x and y are strings arguments which are mapped to integers.
The rest of string operations are mapped in a similar way.

8.4 String Dictionaries

Operations on non-primitive data types, such as strings, incur a very high performance

overhead. This is true for two reasons. First, there is typically a function call required. Second,

most of these operations typically need to execute loops to process the encapsulated data.

For example, strcmp needs to iterate over the underlying array of characters, comparing

one character from each of the two input strings on each iteration. Thus, such operations,

even though they seem straightforward, can actually introduce a number of auxiliary CPU

instructions 8.

LegoBase uses String Dictionaries to remove the abstraction overhead of Strings. Our system

maintains one dictionary for every attribute of String type, which generally operates as follows.

First, at data loading time, each string value of an attribute is mapped to an integer value. This

value corresponds to the index of that string in a single linked-list holding the distinct string

values of that attribute. The list basically constitutes the dictionary itself. In other words, each

time a string appears for the first time during data loading, a unique integer is assigned to

it; if the same string value reappears in a later tuple, the dictionary maps this string to the

previously assigned integer. Then, at query execution time, string operations are mapped

to their integer counterparts, as shown in Table 8.1. This mapping allows to significantly

improve the query execution performance, as it typically eliminates underlying loops and,

thus, significantly reduces the number of CPU instructions executed. For our running example,

LegoBase compresses the attributes L_SHIPMODE and O_ORDERPRIORITY by converting

the six string equality checks into corresponding integer comparisons.

Special care is needed for string operations that require ordering. For example, Q2 and Q14

of TPC-H need to perform the endsWith and startsWith string operations with a constant

string, respectively. This requires that we utilize a dictionary that maintains the data in order;

that is, if str i ngx < str i ng y lexicographically, then Intx < Inty as well. To do so, we take

advantage of the fact that in LegoBase all input data is already materialized, and thus we can

8The importance of these overheads to query execution performance becomes more clear if one considers that
string attributes often comprise a large portion of the database data. For example, the TPC-H schema contains 61
attributes, 26 of which are of string type, constituting 60% of the total database size [Chen et al., 2001].
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first compute the list of distinct values, as mentioned above, then sort this list lexicographically,

and afterwords make a second pass over the data to assign integer values to the string attribute.

By doing so, the constant string is then converted to a [st ar t ,end ] range, by iterating over the

sorted list of distinct values and finding the first and last strings which start or end with that

particular string. This range is then used when lowering the operation, as shown in Table 8.1.

This two-phase string dictionary allows to map all operations that require some notion of

ordering in string operations.

In addition, there is one additional special case where the string attributes need to be tokenized

on a word granularity. This happens for example in Q13 of TPC-H. This is because queries like

that one need to perform the indexOfSlice string operation, where the slice represents a word.

LegoBase provides a word-tokenizing string dictionary that contains all words in the strings

instead of the string attributes themselves to handle such cases. Then, searching for a word

slice is equal to looking through all the integer-typed words in that string for a match during

query execution. This is the only case where the integer counterparts of strings operations

contain a loop. It is however our experience, that even with this loop through the integer vales,

the obtained performance significantly outperforms that of the strstr function call of the

C library. This may be because such loops can be more easily vectorized by an underlying C

compiler like CLang, compared to the corresponding loops using the string types.

Finally, it is important to note that string dictionaries, even though they significantly improve

query execution performance9, they have an even more pronounced negative impact on

the performance of data loading. This is particularly true for the word-tokenizing string

dictionaries, as the impact of tokenizing a string is significant. In addition, string dictionaries

can actually degrade performance when they are used for primary keys or for attributes

that contain many distinct values (as in this case the string dictionary significantly increases

memory consumption). In such cases, LegoBase can be configured so that it does not use

string dictionaries for those attributes, through proper usage of the optimization pipeline

described in Chapter 7.

8.5 Domain-Specific Code Motion

Domain-Specific code motion includes optimizations that remove code segments that have a

negative impact on query execution performance from the critical path and instead executes

the logic of those code segments during data loading. Thus, the optimizations in this category

trade-off increased loading time for improved query execution performance. There are two

main optimizations in this category, described next.

9In addition to reducing the number of function calls and CPU instructions executed, string dictionaries can
also significantly reduce the number of cache misses. This is because these structures reduce the total amount of
data required to be transferred from the main memory. For example, it has been shown that string dictionaries
can reduce cache misses by 7.5× in an in-memory database on a micro-benchmarking query with only 5%
selectivity [Krüger et al., 2012].
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8.5.1 Hoisting Memory Allocations

Memory allocations can cause significant performance degradation in query execution. Our

experience shows that, by taking advantage of type information available in each SQL query,

we can completely eliminate such allocations from the critical path. The LegoBase system

provides the following optimization for this purpose.

At query compilation time, information is gathered regarding the data types used throughout

an incoming SQL query. This is done through an analysis phase, where the compiler collects

all malloc nodes in the program, once the latter has been lowered to the abstraction level of C

code. This is necessary to be done at this level, as high-level programming languages like Scala

provide implicit memory management, which the SC optimizing compiler cannot currently

optimize. The obtained types correspond either to the initial database relations (e.g. the

LINEITEM table of TPC-H) or to types required for intermediate results, such as aggregations.

Based on this information, SC initializes memory pools during data loading, one for each type.

Then, at query execution time, the corresponding malloc statements are replaced with

references to those memory pools. We have observed that this optimization significantly

reduces the number of CPU executed occurring during the query evaluation, and significantly

contributes to improving cache locality. This is because the memory space allocated for each

pool is contiguous and, thus, each cache miss brings useful records to the cache (this is not

the case for the fragmented memory space returned by the malloc system calls).

We also note that it is not sufficient to naively generate one pool per data type in the order of

their appearance, as there may be dependencies between data types. This is particularly true

for composite types, which need to reference the pools of the native types (e.g. the pool for

Strings). We resolve such dependencies by first applying topological sorting on the obtained

type information and only then generating the pools in the proper order.

Finally, we must mention that the size of the memory pools is estimated by performing worst-

case analysis on a given query. This means that LegoBase may allocate much more space than

needed. However, we have confirmed that our estimated statistics are accurate enough so

that the pools do not unnecessarily create memory pressure, thus negatively affecting query

performance. In fact, as we show in Chapter 9, for our workloads LegoBase does not so far

require more than twice the size of the input data as memory footprint; yet the majority of this

additional memory requirement is introduced from the partitioning optimization rather that

the optimization for hoisting the memory allocations described here.

8.5.2 Hoisting Data-Structure Initialization

Performing operations on any data structure needed during query execution generally re-

quires specific code to be executed in the critical path regading the proper initialization and

maintenance of these structures. This is typically true for data structures representing some

form of key-value stores, as we describe next.
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Consider the case of TPC-H Q12, for which a data structure is needed to store the results of

the aggregate operator. Then, when evaluating the aggregation during query execution, we

must check whether the corresponding key of the aggregation has been previously inserted

in the aggregation data structure. In this case, the code must check whether a specific value

of O_ORDERPRIORITY is already present in the data structure. If so, it would return the

existing aggregation. Otherwise, it would insert a new aggregation into the data structure.

This means that at least one if condition must be evaluated for every tuple that is processed

by the aggregate operator. We have observed that such if conditions, which exist purely for

the purpose of data-structure initialization, significantly affect branch prediction and overall

query execution performance.

LegoBase provides an optimization to remove such data-structure initialization from the crit-

ical path by utilizing domain-specific knowledge. For example, LegoBase takes advantage

of the fact that aggregations can usually be statically initialized with the value zero, for each

corresponding key. To infer all these possible key values (i.e. infer the domain of that attribute),

LegoBase utilizes the statistics collected during data loading for the input relations. Then, at

query execution time, the corresponding if condition mentioned above no longer needs to

be evaluated, as the aggregation already exists and can be accessed directly. We have observed

that by removing code segments that perform only data-structure initialization, branch predic-

tion is improved and the total number of CPU instructions executed is significantly reduced

as well.

Observe that this optimization is not possible in its full generality, as it directly depends on

the ability to predict the possible key values in advance, during data loading. In addition, this

value range should be adequately dense (e.g. sequential values), since otherwise the unused

values can significantly (and unnecessarily) increase memory pressure, thus eliminating any

performance benefit obtained from removing the data structure initialization code segment.

However, we note three things. First, once our partitioning optimization (Section 8.2.1) has

been applied, LegoBase requires intermediate data structures mostly for aggregate operators,

whose initialization code segment we remove, as described above. Second, particularly for

TPC-H, there is no key that is the result of an intermediate join operator deeply nested in

the query plan. Instead, TPC-H uses attributes of the original relations to access most data

structures, attributes whose value range can be accurately estimated during data loading

through statistics, as we discussed previously. Finally, for TPC-H queries the key value range is

very small, typically ranging up to a couple of thousand sequential key values10. These three

properties allow to completely remove initialization overheads and the associated unnecessary

computation for all TPC-H queries.

10A notable exception is TPC-H Q18 which uses O_ORDERKEY as a key, which has a sparse distribution of key
values. LegoBase generates a specialized data structure for this case.
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8.6 Traditional Compiler Optimizations

In this section, we present a number of traditional compiler optimizations that originate

mostly from work in the PL community. Most of them are generic in nature, and, thus, they

are offered out-of-the-box by the SC optimizing compiler.

8.6.1 Removal of Unused Relational Attributes

In Section 8.3 we mentioned that LegoBase provides an optimization for removing relational

attributes that are not accessed by a particular SQL query, assuming that this query is known

in advance. For example, the Q12 running example references eight relational attributes.

However, the relations LINEITEM and ORDERS contain 25 attributes in total. LegoBase avoids

loading these unnecessary attributes into memory at data loading time. It does so by analyzing

the input SQL query and removing the set of unused fields from the record definitions. This

reduces memory pressure and improves cache locality.

8.6.2 Removing Unnecessary Let-Bindings

The SC compiler uses the Administrative Normal Form (ANF) [Flanagan et al., 1993] when

generating code. This simplifies code generation for the compiler. However, it has the negative

effect of introducing many unnecessary intermediate variables. We have observed that this

form of code generation not only affects code compactness but also significantly increases

register pressure. To improve upon this situation, SC uses a technique first introduced by

the programming language community [Sumii and Kobayashi, 2001], which removes any

intermediate variable that satisfies the following three conditions: the variable (a) is set only

once, (b) has no side effects, and, finally, (c) is initialized with a single value (and thus its

initialization does not correspond to executing possibly expensive computation). SC then

replaces any appearance of this variable later in the code with its initialization value. We have

noticed that this optimization makes the generated code much more compact and reduces

register pressure, resulting in improved performance. Moreover, we have observed that since

the variable initialization time may take place significantly earlier in the code of the program

than its actual use, this does not allow for this optimization opportunity to be detected by

low-level compilers like LLVM.

Finally, our compiler applies a technique known as parameter promotion11. This optimization

removes structs whose fields can be flattened to local variables. This optimization has the effect

of removing a memory access from the critical path as the field of a struct can be referenced

immediately without referencing the variable holding the struct itself. We have observed that

this optimization significantly reduces the number of memory accesses occurring during

query execution.

11This technique is also known as Scalar Replacement in the PL community.
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8.6.3 Fine-grained Compiler Optimizations

Finally, there is a category of fine-grained compiler optimizations that are applied last in

the compilation pipeline. These optimizations target optimizing very small code segments

(even individual statements) under particular conditions. We briefly present three such

optimizations next.

First, SC can transform arrays to a set of local variables. This lowering is possible only when

(a) the array size is statically known at compile time, (b) the array is relatively small (to avoid

increasing register pressure) and, finally, (c) the index of every array access can be inferred

at compile time (otherwise, the compiler is not able to know to which local variable an array

access should be mapped to).

Second, the compiler provides an optimization to change the boolean condition x && y to

x & y where x and y both evaluate to boolean and the second operand does not have any

side effect. According to our observations, this optimization can significantly improve branch

prediction, when the aforementioned conditions are satisfied.

Finally, the compiler can be instructed to apply tiling to for loops whose range are known at

compile time (or can be accurately estimated).

It is our observation that all these fine-grained optimizations (as described above), which can

be typically written in less than a hundred lines of code, can help to improve the performance

of certain queries. More importantly, since they have very fine-grained granularity, their

application does not introduce additional performance overheads.

8.7 Classification of LegoBase Optimizations

In this section, we classify the LegoBase optimizations according to (a) their generality and

(b) whether they follow the rules of the TPC-H benchmark, which we use in our evaluation.

These two metrics are important for a more thorough understanding of which categories of

database systems can benefit from these optimizations. We detect six groups of optimizations,

illustrated in Figure 8.8, described next in the order they appear from left to right in the figure.

Generic Compiler Optimizations: In this category, we include optimizations which are also

applied by traditional compilers, such as LLVM. These include Dead Code Elimination (DCE),

Common Subexpression Elimination (CSE), Partial Evaluation (PE) and the Scalar Replace-

ment optimization presented in Section 8.6.2. These optimizations are TPC-H compliant

and do not require any particular domain-specific knowledge; thus they can be applied for

optimizing any input query as well as the code of the query engine.

Fine-grained Optimizations: In this TPC-H compliant category we include, as described in

Section 8.6.3, fine-grained optimizations that aim to transform and improve the performance
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Figure 8.8 – Classification of LegoBase optimizations, based on (a) whether or not they adhere
to the implementation rules of the TPC-H workload and (b) the amount of domain-specific
and query-specific information they utilize.

of individual statements (or a small number of contiguous statements). We do not list this

category alongside the generic compiler optimizations, as whether they improve the perfor-

mance or not depends on the characteristics of the input query. Thus, SC needs to analyze the

program before detecting whether the application of one of the optimizations in this group is

beneficial.

Optimizing Data Accesses: The two optimizations presented in Sections 8.3 and 8.6.2, along-

side the generic operator inlining optimization, aim to improve performance by minimizing

the number of function calls and optimizing data accesses and code compactness. Even

though they are coarse-grained in nature, affecting large code segments, they are still TPC-H

compliant, as they are neither query specific nor depend on type information.

Partitioning and Indexing Optimizations: This class of optimizations, presented in detail in

Section 8.2, can significantly improve query execute performance. However, even though they

provide significant performance improvement (as we show in our evaluation), they are not

TPC-H compliant, as this workload does not allow logical replication of data using more than

one primary or foreign key. Similarly, our HashMap lowering optimization requires knowledge

of the domain of the aggregation keys in advance. Still, there is a class of database systems

that can greatly benefit from such indexing and partitioning transformations. These include

systems that have all their data known in advance (e.g. OLAP style processing) or systems

where we can introduce pre-computed indexing views, as in the case of Incremental View

Maintenance (IVM).

Inter-Operator, String Dictionaries, and Domain-Specific Code Motion Optimizations: The

three optimizations in this category, presented in Sections 8.1, 8.4 and 8.5 respectively, aim to

remove unnecessary materialization points and computation from the critical path. However,

they are query specific, as they can only be applied if a query is known in advance. This is the

primary characteristic that differentiates this category of optimizations from the previous one.

They also depend on type information and introduce auxiliary data structures. Thus, they are

not TPC-H compliant.
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Struct Field Removal Optimization: The most aggressive optimization that LegoBase applies

removes unnecessary relational attributes from C structs. This optimization is query specific

and is highly dependent on type information. It also requires specializing the data structures

during data loading (to remove the unnecessary fields). Thus, it is not TPC-H compliant.
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In this chapter, we evaluate the realization of the abstraction without regret vision in the

domain of analytical query processing. After briefly presenting our experimental platform, we

address the following topics and open questions related to the LegoBase system:

1. How well can general-purpose compilers, such as LLVM or GCC, optimize query engines?

We show that these compilers ultimately fail to detect many high-level optimization

opportunities and, thus, they perform poorly compared to our system (Section 9.2).

2. Is the code generated by LegoBase competitive, performance-wise, to (a) traditional

database systems and (b) query compilers based on template expansion? We show that

by utilizing query-specific knowledge and by extending the scope of compilation to

optimize the entire query engine, we can obtain a system that significantly outperforms

both alternative approaches (Section 9.3).

3. We experimentally validate that the source-to-source compilation from Scala to efficient,

low-level C binaries is necessary as even highly optimized Scala programs exhibit a

considerably worse performance than C (Section 9.4).

4. What insights can we gain by analyzing the performance improvement of individual op-

timizations? Our analysis reveals that important optimization opportunities have been

so far neglected by compilation approaches that optimize only queries. To demonstrate

this, we compare architectural decisions as fairly as possible, using a shared codebase

that only differs by the effect of a single optimization (Section 9.5).

5. How much are the overall memory consumption and data loading speed of our system?

These two metrics are of importance to main-memory databases, as a query engine

must perform well in both directions to be usable in practice (Section 9.6).

6. We analyze the amount of effort required when programming query engines in LegoBase

and show that, by programming in the abstract, we can derive a fully functional system

in a relatively short amount of time and coding effort (Section 9.7).
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System Description Compiler
optimizations

TPC-H
compliant

Uses query-
specific info

DBX Commercial,
in-memory DBMS

No compilation Yes No

Compiler
of HyPer

Query compiler of the
HyPer DBMS

Operator inlining,
push engine

Yes No

LegoBase
(Naive)

A naive engine with the
minimal number of opti-
mizations applied

Operator inlining,
push engine

Yes No

LegoBase
(TPC-H/C)

TPC-H compliant en-
gine

Operator inlining,
push engine, data
partitioning

Yes1 No

LegoBase
(StrDict/C)

Non TPC-H compliant
engine with some opti-
mizations applied

Like above, plus
String Dictionaries

No No

LegoBase
(Opt/C)

Optimized push-style
engine

All optimizations
of this thesis

No Yes

LegoBase
(Opt/Scala)

Optimized push-style
engine

All optimizations
of this thesis

No Yes

Table 9.1 – Description of all systems evaluated in this chapter. Unless otherwise stated, all
generated C programs of LegoBase are compiled to a final C binary using CLang. All listed
LegoBase engines and optimizations are written with only high-level Scala code, which is then
optimized and compiled to C or Scala code with SC.

7. We evaluate the compilation overheads of our approach. We show that SC can efficiently

compile query engines even for the complicated, multi-way join queries typically found

in analytical query processing (Section 9.8).

9.1 Experimental Setup

Our experimental platform consists of a server-type x86 machine equipped with two Intel

Xeon E5-2620 v2 CPUs running at 2GHz each, 256GB of DDR3 RAM at 1600Mhz and two

commodity hard disks of 2TB storing the experimental datasets. The operating system is Red

Hat Enterprise 6.7. For all experiments, we have disabled huge pages in the kernel, since

this provided better results for all tested systems (described in more detail in Table 9.1). For

compiling the generated programs throughout the evaluation section, we use version 2.11.4

1 We note that according to the TPC-H specification rules, a database system can employ data partitioning (as
described in Section 8.2.1) and still be TPC-H compliant. This is the case when all input relations are partitioned
on one and only one primary or foreign key attribute across all queries. The LegoBase(TPC-H/C) configuration of
our system follows exactly this partitioning approach, which is also used by the HyPer system (but in contrast to
SC, partitioning in HyPer is not expressed as a compiler optimization).
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of the Scala compiler and version 3.4.2 of the CLang front-end for LLVM [Lattner and Adve,

2004], with the default optimization flags set for both compilers. For the Scala programs,

we configure the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to run with 192GB of heap space, while we use

the GLib library (version 2.38.2) [The GNOME Project, 2013] whenever we need to generate

generic data structures in C.

For our evaluation, we use the TPC-H benchmark [Transaction Processing Performance Coun-

cil, 1999]. TPC-H is a data warehousing and decision support benchmark that issues business

analytics queries to a database with sales information. This benchmark suite includes 22

queries with a high degree of complexity that express most SQL features. We use all 22 queries

to evaluate various design choices of our methodology. We execute each query five times and

report the average performance of these runs. Unless otherwise stated, the scaling factor of

TPC-H is set to 8 for all experiments. It is important to note that the final generated optimized

code of LegoBase (configurations LegoBase(Opt/C) and LegoBase(Opt/Scala) in Table 9.1)

employs materialization (e.g. for the date indices) and, thus, this version of the code does

comply with the TPC-H implementation rules. However, we also present a TPC-H compliant

configuration, LegoBase(TPC-H/C), for comparison purposes. A brief presentation of the

TPC-H schema and queries can be found in Appendix E.

As a reference point for most results presented in this chapter, we use a commercial, in-memory,

row-store database system called DBX, which does not employ compilation. We assign 192GB

of DRAM as memory space in DBX, and we use the DBX-specific data types instead of generic

SQL types. As described in Chapter 7, LegoBase uses query plans from the DBX database. We

also use the query compiler of the HyPer system [Neumann, 2011] (w) as a point of comparison

with existing query compilation approaches. Since parallel execution is not yet possible at

the time of writing for LegoBase, all systems have been forced to single-threaded execution,

either by using the execution parameters some of them provide or by manually disabling the

usage of CPU cores in the kernel configuration.

9.2 Optimizing Query Engines Using General-Purpose Compilers

First, we show that low-level, general-purpose compilation frameworks, such as LLVM, are not

adequate for efficiently optimizing query engines. To do so, we use LegoBase to generate an

unoptimized push-style engine with only operator inlining applied, which is then compiled

to a final C binary using LLVM. We choose this engine as a starting point since it allows the

underlying C compiler to be more effective when optimizing the whole C program (as the

presence of procedures may otherwise force the compiler to make conservative decisions or

miss optimization potential during compilation2).

As shown in Figure 9.1, the achieved performance is very poor: the unoptimized query engine,

LegoBase(Naive/C)–LLVM, is significantly slower for all TPC-H queries, requiring more than

2 [Shaikhha et al., 2016] presents an easy-to-follow example and an analysis of why general-purpose compilers
need to operate in this fashion.
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Figure 9.1 – Performance of a push-style engine compiled with LLVM and GCC. These engines
are generated using only operator inlining. The baseline is the performance of the optimal
generated code, LegoBase(Opt/C), with all optimizations enabled.

16× the execution time of the optimal LegoBase configuration in most cases. This is because

frameworks like LLVM cannot automatically detect all optimization opportunities that we

support in LegoBase (as described thus far in this thesis). This is because either (a) the scope

of an optimization is too coarse-grained to be detected by a low-level compiler or (b) the

optimization relies on domain-specific knowledge that general-purpose optimizing compilers

such as LLVM are not aware of.

In addition, as shown in the same figure, compiling with LLVM does not always yield better

results compared to using another traditional compiler like GCC3. We see that LLVM out-

performs GCC for only 15 out of 22 queries (by 1.09× on average) while, for the remaining

ones, the binary generated by GCC performs better (by 1.03× on average). In general, the

performance difference between the two compilers can be significant (e.g. for Q19, there is

a 1.58× difference). We also experimented with manually specifying optimizations flags to

the two compilers, but this turns out to be a very delicate and complicated task as developers

can specify flags which actually make performance worse. We argue that it is instead more

beneficial for developers to invest their effort in developing high-level optimizations, like

those presented in this thesis.

9.3 Optimizing Query Engines Using Template Expansion

Next, we compare our approach – which compiles the entire query engine and utilizes query-

specific information – with the compiler of the HyPer database [Neumann, 2011]. HyPer

3For this experiment, we use version 4.4.7 of the GCC compiler.
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performs template expansion through LLVM in order to inline the relational operators of a

query executed on a push engine4. The results are presented in Figure 9.2.

We perform this analysis in two steps. First, we generate a query engine that (a) does not

utilize any query-specific information and (b) adheres to the implementation rules of the

TPC-H workload. Such an engine represents a system where data are loaded only once, and

all optimizations are applied before any query arrives (as happens with HyPer and any other

traditional DBMS). We show that this LegoBase configuration, titled LegoBase(TPC-H/C), has

performance competitive to that of the HyPer database system, and that efficient handling of

string operations is essential in order to have the performance of our system match that of

HyPer. Second, we show that by utilizing query-specific knowledge and performing aggressive

materialization and repartition of input relations based on multiple attributes, we can generate

a query engine, titled LegoBase(Opt/C), which significantly outperforms existing approaches.

Such an engine corresponds to systems that, as discussed previously in Section 8.7, have all

queries or data known in advance.

To begin with, Figure 9.2 shows that by using the query compiler of HyPer, performance

is improved by 6.4× on average compared to DBX. To achieve this performance improve-

ment, HyPer uses a push engine, operator inlining, and data partitioning. In contrast, the

TPC-H-compliant configuration of our system, LegoBase(TPC-H/C), which uses the same

optimizations, has an average execution time of only 4.4x the one of the DBX system, across

all TPC-H queries. The main reason behind this significantly slower performance is, as we

mentioned above, the inefficient handling of string operations in LegoBase(TPC-H/C). In

this version, LegoBase uses the strcmp function (and its variants). In contrast, HyPer uses

the SIMD instructions found in modern instructions sets (such as SSE4.2) for efficient string

handling [Boncz et al., 2014], a design choice that can lead to significant performance improve-

ment compared to LegoBase(TPC-H/C). To validate this analysis, we use a configuration of

our system, called LegoBase(StrDict/C), which additionally applies the string dictionary opti-

mization. This configuration is no longer TPC-H-compliant (as it introduces an auxiliary data

structure), but is still does not require query-specific information. We notice that the introduc-

tion of this optimization is enough to make LegoBase(StrDict/C) match the performance of

HyPer: the two systems have only a 1.06× difference in performance.

Second, Figure 9.2 also shows that by using all other optimizations of LegoBase (as they

were presented in Chapter 8), which are not performed by the query compiler of HyPer, we

can get a total 45.4× performance improvement compared to DBX with all optimizations

enabled. This is because, for example, LegoBase(Opt/C) uses query-specific information

to remove unused relational attributes or hoist out expensive computation (thus reducing

memory pressure and decreasing the number of CPU instructions executed) and aggressively

repartitions input data on multiple attributes (thus allowing for more efficient join processing).

4We also experimented with another in-memory DBMS that compiles SQL queries to native C++ code on the fly.
However, we were unable to configure the system so that it performs well compared to the other systems. Thus, we
omit its results from this chapter.
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Figure 9.2 – Performance comparison of various LegoBase configurations (C and Scala pro-
grams) with the code generated by the query compiler of [Neumann, 2011]. The baseline for all
systems is the performance of the DBX commercial database system. The absolute execution
times for this figure can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 9.3 – Percentage of cache misses and branch mispredictions for DBX, HyPer and
LegoBase(Opt/C) for all 22 TPC-H queries.
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Such optimizations result in improved cache locality and branch prediction, as shown in

Figure 9.3. More specifically, there is an improvement of 1.68× and 1.31× on average for the

two metrics, respectively, between DBX and LegoBase. In addition, the maximum, average

and minimum difference in the number of CPU instructions executed in HyPer is 3.76×,

1.61×, and 1.08× that executed in LegoBase. These results prove that the optimized code of

LegoBase(Opt/C) is competitive, performance wise, to both traditional database systems and

query compilers based on template expansion.

Finally, we note that we plan to investigate even more aggressive and query-specific data-stru-

cture optimizations in future work. Such optimizations are definitely feasible, given the easy

extensibility of the SC compiler.

9.4 Source-to-Source Compilation from Scala to C

Next, we show that source-to-source compilation from Scala to C is necessary in order to

achieve optimal performance in LegoBase. To do so, Figure 9.2 also presents performance

results for both a naive and an optimized Scala query engine, named LegoBase(Naive/Scala)

and LegoBase(Opt/Scala), respectively. First, we notice that the optimized generated Scala

code is significantly faster than the naive counterpart, by 26.4×. This shows that extensive

optimization of the Scala code is essential in order to achieve high performance. However, we

also observe that the performance of the optimized Scala program cannot compete with that

of the optimized C code, and is on average 10× slower.

Profiling information gathered with the perf 5 profiling tool of Linux reveals the following

three reasons for this behavior: (a) Scala causes an increase to branch mispredictions, by 1.8×
compared to the branch mispredictions in C, (b) The percentage of LLC misses is 1.3× to 2.4×
those in Scala, and more importantly, (c) The number of CPU instructions executed in Scala is

6.2× the one executed by the C binary. Of course, these inefficiencies are to a great part due to

the Java Virtual Machine and not specific to Scala6. Note that the optimized Scala program

is competitive to DBX (especially for non-join-intensive queries, e.g. queries that have less

than two joins): for 19 out of 22 queries, LegoBase(Opt/Scala) outperforms the commercial

DBX system. This is because we remove all abstractions that incur significant overhead for

Scala. For example, the performance of Q18, which builds a large hash map, is improved by

40× when applying the data-structure specialization provided by SC.

5https://perf.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Main_Page.
6A publication from Google [Hundt, 2011] comparing C++, Java, Go, and Scala seems to verify this hypothesis.

In this work, the authors show how important it is to adequately optimize the garbage collection (GC) mechanism
of the JVM by manually configuring its parameters. However, not only this work goes as far as to use custom JVM
flags, but also, in our experience, tuning the GC is an equally delicate task as tuning a traditional, general-purpose
C compiler. For example, the +UseCompressedOops GC flag improves the performance of Q16 (by 1.23×), but
negatively affects the performance of Q6 (by 1.27×). In addition, this work also suggests that there are a number of
language features and constructs of the Scala programming language that can significantly affect performance.
For instance, the SC optimizing compiler generates for-comprehensions for Scala. Yet, the comparative study of
Google suggests that it is better, performance wise, to use the foreach construct of Scala. We plan to explore such
optimization opportunities for the generated Scala code and the JVM in future work.
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Figure 9.4 – Impact of different LegoBase optimizations on query execution time. The baseline
is an engine that does not apply this optimization.

9.5 Impact of Individual Compiler Optimizations

In this section, we provide additional information about the performance improvement

expected when applying one of the compiler optimizations of LegoBase. These results, illus-

trated in Figure 9.4, aim to demonstrate that significant optimization opportunities have been

ignored by existing compilation techniques that handle only queries.

To begin with, we can clearly see in this figure that the most important transformation in

LegoBase is the data-structure specialization (presented in Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2). This

form of optimization is not provided by existing approaches, as data structures are typically

precompiled in existing database systems. We see that, in general, when data-structure

specialization is applied, the generated code has an average performance improvement of

30× (excluding queries Q8 and Q17 where the partitioning optimization facilitates skipping

the processing of the majority of the tuples of the input relations). Moreover, we note that the

performance improvement is not directly dependent on the number of join operators or input

relations in the query plan. For example, join-intensive queries such as Q5, Q7, Q8, Q9, Q21

obtain a speedup of at least 22× when applying this optimization. However, the single-join

queries Q4 and Q19 also receive similar performance benefit to that of multi-way join queries.

This is because query plans may filter input data early on, thus reducing the need for efficient

join data structures. Thus, selectivity information and analysis of the whole query plan are

essential for analyzing the potential performance benefit of this optimization. Note that, for

similar reasons, date indices (Section 8.2.3) allow to avoid unnecessary tuple processing and

thus lead to increased performance for a number of queries (such as Q3, Q14, and Q15).
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For the domain-specific code motion and the removal of unused relational attributes opti-

mizations, we observe that they both improve performance, by 1.12× and 1.21×, respectively

on average for all TPC-H queries. This improvement is not be as pronounced as that of other

optimizations of LegoBase (like the one presented above). However, it is important to note

that they both significantly reduce memory pressure, thus allowing the freed memory space to

be used for other optimizations, such as the partitioning specialization, which in turn provide

significant performance improvement. Nevertheless, these two optimizations – which are

not provided by previous approaches (since they depend on query-specific knowledge) – can

provide considerable performance improvement by themselves for some queries. For example,

for TPC-H Q1, performing domain-specific code motion leads to a speedup of 2.96×, while

the removal of unused attributes gives a speedup of 2.11× for Q15.

Moreover, the same figure evaluates the speedup we gain when using string dictionaries. We

observe that for the TPC-H queries that perform a number of expensive string operations,

using string dictionaries always leads to improved query execution performance: this speedup

ranges from 1.06× to 5.5×, with an average speedup of 2.41×7. We also note that the speedup

this optimization provides depends on the characteristics of the query. More specifically, if

the query contains string operations on scan operators, as is the case with Q8, Q12, Q13, Q16,

Q17, and Q19, then this optimization provides a greater performance improvement than when

string operations occur in operators appearing later in the query plan. This is because, TPC-H

queries typically filter out more tuples as more operators are applied in the query plan. Stated

otherwise, operators being executed in the last stages of the query plan do not process as

many tuples as scan operators. Thus, the impact of string operations is more pronounced

when such operations take place in scan operators.

It is important to note that using string dictionaries comes at a price. First, this optimization

increases the loading time of the query. Second, this optimization requires keeping a dictionary

between strings and integer values, a design choice which requires additional memory. This

may, in turn, increase memory pressure, possibly causing a drop in performance. However, it

is our observation that, based on the individual use case and data characteristics (e.g. number

of distinct values of a string attribute), developers can easily detect whether it makes sense

performance-wise to use this optimization or not. We also present a more detailed analysis of

the memory consumption required by the overall LegoBase system later in this chapter.

Then, the benefit of applying operator inlining (not shown) varies significantly between

different TPC-H queries and ranges from a speedup of 1.07× up to 19.5×, with an average

performance improvement of 3.96×. The speedup gained from applying this optimization

depends on the complexity of the execution path of a query. This is a hard metric to visualize,

as the improvement depends not only on how many operators are used but also on their

type, their position in the overall query plan and how much each of them affects branch

prediction and cache locality. For instance, queries Q5, Q7 and Q9 have the same number of

7The rest of the TPC-H queries (Q1, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q10, Q11, Q15, Q18, Q21, Q22) either did not have any
string operation or the number of these operations on those queries was negligible.
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Figure 9.5 – Memory consumption of LegoBase(Opt/C) for the TPC-H queries.

operators, but the performance improvement gained varies significantly, by 10.4×, 1.4× and

7.5×, respectively. In addition, it is our observation that the benefit of inlining depends on

which operators are being inlined. This is an important observation, as for very large queries,

the compiler may have to choose which operators to inline (e.g. to avoid the code not fitting

in the instruction cache). In general, when such cases appear, we believe that the compiler

framework should merit inlining joins instead of simpler operators (e.g. scans or aggregations).

Finally, for the column layout optimization (not shown), the performance improvement is

generally proportional to the percentage of attributes in the input relations that are actually

used. This is expected as the benefits of the column layout are evident when this layout

can “skip” loading into memory a number of unused attributes, thus significantly reducing

cache misses. Synthetic queries on TPC-H data referencing 100% of the attributes show that,

in this case, the column layout actually yields no benefit, and it is slightly worse than the

row layout. Actual TPC-H queries reference 24% - 68% of the attributes and, for this range,

the optimization gives a 2.5× to 1.05× improvement, which degrades as more attributes are

referenced.

9.6 Memory Consumption and Overhead on Input Data Loading

Figure 9.5 shows the memory consumption of LegoBase(Opt/C) for all TPC-H queries. We use

Valgrind for memory profiling as well as a custom memory profiler, while the JVM is always

first warmed up. We make the following observations. First, the allocated memory is at most

twice the size of the input data for all TPC-H queries (16GB of memory for 8GB of input data for

all relations), while the average memory consumption is only 1.16× the total size of the input

relations. These results suggest that our approach is usable in practice, as even for complicated,

multi-way join queries the memory used remains relatively small. The additional memory

requirements come as a result of the fact that LegoBase aggressively repartitions input data in

many different ways (as was described in Section 8.2) in order to achieve optimal performance.
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Figure 9.6 – Slowdown of input data loading occurring from applying all LegoBase optimiza-
tions to the C programs of the TPC-H workload (scaling factor 8).

Second, when all optimizations are enabled, LegoBase consumes less memory than the total

size of the input data, for a number of queries. For instance, Q16 consumes merely 2GB for

all necessary data structures. This behavior is a result of removing unused attributes from

relational tables as well as of compressing attributes of string type when loading the input data.

In general, it is our observation that memory consumption grows linearly with the scaling

factor of the TPC-H workload.

In addition, we have mentioned before that applying our compiler optimizations can lead

to an increase in the loading time of the input data. Figure 9.6 presents the total slowdown

on input data loading when applying all LegoBase optimizations to the generated C pro-

grams (LegoBase(Opt/C)) compared to the loading time of the unoptimized C programs

(LegoBase(Naive/C)). We observe that the total time spent on data loading, across all queries

and with all optimizations applied, is not (excluding Q13 which applies the word-tokenizing

string dictionary) more than 1.5× that of the unoptimized, push-style generated C code. This

means that while our optimizations lead to significant performance improvement, they do

not affect the loading time of input data significantly (there is an average slowdown of 1.88×
including Q13). Based on these observations, as well as the absolute loading times presented

in Appendix B, we can see that the additional overhead of our optimizations is not prohibitive:

it takes in average less than a minute for LegoBase to load the 8GB TPC-H dataset, repartition

the data, and build all necessary auxiliary data structures for efficient query processing.

9.7 Productivity Evaluation

An important point of this thesis is that the performance of query engines can be improved

without much programming effort. Next, we present the productivity/performance evaluation

of our system, which is summarized in Table 9.2.
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Data-Structure Partitioning 505
Automatic Inference of Date Indices 318
Memory Allocation Hoisting 186
Column Store Transformer 184
Constant-Size Array to Local Vars 125
Flattening Nested Structs 118
Horizontal Fusion 152

Scala Constructs to C Transformer 793
Scala Collections to GLib Transformer 411
Scala Scanner Class to mmap Transformer 90

Other miscellaneous optimizations ≈ 200

Total 2930

Table 9.2 – Lines of code of several transformations in LegoBase with the SC compiler.

We observe three things. First, by programming at the high level, we can provide a fully func-

tional system with a small amount of effort. Less development time was spent on debugging

the system, thus allowing us to focus on developing new useful optimizations. Development of

the LegoBase query engine alongside the domain-specific optimizations required, including

debugging time, eight months for only two programmers. However, the majority of this effort

was invested in building the new optimizing compiler SC (27K LOC) rather than developing

the basic, unoptimized, query engine itself (1K LOC).

Second, each optimization requires only a few hundred lines of high-level code to provide

significant performance improvement. More specifically, for ≈3000 LOC in total, LegoBase

is improved by 45.4× compared to the performance of DBX, as we described previously.

Source-to-source compilation is critical to achieving this behavior, as the combined size of

the operators and optimizations of LegoBase is around 40 times less than the generated code

size for all 22 TPC-H queries written in C.

Finally, from Table 9.2 it becomes clear that new transformations can be introduced in SC with

relative small programming effort. This becomes evident when one considers complicated

transformations like those of Automatic Index Inference and Horizontal Fusion8 which can

both be coded for merely ≈500 lines of code. We also observe that around half of the code-base

required to be introduced in SC concerns converting Scala code to C. However, this is a naïve

task to be performed by SC developers, as it usually results in a one-to-one translation between

Scala and C constructs. More importantly, this is a task that is required to be performed only

once for each language construct, and it needs to be extended only as new constructs are

8To perform a decent loop fusion, the short-cut deforestation is not sufficient. Such techniques only provide
vertical loop fusion, in which one loop uses the result produced by another loop. However, in order to perform
further optimizations one requires to perform horizontal loop fusion, in which different loops iterating over the
same range are fused into one loop [Beeri and Kornatzky, 1990; Goldberg and Paige, 1984]. A decent loop fusion is
still an open topic in the PL community [Svenningsson, 2002; Coutts et al., 2007; Gill et al., 1993].
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Figure 9.7 – Compilation time (in seconds) of all LegoBase(Opt/C) programs.

introduced in SC (e.g. those required for custom data types and operations on those types).

9.8 Compilation Overheads

Finally, we analyze the compilation time for the optimized C programs of LegoBase(Opt/C)

for all 22 TPC-H queries. Our results are presented in Figure 9.7, where the y-axis corresponds

to the time to (a) optimize an incoming query in our system and generate the C code with SC,

and, (b) the time CLang requires before producing the final C executable.

We see that, in general, all TPC-H queries require less than 1.2 seconds of compilation time.

We argue that this is an acceptable compilation overhead, especially for analytical queries

like those in TPC-H that are typically known in advance and which process huge amounts

of data. In this case, a compilation overhead of some seconds is negligible compared to the

total execution time. This result proves that our approach is usable in practice for quickly

compiling entire query engines written using high-level programming languages. To achieve

these results, special effort was made so that the SC compiler can quickly optimize input

programs. More specifically, our progressive lowering approach allows for quick application of

optimizations, as most of our optimizations operate on a relatively small number of language

constructs, thus making it easy to quickly detect which parts of the input program should

be modified at each transformation step, while the rest of them can be quickly skipped. In

addition, we observe that the CLang C compilation time can be significant. This is because,

by applying all the domain-specific optimizations of LegoBase to an input query, we get an

increase in the total program size that CLang receives from SC.

Finally, we note that if we generate Scala code instead of C, then the time required for compiling

the final optimized Scala programs is 7.2× that of compiling the C programs with LLVM. To

some extent this is expected as calling the Scala compiler is a heavyweight process: for every

query compiled there is significant startup overhead for loading the necessary Scala and Java
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libraries. By just optimizing a Scala program using optimizations written in the same level

of abstraction, our architecture allows us to avoid these overheads, providing a much more

lightweight compilation process.
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10 Related Work

We outline related work in six areas:

(a) Existing approaches in the domain of program synthesis and automatic synthesis of

out-of-core algorithms,

(b) Work on manual optimization of out-of-core algorithms for specific memory hierarchies,

(c) Work on algebraic manipulation and costing of algorithms in order to produce more

efficient programs,

(d) Previous compilation frameworks for optimizing query engines and data processing

systems,

(e) Frameworks for applying intra-operator optimizations,

(f) Orthogonal techniques to speed up query processing and, finally,

(g) A brief summary of work on domain-specific compilation in the Programming Lan-

guages (PL) community, a field of study that closely relates to ours.

We discuss these areas in more detail below.

Program Synthesis and Synthesis of Out-of-Core Algorithms. OCAS is closely related to the

general field of program synthesis, and more specifically to that of transformational program

synthesis, which generally aims to transform an inefficient specification program to a more

efficient program using general rewrite rules that capture the logical laws of a particular

domain. The basic motivation behind work in this field – which is also the motivation behind

OCAS – is that for many programming problems it is relatively easy to produce and verify a

correct, prototype implementation in a comprehensible, abstract style. Yet, these typically lack

efficiency, making them unacceptable for practical purposes. Thus, we can only consider them

as an abstract specification of the “real”, efficient program [Kreitz, 1998]. Stated otherwise,

transformational program synthesis is concerned with the search for an efficient, optimized
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program starting from an inefficient specification, rather than finding a provably correct

program matching the specification.

The rewrite rules used by transformational program synthesis are typically domain specific,

since automatic synthesis is a hard problem to solve in general. This is because general

solutions to program synthesis force the synthesis system to derive an algorithm almost from

scratch and to re-invent well-known algorithmic principles. In addition, solving complex

programming problems heavily relies on knowledge about application domains and standard

programming techniques. One can hardly expect a synthesis system to be successful if such

expertise is not explicitly embedded. Thus, it is easier to make such knowledge explicit,

and develop synthesis systems on the basis of such knowledge, rather that attempting to

derive it [Kreitz, 1998]. This is often referred to as Knowledge-based program synthesis and

is also performed by OCAS using its library of program transformation rules, which encode

well-known data-locality principles, such as buffering and caching.

Even though the foundations of transformational synthesis have been set for decades [Manna

and Waldinger, 1979; Darlington and Burstall, 1976], only with recent advances has a rather

broad class of synthesis systems reached the level of practical applications [Bodik and Jobst-

mann, 2013]. To this end, there is actually very little work on automating out-of-core algorithm

design. One notable example in this direction is the StreamBit system [Solar-Lezama et al.,

2005] which synthesizes efficient bit-streaming programs. However, in contrast to our ap-

proach, StreamBit performs semi-automatic program generation and requires a sketch of the

optimized algorithm. In addition, the idea of automatic program transformation for loop-

based, out-of-core algorithms is also present in [Krishnan et al., 2004]. However, this work

does not take into account the characteristics of the architecture as OCAS does. This makes

the approach limited as new architectures become available.

Synthesis appears in domains other than data management as well. For instance, hardware-

specific synthesis of linear transforms and other mathematical functions is the aim of SPI-

RAL [Püschel et al., 2011]. Our system addresses a different domain of programs, that of data

management. Similarly to OCAS – which uses OCAL for encoding data processing algorithms

such as joins – SPIRAL uses its own domain-specific language, based on linear algebra, for

expressing the specifications. However, the main difference between SPIRAL and our work is

that the former needs to actually execute each generated program during the search space

exploration (vs the cost-based optimization of OCAS). In our domain, such actual execution

may be prohibitive, given that traditional out-of-core algorithms such as joins may run for

very long periods (e.g. up to hours or days). Finally, in the domain of commercial scheduling

algorithms, transformational synthesis has long been shown to be able to generate algorithms

that are much more efficient than any hand-coded implementation [Smith and Parra, 1993;

Gomes et al., 1996].

An approach that is related to both the LegoBase and OCAS systems presented in this thesis

is the P2 Lightweight DBMS Generator [Batory and Thomas, 1997]. Similarly to OCAS, P2
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addresses the problem of designing efficient programs based on some abstract specification

provided by developers. In addition, and similarly to LegoBase, P2 argues for the decompo-

sition of a database system into well-defined components. To this end, P2 uses a custom,

low-level language which is a super-set of C, with the primary objective being reuse iden-

tification rather than productivity concerns of developers (the latter is, however, the main

motivation behind LegoBase). In addition, P2 is mostly a component-based generator for

the domain of container data structures employed by the database system, and thus, in con-

trast to LegoBase, this framework cannot encode well-known database optimizations such as

dictionary encoding for attributes of string type.

Finally, program synthesis can be also used to optimize the code of database applications or

automatically synthesize efficient code for specific data structures from declarative specifica-

tions. As an example of the former, the QBS system [Cheung et al., 2013] shows how synthesis

can be used to automatically transform fragments of application logic into SQL queries with

lifting, which are then optimizable by an off-the-shelf database query planner. For the latter,

synthesis has been shown to be able to generate efficient, imperative, low-level code from

high-level, declarative specifications both for the single-threaded [Smaragdakis and Batory,

1997; Hawkins et al., 2010, 2011] and concurrent setting [Hawkins et al., 2012].

Manual Optimization of Out-of-Core Algorithms. A great amount of work has been done

on manually developing specialized out-of-core algorithms for various tasks and memory

hierarchies. In our work, we often refer to canonical algorithms for certain database man-

agement tasks. Their descriptions can be found in the standard textbooks. For example, our

join variants are presented in [Ramakrishnan and Gehrke, 2002], while our version of External

Merge-Sort was originally introduced by Don Knuth for sorting on tapes [Knuth, 1998].

More recently, effort has been invested on designing algorithms for flash memory [Park and

Shim, 2009; Liu et al., 2011; Andreou et al., 2009], the intricate memory hierarchies of graphics

cards [Cederman and Tsigas, 2008; Govindaraju et al., 2006; Sintorn and Assarsson, 2008; Ye

et al., 2010], and multi-level memory hierarchies [Kim et al., 2010]. These papers demonstrate

that the state-of-the-art in developing out-of-core algorithms is to manually carry out ad-hoc

effort; one cannot yet rely on automation or a clear design methodology.

In the Sequoia project [Ren et al., 2008; Fatahalian et al., 2006; Houston et al., 2008] a general-

purpose C-like language is presented that has explicit knowledge of the topology of the

machine, and allows writing programs that efficiently utilize the hierarchy and the available

parallelism. The Sequoia system does not perform software synthesis, so the programmers

must specify the out-of-core algorithms themselves. However, it still handles other aspects of

out-of-core algorithms like our tool, such as parameter selection and an abstract representa-

tion of the memory hierarchy.

Algebraic Manipulation and Costing of Algorithms. OCAS performs algebraic manipulations

to obtain more efficient equivalent programs; this idea can also be found in work on functional

programming [Meijer et al., 1991; Bird, 1989]. Recursion schemas like folding [Gibbons, 2003]
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also play an important role in our work, especially for our sorting algorithms. Discussions of

more general recursion schemas are presented in [Augusteijn, 1999] and [Vene and Uustalu,

1998].

A language construct that has received particular attention in the domain of program transfor-

mations is the for loop. In this context, there exist a number of approaches that attempt to

derive desirable loop organizations using a cost model and/or a compiler in order to improve

data locality [McKinley et al., 1996; Kandemir et al., 1998; Lam et al., 1991; Krishnan et al.,

2004]. In contrast, our synthesis framework proposes the use of a new, high-level language

that (i) supports a wider set of constructs and (ii) is extensible to allow for easy addition of new

definitions.

On a more fine-grained granularity, superoptimization is the problem of finding an optimal

sequence of instructions that implements a certain function, which is usually specified with

a sub-optimal implementation. The Denali superoptimizer [Gulwani et al., 2011] is one of

the systems that tackles this problem by producing all programs (up to a bound) derivable

from the specification using a given set of expression equality axioms and selecting the fastest

program. OCAS uses a similar search strategy, however it performs a more coarse-grained

optimization using program rewrite transformation rules that can completely change the

structure and instructions used by an OCAL program (versus the basic instruction re-ordering

rules of Denali).

Costing of programs is a fundamental component when designing frameworks for the trans-

formation and algebraic manipulation of algorithms. For static analysis of the running costs

of functional programs, we draw inspiration from [Jost et al., 2010; Hofmann and Jost, 2003;

Chin and Khoo, 1999; Danielsson, 2008]. COSTA [Albert et al., 2011] is a general-purpose cost

estimation system for Java byte-code. This makes it applicable to languages more powerful

than the one described in this thesis. However, for the same reason, COSTA often fails to

deduce bounds as tight as those of our system which works with a restricted, custom-designed

language. In particular, for the Merge-Sort algorithm that we use in one of our examples, we

could not bring COSTA to estimate the asymptotically correct cost bound of O(n logn).

Previous Compilation Approaches for Optimizing Query Engines and Data Processing Sys-

tems. Historically, System R [Chamberlin et al., 1981] first proposed code generation for query

optimization. However, the Volcano iterator model eventually dominated over compilation,

since code generation was very expensive to maintain. The Daytona system [Greer, 1999]

revisited compilation in the late nineties; however, it heavily relied on the operating system

for functionality that is traditionally provided by the DBMS itself, like buffering.

The shift towards pure in-memory computation in databases, evident in the space of data ana-

lytics and transaction processing has lead developers to revisit compilation. The reason is that,

as more and more data is put in memory, query performance is increasingly determined by the

effective throughput of the CPU. In this context, compilation strategies aim to remove unnec-

essary CPU overhead, by optimizing away the overheads of traditional database abstractions
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like the Volcano operator model [Graefe, 1994]. Examples of in-memory industrial systems in

the area since the mid-2000s (with or without compilation) include SAP HANA [Färber et al.,

2012], VoltDB [Stonebraker et al., 2007; Kallman et al., 2008] and Oracle’s TimesTen [Oracle

Corporation, 2006]. In the academic context, interest in query compilation has also been

renewed since 2009 and continues to grow [Rao et al., 2006; Zane et al., 2008; Ahmad and Koch,

2009; Grust et al., 2009; Koch, 2010; Krikellas et al., 2010; Neumann, 2011; Koch, 2013; Koch

et al., 2014; Koch, 2014; Nagel et al., 2014; Viglas et al., 2014; Armbrust et al., 2015; Goel et al.,

2015].

Despite the differences between the individual approaches, all compilation frameworks gener-

ate on-the-fly an optimized query evaluation engine for each incoming SQL query. More im-

portantly, most existing query compilers are, to the best of our knowledge, template expanders

at heart. As we discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis, a template expander is a procedure that,

simply speaking, generates low-level code in one direct macro expansion step. This means that,

while a query interpreter immediately calls the operator implementations listed in a query

plan, the template expander first inlines the code of each operator, to obtain low-level code for

the entire plan. While inlining, the template expander may also apply specific optimizations

to the code of each individual operator, before calling the final program. We briefly discuss

most of the aforementioned systems next.

Rao et al. propose to remove the overhead of virtual functions in the Volcano iterator model

by using a compiled execution engine built on top of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [Rao

et al., 2006]. The HIQUE system takes a step further and completely eliminates the Volcano

iterator model in the generated code [Krikellas et al., 2010]. It does so by translating the

algebraic representation to C++ code using templates. In addition, Zane et al. have shown how

compilation can also be used to additionally improve operator internals [Zane et al., 2008].

The query compiler of the HyPer database system also uses query compilation, as described

in [Neumann, 2011]. This work targets minimizing the CPU overhead of the Volcano operator

model while maintaining low compilation times. The authors use a mixed LLVM/C++ execu-

tion engine where the algebraic representation of the operators is first translated to low-level

LLVM code, while the complex part of the database (e.g. management of data structures and

memory allocation) is still precompiled C++ code called periodically from the LLVM code

whenever needed. Two basic optimizations are presented: operator inlining and reversing the

data flow (to a push engine).

All these works aim to improve database systems by removing unnecessary abstraction over-

head. However, these template-based approaches require writing low-level code which is

hard to maintain and extend. This fact significantly limits their applicability. Furthermore,

their static nature makes them miss significant optimization opportunities that exist in the

precompiled components of the database system. In contrast, our approach advocates a new

methodology for programming query engines where the query engine and its optimizations

are written in a high-level language. This provides a programmer-friendly way to express opti-
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mizations and allows extending the scope of optimization to cover the whole query engine. In

addition, and in contrast to previous work, we separate the optimization and code generation

phases. Even though [Neumann, 2011] argues that optimizations should happen completely

before code generation (e.g. in the algebraic representation), there exist many optimization

opportunities that occur only after one considers the complete generated code, e.g. after

operator inlining. Our compiler can detect such optimizations, thus providing additional

performance improvement over existing techniques.

Compilation has also been used to optimize systems for Incremental View Maintenance

(IVM). In particular, the DBToaster project [Ahmad and Koch, 2009; Koch, 2010; Koch et al.,

2014] uses compiled C++ or Scala code to incrementally maintain internal representations

of materialized views. Experimental results show that through compilation, DBToaster can

improve the performance of IVM by several orders of magnitude compared to state-of-the-art

alternatives. LegoBase targets the optimization (through compilation) of a different domain,

that of analytical query processing.

Furthermore, with the increasing popularity of language-intergrated query languages, such as

LINQ, work has been carried out in order to boost the performance of these languages and that

of their managed runtimes using database-inspired strategies and optimizations [Grust et al.,

2009; Murray et al., 2011; Nagel et al., 2014; Viglas et al., 2014]. In general, all these techniques

employ compilation to convert high-level LINQ programs to more efficient, low-level code.

We believe that this line of work, despite making several contributions, is orthogonal to

the approach of LegoBase. This is because all systems in this category do not target the

optimization of a database system, but rather making query processing of collections in the

memory space of the application more efficient by leveraging database technology. Still, it

would be interesting to examine how each of these two research directions could benefit from

applying methodologies develop for the other.

Finally, in the distributed setting, Tupleware [Crotty et al., 2014, 2015] targets the optimization

of workflows of user-defined functions (UDFs) that specify the individual algorithmic steps

of complex analytics tasks such as those encountered in machine learning and advanced

statistics. Similar to LegoBase, Tupleware allows developers to express their workflows using

specific high-level languages and employs compilation for optimizing them. However, Tuple-

ware heavily utilizes the low-level, compilation framework LLVM for expressing most of the

optimizations. This fact severely limits the productivity of software developers, inheriting all

drawbacks of the template-expansion-based query compilation approaches as described so

far in this thesis. Finally, as we discussed in Section 7.5, LegoBase compiles the entire system;

thus, it makes no distinction between the code of UDFs and that of the remaining system,

thus allowing for a broader scope of compilation and optimization.

Frameworks for applying intra-operator optimizations. There has recently been extensive

work on how to specialize the code of query operators in a systematic way by using an approach

called Micro-Specialization [Zhang et al., 2012a,b,c]. In this line of work, the authors propose
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a framework to encode DBMS-specific intra-operator optimizations, like unrolling loops and

removing if conditions, as precompiled templates in an extensible way. All these optimizations

are performed by default by the SC compiler in LegoBase.

However, in contrast to our work, there are two main limitations in Micro- Specialization. First,

the low-level nature of the approach makes the development process very time-consuming:

it can take days to code a single intra-operator optimization [Zhang et al., 2012a]. Such

optimizations are very fine-grained, and it should be possible to implement them quickly: for

the same amount of time we are able to provide much more coarse-grained optimizations in

LegoBase. Second, the optimizations are limited to those that can be statically determined by

examining the DBMS code and cannot be changed at runtime. Our architecture maintains all

the benefits of Micro-Specialization, while it is not affected by these two limitations.

Techniques to speed up query processing. There are many works that aim to speed up query

processing in general, by focusing mostly on improving the way data is processed rather than

individual operators. Examples of such works include block-wise processing [Padmanabhan

et al., 2001], vectorized execution [Sompolski et al., 2011], compression techniques to provide

constant-time query processing [Raman et al., 2008] or a combination of the above along

with a column-oriented data layout [Manegold et al., 2009]. We believe all these approaches

are orthogonal to this work since our framework aims to provide a high-level framework for

encoding all such optimizations in a user-friendly way (e.g. we present the transition from

row to column data layout in Section 8.3).

Domain-specific compilation, which admits domain-specific optimizations, is a topic of great

current interest in multiple research communities. Once one limits the domain or language,

program analysis can be more successful. More powerful and global transformations then

become possible, yielding speedups that cannot be expected from classical compilers for

general purpose languages.

To this end, multiple frameworks and research prototypes [Hudak, 1996; Faith et al., 1997;

van Deursen et al., 2000; Kennedy et al., 2005; Rompf and Odersky, 2010; Ackermann et al.,

2012; Lee et al., 2011; Jovanović et al., 2014; Humer et al., 2014] have been proposed to easily

introduce and perform domain-specific compilation and optimization for systems. Of in-

terest is the observation that domain-specificity has already benefited query optimization

tremendously: Relational algebra is a domain-specific language, and yields readily available

associativity properties that are the foundation of query optimization. Optimizing compilers

can combine the performance benefits of classical interpretation-based query engines with

the benefits of abstraction and indirection elimination by compilers.
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11 Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we draw inspiration from the recent usage of high-level languages for building

high-performance computer systems to argue that it is now time for a radical rethinking of the

methodologies and techniques used when developing database management systems.

We show that the advanced software features offered by high-level programming languages can

be leveraged to significantly boost the productivity of database developers without experienc-

ing a negative impact on performance. This approach, which was previously called abstraction

without regret, makes it easier to introduce innovative techniques and optimizations into the

code-base of the database system, as new hardware architectures become available. More

concretely, in this thesis we make the following two contributions:

First, we describe OCAS, the out-of-core algorithm synthesizer. By providing a memory hierar-

chy oblivious algorithm expressed in a high-level language and an abstract representation of

the memory hierarchy, OCAS can automatically generate an efficient out-of-core version of

the naive algorithm by exploiting the characteristics of the memory hierarchy. OCAS applies

transformation rules to a program and exhaustively searches the space of semantically equiva-

lent generated programs to locate the one with the best performance metric. This metric is

an estimation of the data transfers occurring at execution time, is derived by analyzing the

individual expressions in it, and is an approximation of the program’s actual execution time.

Our preliminary results show that OCAS adapts the generated algorithms to changes in the

memory hierarchy and that it produces optimized versions of out-of-core algorithms quickly.

Its estimations are accurate when I/O cost dominates CPU cost. Otherwise, the underestima-

tion increases proportionally with the CPU costs. However, this underestimation does not

affect the correctness of the approach, as OCAS can always differentiate between more effi-

cient and less efficient algorithms. Finally, OCAS efficiently performs estimation of parameters

like buffer sizes, a task which is non-trivial for developers.

Second, we realize the abstraction without regret vision in the domain of ad-hoc, analytical

query processing. We present LegoBase, a new analytical database system currently under
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development at EPFL. In this thesis, we focus on the query execution subsystem of LegoBase.

We show that the key technique to admit the productivity/efficiency combination of the

abstraction without regret vision is to apply generative programming and source-to-source

compile the high-level Scala code to efficient low-level C code.

We demonstrate how state-of-the-art compiler technology allows developers to express a

number of database-specific optimizations naturally at a high level and use it to optimize the

entire query engine. In LegoBase, programmers need to develop just a few hundred lines of

high-level code to implement techniques and optimizations that result in significant perfor-

mance improvement. All these properties are very hard to achieve with existing compilers that

handle only queries and which are based on template expansion. Our experiments show that

LegoBase significantly outperforms both a commercial in-memory database system as well as

an existing query compiler.

Future Work. Given the easy extensibility offered by both frameworks presented in this thesis,

there is a multitude of opportunities and future research directions. We briefly discuss some

of these directions next.

First, with respect to the OCAS synthesizer, we noticed that our tool underestimates the

execution costs of the program in some cases. To overcome this limitation, we need to develop

more precise cost estimations and modeling of the computational costs. This is admittedly

a challenging task, as there are simply too many parameters that affect CPU costs, and a

combination of experimental and analytical methods needs to be developed [Manegold, 2002].

In addition, it is worth investigating how we could use OCAS to tune algorithms deployed

in heterogeneous deployments automatically; such environments typically use, along with

traditional CPUs, other types of processing units like GPU or FPGAs. Finally, OCAS could

be used to optimized the operators employed by the LegoBase query engine, for a specific

memory architecture. Given that both OCAS and LegoBase use high-level languages for

expressing the system and related algorithms, but more importantly, because both approaches

generate C code, the combination of these two techniques is certainly feasible.

Second, there are a number of extensions and optimizations that can be introduced in

the LegoBase query engine in order to further boost its performance. To begin with, since

LegoBase is currently single-threaded, one natural first extension would be to introduce paral-

lelism into the system. In particular, intra-operator (or partitioned) parallelism has already

been widely studied (e.g. in [Graefe, 1994; Mehta and DeWitt, 1995]) and LegoBase could

be easily extended in this direction as we already outlined in Section 7.5, without requiring

modifications to the rest of the components or transformations of the query engine that are

oblivious to parallelism (e.g. join and aggregate operators should remain the same). Second,

performance could be similarly improved by introducing other types of data partitioning

schemes, such as range partitioning, or SIMD instructions (e.g. in the spirit of [Zhou and Ross,

2002]). LegoBase already uses range partitioning for attributes of date type; this technique
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should be extended to handle attributes of other types as well. SIMD-based processing could,

in fact, be a more memory-efficient alternative to the string dictionaries used by our query

engine.

In general, the performance improvement obtained by applying optimizations like the ones

presented in this thesis and the ones highlighted above is always subject to the characteristics

of the input data and the queries executed. We view LegoBase as a platform for easy experi-

mentation of database optimizations. Thus, the development of a framework that estimates

the potential benefits and trade-offs of applying an optimization would be beneficial to devel-

opers. The insights gained by our work with the cost optimization of the OCAS synthesizer are

certainly helpful in this direction.
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A OCAL programs of Table 5.1

BNL – No writeout

(λ〈R, S〉.
for (xBlock [k1] ← R)

for[HDD�RAM] (yBlock [k2]←S)
for (x ← xBlock)

for (y ← yBlock)
if joinCond(x,y) then [〈x,y〉] else [])

(if length(R) ≤ length(S) then 〈R, S〉 else 〈S, R〉)

BNL with cache – No writeout

(λ〈R, S〉.
for (xBlock [k1] ← R)

for[HDD�RAM] (yBlock [k2]←S)
for (xC acheLi ne ← xBlock)

for[RAM�Cache] (yC acheLi ne ← yBlock)
for (x ← xC acheLi ne)

for (y ← yC acheLi ne)
if joinCond(x,y) then [〈x,y〉] else [])

(if length(R) ≤ length(S) then 〈R, S〉 else 〈S, R〉)

BNL writing to HDD

(λ〈R, S〉.
for (xBlock [k1]← R) [RAM�HDD][k3]

for (yBlock [k2]← S)
for (x ← xBlock)

for (y ← yBlock)
if joinCond(x,y) then [〈x,y〉] else [])

(if length(R) ≤ length(S) then 〈R, S〉 else 〈S, R〉)
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BNL writing to other HDD

(λ〈R, S〉.
for (xBlock [k1]← R) [RAM�HDD2][k3]

for[HDD1�RAM] (yBlock [k2]← S)
for (x ← xBlock)

for (y ← yBlock)
if joinCond(x,y) then [〈x,y〉] else [])

(if length(R) ≤ length(S) then 〈R, S〉 else 〈S, R〉)

BNL writing to flash

Essentially the same as before, with only changes to the devices specified

(λ〈R, S〉.
for (xBlock [k1]← R) [RAM�FD][k3]

for[HDD�RAM] (yBlock [k2]← S)
for (x ← xBlock)

for (y ← yBlock)
if joinCond(x,y) then [〈x,y〉] else [])

(if length(R) ≤ length(S) then 〈R, S〉 else 〈S, R〉)

We note that, even though some of the block nested loops join variants presented above are

structurally similar, the sequentiality annotations for the input and output actually differ, thus

leading to different cost formulas (as was discussed in Chapter 5.

(GRACE) hash-join – No writeout

As discussed in Section 4.2, the hash-join in OCAS is implemented by applying the hash−part
program transformation rule to any Block Nested Loops join program, like those presented

before.

External Sorting

Implemented as:

treeFold[2k ]([],unfoldR(funcPow[k](mrg)))

where all functions used are defined in Figure 3.2.

Set Union

Implemented as unfoldR(uni) where uni is a function of type 〈[τ], [τ]〉→ 〈[τ],〈[τ], [τ]〉〉 defined

as follows.
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λ〈l1, l2〉.
if (length(l1)==0 ∧ length(l2)==0) then 〈[], 〈[],[]〉〉
else if (length(l1)==0) then 〈[head(l2)], 〈[], tail(l2)〉〉
else if (length(l2)==0) then 〈[head(l1)], 〈tail(l1),[]〉〉
else if (head(l1)<head(l2)) then 〈[head(l1)],〈tail(l1), l2〉〉
else if (head(l1)==head(l2)) then 〈[head(l1)],〈tail(l1), tail(l2)〉〉
else 〈[head(l2)],〈l1, tail(l2)〉〉

Note that the difference between uni and mrg (defined in Figure 3.2) is that, as expected, the

former removes duplicate values while the latter maintains them.

Multiset Union (sorted list)

Implemented as unfoldR(mrg) where mrg is the function defined in Figure 3.2.

Multiset Union (value-multiplicity)

Implemented as unfoldR(multiuni) where multiuni is a function of type 〈[〈τ, Int〉], [〈τ, Int〉]〉→
〈[〈τ, Int〉],〈[〈τ, Int〉], [〈τ, Int〉]〉〉 defined as follows.

λ〈l1, l2〉.
if (length(l1)==0 ∧ length(l2)==0) then 〈[], 〈[],[]〉〉
else if (length(l1)==0) then 〈[head(l2)],〈[],tail(l2)〉〉
else if (length(l2)==0) then 〈[head(l1)],〈tail(l1),[]〉〉
else if (head(l1).1<head(l2).1) then 〈[head(l1)],〈tail(l1),l2〉〉
else if (head(l1).1==head(l2).1) then
〈[〈head(l1).1, head(l1).2 + head(l2).2〉], 〈tail(l1),tail(l2)〉〉

else 〈[head(l2)],〈l1,tail(l2)〉〉

where type Int belongs to D, according to our language specification described in Chapter 3.

Multiset Difference (sorted list)

Implemented as unfoldR(diff) where diff is a function of type 〈[τ], [τ]〉→ 〈[τ],〈[τ], [τ]〉〉 defined

as follows.

λ〈l1, l2〉.
if (length(l1)==0) then 〈[], 〈[],[]〉〉
else if (length(l2)==0) then 〈[head(l1)], 〈tail(l1),[]〉〉
else if (head(l1)<head(l2)) then 〈[head(l1)],〈tail(l1), l2〉〉
else if (head(l1)==head(l2)) then 〈[],〈tail(l1), l2〉〉
else 〈[],〈l1, tail(l2)〉〉

Multiset Difference (value-multiplicity)

Implemented as unfoldR(multidiff) where multidiff is a function of type 〈[〈τ, Int〉], [〈τ, Int〉]〉→
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〈[〈τ, Int〉],〈[〈τ, Int〉], [〈τ, Int〉]〉〉 defined as follows.

λ〈l1, l2〉.
if (length(l1)==0) then 〈[], 〈[],[]〉〉
else if (length(l2)==0) then 〈[head(l1)],〈tail(l1),[]〉〉
else if (head(l1).1==head(l2).1) then

if (head(l1).2−head(l2).2>0) then
〈[〈head(l1).1,head(l1).2−head(l2).2〉],〈tail(l1),tail(l2)〉〉

else 〈[],〈tail(l1),tail(l2)〉〉
else if (head(l1).1<head(l2).1) then 〈[head(l1)],〈tail(l1),l2〉〉
else 〈[],〈l1,tail(l2)〉〉

Notice that, as expected, these two last definitions add only elements of list l1 to the result,

excluding those elements that exist in list l2 as well. In addition, the type Int belongs to D, as

before.

Removing Duplicates From a Sorted List

Implemented as unfoldR(dp) where dp is a function of type 〈[τ],τ〉 → 〈[τ], [τ]〉 defined as

follows.

λ〈l, last〉.
if (l.length==0) then 〈[],[]〉
else if (head(l) == last) then 〈[], tail(l)〉
else 〈head(l), tail(l)〉

Column Store Read (5 and 10 columns)

Implemented as unfoldR(cs) where cs is a function of type 〈[τ], . . . , [τ]〉 → 〈[τ],〈[τ], . . . , [τ]〉〉
defined as follows.

λ〈l1, ..., ln〉.
if (length(l1)==0) 〈[], 〈[],...,[]〉〉
else 〈[〈head(l1),..., head(ln)〉], 〈tail(l1),..., tail(ln)〉〉

Note, that it is not possible for one of the attributes in a column store to have less rows than

the other attributes for the same relation. This is why it suffices to just check the length of only

the first attribute while performing row reconstruction.

Computing Aggregates

Most of the aggregate functions can be implemented in our synthesizer using the foldL con-

struct of OCAL. Here, we present a more complex example of an aggregate function which

calculates the maximum value of a relation, computed across all columns of every tuple of that

relation. For simplicity we assume here that all columns are of type Int, but this assumption
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can be easily relaxed. This function, called globalMax, is of type:

[[Int]]→Int

where each nested list represents one tuple and type Int belongs to D. Then, globalMax is

defined as follows:

foldL( 0, λ〈g l obal Ag g , x〉.
(λag g .if ag g > g l obal Ag g then ag g else g l obal Ag g )

(foldL( 0, λ〈local Ag g , xs〉.
if xs > local Ag g then xs

else local Ag g

)(x)))

where the local foldL calculates the maximum per tuple and the outer one updates the global

maximum whenever needed.
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B Absolute Execution Times of LegoBase
Experiments

For completeness, the following tables present the absolute performance results of all evaluated

systems and metrics in the experimental chapter of thesis.

System Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11

DBX 1790 396 1528 960 19879 882 969 2172 3346 985 461
Compiler of HyPer 779 43 892 622 338 198 798 493 2139 565 102
LegoBase
(Naive/C) – LLVM

3140 755 5232 10742 3627 357 2901 23161 26203 3836 409

LegoBase
(Naive/C) – GCC

3140 801 5204 10624 3652 423 2949 19961 25884 3966 445

LegoBase
(Naive/Scala)

3972 6910 11118 30103 10307 654 114677 9852 137369 18367 1958

LegoBase(TPC-H/C) 593 55 767 445 440 199 975 2871 2387 546 98
LegoBase(StrDict/C) 592 47 759 402 439 197 781 346 2027 544 103
LegoBase(Opt/C) 426 42 110 134 126 47 104 18 530 439 49
LegoBase(Opt/Scala) 2174 871 352 306 413 356 9496 104 2296 775 197

System Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22

DBX 881 13593 823 578 12793 1224 4535 6432 744 1977 447
Compiler of HyPer 485 2333 197 229 590 490 3682 1421 277 1321 212
LegoBase
(Naive/C) – LLVM

3037 12794 1289 889 16362 18893 4135 2810 974 11648 1187

LegoBase
(Naive/C) – GCC

3286 13149 1398 899 16159 18410 4174 4460 1055 11848 1396

LegoBase
(Naive/Scala)

3565 7909 4424 1543 10568 3503 15798 4470 5301 50998 4207

LegoBase(TPC-H/C) 891 5106 244 550 2774 513 2725 2020 370 1992 453
LegoBase(StrDict/C) 688 910 204 535 702 445 2735 1222 370 1706 333
LegoBase(Opt/C) 120 516 11 46 695 11 133 19 130 388 79
LegoBase(Opt/Scala) 604 7743 136 234 2341 274 355 125 700 955 406

Table B.1 – Execution times (in milliseconds) of Figure 9.1 and Figure 9.2. The various configu-
rations of LegoBase are explained in more detail in Table 9.1 of this thesis.
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11

LegoBase (Naive/C) – LLVM 3140 755 5232 10742 3627 357 2901 23161 26203 3836 409
+Struct Field Removal 3104 734 4480 10346 2983 202 2394 18707 24125 3323 403
+Domain-Specific Code Mo-
tion

1047 794 4283 10435 2902 196 2203 18507 23854 3177 332

+Data-Structure Specializa-
tion

497 44 918 148 130 172 96 75 498 610 52

+Date Indices 497 47 213 140 131 52 96 60 568 553 49
+String Dictionaries 497 43 158 140 130 51 94 17 533 552 47
LegoBase(Opt/C) 426 42 110 134 126 47 104 18 530 439 49

Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22

LegoBase (Naive/C) – LLVM 3037 12794 1289 889 16362 18893 4135 2810 974 11648 1187
+Struct Field Removal 2631 11291 812 420 16068 17953 4070 2550 736 10647 970
+Domain-Specific Code Mo-
tion

2553 9415 786 495 15251 18063 3050 2568 742 10386 985

+Data-Structure Specializa-
tion

467 2389 291 277 4243 47 2709 62 168 410 300

+Date Indices 308 2233 38 40 4737 39 2718 46 168 392 291
+String Dictionaries 125 1379 16 52 860 13 2730 20 136 389 299
LegoBase(Opt/C) 120 516 11 46 695 11 133 19 130 388 79

Table B.2 – Execution times (in milliseconds) of TPC-H queries with individual optimizations
applied (as shown in Figure 9.4 of this thesis). Each listed optimization is applied additionally
to the set of optimizations applied in the system specified above it.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11

Memory Consumption 7.86 6.20 10.45 6.39 7.56 10.88 14.51 8.72 15.30 14.35 7.53
Loading Time (No opt.) 34 7 44 42 43 33 43 46 45 44 5
Loading Time (All opt.) 38 10 52 47 49 39 55 56 61 52 10
SC Optimization 429 633 482 323 663 128 547 918 608 498 317
CLang C Compilation 354 509 482 359 418 179 332 346 320 507 378

Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22

Memory Consumption 9.73 8.72 11.06 11.64 1.81 9.26 10.92 7.81 11.77 7.86 5.36
Loading Time (No opt.) 41 9 36 34 7 34 42 35 38 41 9
Loading Time (All opt.) 53 135 42 38 10 47 47 52 53 52 13
SC Optimization 310 215 295 255 518 248 321 357 420 411 389
CLang C Compilation 449 386 454 329 563 461 382 552 566 507 365

Table B.3 – Memory consumption in GB, input data loading time in seconds, and optimiza-
tion/compilation time in milliseconds as shown in Figure 9.5, Figure 9.6, and, Figure 9.7 of
this thesis, respectively.
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11
DBX 87.56 80.01 79.85 82.23 83.37 78.35 84.83 87.22 79.97 80.49 86.82
HyPer 73.45 73.01 73.09 72.97 73.39 73.15 70.86 68.12 66.79 72.71 73.54
LegoBase 62.26 44.34 60.03 70.39 49.35 67.04 28.33 51.9 56.59 59.25 59.3

Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22
DBX 82.25 81.11 87.1 88.15 80.83 94.37 88.34 86.45 79.44 96.49 96.77
HyPer 71.02 74.07 74.17 72.8 72.3 73.36 70.54 73.19 71.88 71.17 69.25
LegoBase 64.3 53.73 67.02 62.09 62.7 46.72 60.11 56.31 46.87 28.5 35.72

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11
DBX 1.1 3.01 0.21 0.33 2.17 1.24 0.32 2.85 3.12 0.48 3.09
HyPer 2.26 2.41 2.37 2.38 2.47 2.38 2.36 2.41 2.37 2.46 2.44
LegoBase 1.66 0.95 1.55 1.83 1.71 2.19 1.85 2.4 1.77 1.69 0.59

Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22
DBX 1.95 0.32 0.34 2.41 3.01 2.96 2.12 0.5 2.29 3.01 3.01
HyPer 2.38 2.57 2.81 2.41 2.55 2.59 2.32 2.35 2.43 2.59 2.59
LegoBase 2.22 0.46 1.85 2.38 0.88 1.7 1.28 2.22 1.47 1.8 2.58

Table B.4 – Cache Miss Ratio (%) and Branch Misprediction Rate (%) for DBX, HyPer and
LegoBase, respectively, as shown in Figure 9.3 of this thesis.
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C Code Snippet for the Partitioning
Transformer of LegoBase

Next, we present a portion of the data partitioning transformation, an explanation of which

was given in Section 8.2.1. This code corresponds to the join processing for equi-joins (and

not the actual partitioning of input data), but similar rules are employed for other join types

as well. The aim of this snippet is to demonstrate the ease-of-use of the SC compiler.

/* A transformer for partitioning and indexing MultiMap data−structures. As a result, this

transformation converts MultiMap operations to native Array operations. */

class HashTablePartitioning extends RuleBasedTransformer {

val allMaps = mutable.Set[Any]()

var currentWhileLoop: While = _

/* −−−− ANALYSIS PHASE −−−− */

/* Gathers all MultiMap symbols which are holding a record as their value */

analysis += statement {

case sym −> code"new MultiMap[_, $v]" if isRecord(v) => allMaps += sym

}

/* Keeps the closest while loop in scope (used in the next analysis rule)*/

analysis += rule {

case whileLoop @ code"while($cond) $body" => currentWhileLoop = whileLoop

}

/* Maintain necessary information for the left relation */

analysis += rule {

case code"($mm: MultiMap[_,_]).addBinding(struct_field($struct, $fieldName),$value)"

=> mm.attributes("addBindingLoop") = currentWhileLoop

}
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Appendix C. Code Snippet for the Partitioning Transformer of LegoBase

/* Maintain necessary information for the right relation */

analysis += rule {

case code"($mm : MultiMap[_, _]).get(struct_field($struct, $fieldName))" =>

mm.attributes("partitioningStruct") = struct

mm.attributes("partitioningFieldName") = fieldName

}

/* −−−− REWRITING PHASE −−−− */

def shouldBePartitioned(mm: Multimap[Any, Any]) = allMaps.contains(mm)

/* If the left relation should be partitioned, then remove the ‘addBinding‘ and ‘get‘

function calls for this multimap, as well as any related loops. Notice that there is

no need to remove the multimap itself, as DCE will do so once all of its dependent

operations have been removed.*/

rewrite += remove {

case code"($mm: MultiMap[Any, Any]).addBinding($elem, $value)" if

shouldBePartitioned(mm) =>

}

rewrite += remove {

case code"($mm: MultiMap[Any, Any]).get($elem)" if shouldBePartitioned(mm) =>

}

rewrite += remove {

case node @ code"while($cond) $body" if allMaps.exists({

case mm => shouldBePartitioned(mm) && mm.attributes("addBindingLoop") == node

}) =>

}

/* If a MultiMap should be partitioned, instead of the construction of that MultiMap

object, use the corresponding partitioned array constructed during data−loading.

This can be an 1D or 2D array, depending on the properties and relationships of the

primary and foreign keys of that table (described in Section 3.2.1 in more detail). */

rewrite += statement {

case sym −> (code"new MultiMap[_, _]") if shouldBePartitioned(sym) =>

getPartitionedArray(sym)

}

/* Rewrites the logic for extracting matching elements of the left relation (initially

using the HashMap), inside the loop iterating over the right relation. */

rewrite += rule {

case code"($mm:MultiMap[_,_]).get($elem).get.foreach($f)" if

shouldBePartitioned(mm) =>{
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val leftArray = transformed(mm)

val hashElem = struct_field(mm.attributes("partitioningStruct"),

mm.attributes("partitioningField"))

val leftBucket = leftArray(hashElem)

/* In what follows, we iterate over the elements of the bucket, even though the

partitioned array may be an 1D−array as discussed in Section 3.1.2. There is

another optimization in the pipeline which flattens the for loop of this case. */

for(e <− leftBucket) {

/* Function f corresponds to checking the join condition and creating the join

output. This functionality remains the same, thus, we can simply inline the

related code here as follows */

${f(e)}

}

}

/* For a partitioned relation, there is no need to check for emptiness, due to primary /

foreign key relationship. The if (true) is later removed by another optimization. */

rewrite += rule {

case code"($mm: MultiMap[Any, Any]).get($elem).nonEmpty" if

shouldBePartitioned(mm) =>

true

}

}
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D Converting a Volcano-style Query
Engine to a Push-style Query Engine

As we discussed in Section 7.1 of this thesis, LegoBase supports both a classical Volcano-

style [Graefe, 1994] query engine as well as a push-style query interface [Neumann, 2011].

The latter changes the flow of data processing in query engines. More specifically, it argues

that operators should not pull data from other operators whenever needed (Volcano-style

processing), but instead operators should push data to consumer operators. Data should then

be continuously pushed until we reach a materialization point. It has been shown that this

organization significantly improves cache locality and branch prediction [Neumann, 2011].

Let us assume for the moment that a DBMS is initially developed using the Volcano interface.

This was indeed the case when the first version of the LegoBase query engine was developed.

In this chapter, we present two ways to convert the Volcano-style operator interface to a

push-style query engine, so that we take advantage of the performance benefits of the latter as

were described above.

First, we can implement a push-style engine from scratch (thus switching from an iterator

to a consumer/producer model). This, in turn, necessitates rewriting the implementation of

all operators: with traditional, low-level approaches (which typically use the C programming

language), this is a challenging and error-prone task considering that the logic of each operator

is likely spread over multiple code fragments of complicated low-level software [Neumann,

2011].

However, when using high-level languages, this task becomes significantly easier, as the

advanced software features of Scala allow us to write an implementation of the query operator

interface that does not affect other, semantically independent components of the query engine.

In essence, with these features, we are able to simply swap the Volcano-style implementation

for the newly implemented push-style engine. Then, the transformation pipeline of SC allows

us to easily turn off any Volcano-specific transformations (if any). In addition, all of the lower,

operator-independent optimizations are still applicable and require no modifications, since

they are oblivious to differences in operator semantics between the two engines.
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Appendix D. Converting a Volcano-style Query Engine to a Push-style Query Engine

case class HashJoin[B](leftChild: Operator,
rightChild: Operator, hash: Record=>B,
cond: (Record,Record)=>Boolean) extends

Operator {
val hm = HashMap[B,ArrayBuffer[Record]]()
var it: Iterator[Record] = null
def next() : Record = {
var t: Record = null
if (it == null || !it.hasNext) {
t = rightChild.findFirst { e =>
hm.get(hash(e)) match {
case Some(hl) => it = hl.iterator; true
case None => it = null; false

}
}

}
if (it == null || !it.hasNext) return null
else return it.collectFirst {
case e if cond(e,t) => conc(e, t)

} get
}

}

(a) The starting Volcano-style implementation.

case class HashJoin[B](leftChild: Operator,
rightChild: Operator, hash: Record=>B,
cond: (Record,Record)=>Boolean) extends

Operator {
val hm = HashMap[B,ArrayBuffer[Record]]()
var it: Iterator[Record] = null
def next(t: Record) {
var res: Record = null
while (res = {
if (it == null || !it.hasNext) {
hm.get(hash(t)) match {
case Some(hl) => it = hl.iterator
case None => it = null

}
}
if (it == null || !it.hasNext) null
else it.collectFirst {
case e if cond(e,t) => conc(e, t)

} get
} != null) parent.next(res)

}
}

(b) After the first two steps of the algorithm.

case class HashJoin[B](leftChild: Operator,
rightChild: Operator, hash: Record=>B,
cond: (Record,Record)=>Boolean) extends

Operator {
val hm = HashMap[B,ArrayBuffer[Record]]()
var it: Iterator[Record] = null
def next(t: Record) {
if (it == null || !it.hasNext) {
hm.get(hash(t)) match {
case Some(hl) => it = hl.iterator
case None => it = null

}
}
while (it!=null && it.hasNext)

it.collectFirst {
case e if cond(e,t) =>

parent.next(conc(e,t))
}

}
}

(c) After the third step of the algorithm.

case class HashJoin[B](leftChild: Operator,
rightChild: Operator, hash: Record=>B,
cond: (Record,Record)=>Boolean) extends

Operator {
val hm = HashMap[B,ArrayBuffer[Record]]()
def next(t: Record) {
hm.get(hash(t)) match {
case Some(hl) => hl.foreach { e =>
if (cond(e,t)) parent.next(conc(e,t))

}
case None => {}

}
}

}

(d) The final result after additional optimizations.

Figure D.1 – Transforming a HashJoin from a Volcano engine to a Push Engine. The lines high-
lighted in red and blue are removed and added, respectively. All branches and intermediate
iterators are automatically eliminated. The open function (not shown) is handled accordingly.

Second, given the two types of engines, there actually exists a methodological way to obtain

one from the other and to express this as a compiler transformation. We present the high-level

ideas of this conversion next, using the HashJoin operator as an example (Figure D.1).

A physical query plan consists of a set of operators in a tree structure. For each operator,

we can extract its children as well as its (single) parent. Operators call the next function of

other children operators in the Volcano model to make progress in processing a tuple. An
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operator can be the caller, the callee or even both depending on its position in the tree (e.g.

an operator with no children is only the callee, but an operator in an intermediate position is

both). Given a set of operators, we must take special care to (a) reverse the dataflow (turning

callees to callers and vice versa) as well as (b) handle stateful operators in a proper way. The

optimization outlined here handles these cases in the following three steps:

Turning callees to callers: When calling a next function in the Volcano model, a single tuple

is returned by the callee1. In contrast, in a push model, operators call their parents whenever

they have a tuple ready, as we explained previously. The necessary transformation is straight-

forward: instead of letting callees return a single tuple, we remove this return statement. Then,

we put the whole operator logic inside a while loop which continues until the value that would

be returned to the original callee operator is null (operator has completed execution). For

each tuple encountered in this loop, we call the next function of the original parent. For scan

operators, who are only callees, this step is enough to port these operators to the push-style

query engine.

Turning callers to callees: The converse of the above modification should be performed: the

original callers should be converted to callees. To do this, we remove the call to the next

function of the child in the original caller, since in the push engine the callee calls the next

function of the parent. However, we still need a tuple to process. Thus, this step changes all

next functions to take a record as an argument, which corresponds to the value that would be

returned from a callee in the Volcano engine. Observe that the call to next may be explicit or

implicit through functional abstractions like the findFirst in line 9 of Figure D.1(a). In addition,

calls to the next function may happen in the open function of the Volcano model for purposes

of state-initialization. We handle the open function similarly. This step ports the Sort, Map,

Aggregate, Select, Window, View and Print operators of LegoBase to the push engine2.

Managing state: Finally, special care should be taken for stateful operators. The traditional

example of such operators is the join variants (semi-join, hash-join, anti-join etc). For these

operators, the tuples from the left child are organized in hash lists, matched on the join

condition with tuples from the right child. Then, to avoid materialization, the join operator

must keep state about how many elements have already been output from this list whenever

there is a match. A nice abstraction for this is the iterator interface3, where for each next call

in the Volcano model the iterator is advanced by one (and one output tuple is produced). In

this optimization, we change this behavior so that after the iterator is initialized, we exhaust it

by calling the next function of the parent for each tuple in it.

1This assumes no block-style processing, where multiple tuples are first materialized and then returned as a
unit. In general, LegoBase avoids materialization whenever possible.

2All operators initialize their state (if any) from one child in the open function, and call their other child (if any)
in the next function. The only exception is the nested loop joins operator which calls both children in the next
function. We handle this by introducing phases where each phase handles tuples only from one child.

3Observe that the iterator itself is an abstraction which introduces overheads during execution. Our compiler
maps this high-level construct to efficient native C loops.
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Appendix D. Converting a Volcano-style Query Engine to a Push-style Query Engine

In addition, after this optimization, the staging compiler can further optimize the generated

code, as shown in Figures D.1(c) and D.1(d). There, the compiler detects that both the iterator

abstraction and some while loops can be completely removed, and automatically removes

them, thus improving branch prediction.

However, it is more important to note that – despite the fact that the optimization’s code

closely follows the human-readable description given above – there are still plenty of corner

cases that need to be handled on top of this baseline implementation. This is particularly true

for stateful operators since each one of them manipulates its state in significantly different

ways compared to the others. This, in turn, means that, while the conceptual description is

straightforward, the optimization code becomes hard to develop and maintain.

To conclude, the important observation to be made at this point is that not all LegoBase

optimizations need to be compiler optimizations. Every time developers want to introduce

a new optimization into the LegoBase query engine, they must analyze the number of com-

ponents that are affected by the new optimization. If this number is relatively small and/or

the component to be optimized is expressed at a high-level of abstraction – as is the case

with the query operator interface of this chapter – then it is highly probable that the new

optimization can simply be written by swapping the old implementation with new, high-level

Scala code. However, if the optimization is shared by multiple components and/or optimizes

more intermediate language constructs – as is the case with our HashMap optimization –

then it is probably better to express it using the compiler API of SC. We argue that this a

simple to make decision, which further increases the productivity of developers, as they are

not necessarily bound to use our compiler interfaces, depending on their optimization goals.
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E TPC-H Schema and Queries

The TPC-H schema is shown in the following figure, which is taken from the original bench-

mark specification [Transaction Processing Performance Council, 1999]. SF stands for Scaling

Factor, and configures the cardinality of each relation. Attributes marked with the key symbol

form the primary key of the corresponding relation. The arrows point in the direction of the

one-to-many relationships between tables.

Figure E.1 – The TPC-H schema.
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Appendix E. TPC-H Schema and Queries

TPC-H Q1

SELECT L_RETURNFLAG, L_LINESTATUS, SUM(L_QUANTITY) AS SUM_QTY,
SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE) AS SUM_BASE_PRICE, SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT)) AS SUM_DISC_PRICE,
SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT)*(1+L_TAX)) AS SUM_CHARGE, AVG(L_QUANTITY) AS AVG_QTY,
AVG(L_EXTENDEDPRICE) AS AVG_PRICE, AVG(L_DISCOUNT) AS AVG_DISC, COUNT(*) AS COUNT_ORDER

FROM LINEITEM
WHERE L_SHIPDATE <= DATE ’1998−09−02’
GROUP BY L_RETURNFLAG, L_LINESTATUS
ORDER BY L_RETURNFLAG, L_LINESTATUS

TPC-H Q2

SELECT TOP 100 S_ACCTBAL, S_NAME, N_NAME, P_PARTKEY, P_MFGR, S_ADDRESS, S_PHONE, S_COMMENT
FROM SUPPLIER JOIN PARTSUPP ON S_SUPPKEY = PS_SUPPKEY

JOIN NATION ON S_NATIONKEY = N_NATIONKEY
JOIN PART ON PS_PARTKEY = P_PARTKEY
JOIN REGION ON N_REGIONKEY = R_REGIONKEY
JOIN (

SELECT P_PARTKEY, MIN(PS_SUPPLYCOST) AS MIN_PS_SUPPLYCOST
FROM SUPPLIER JOIN PARTSUPP ON S_SUPPKEY = PS_SUPPKEY

JOIN NATION ON S_NATIONKEY = N_NATIONKEY
JOIN PART ON PS_PARTKEY = P_PARTKEY
JOIN REGION ON N_REGIONKEY = R_REGIONKEY

WHERE P_SIZE = 43 AND P_TYPE LIKE ’%%TIN’ AND R_NAME = ’AFRICA’
GROUP BY P_PARTKEY

) AS TMP_VIEW ON P_PARTKEY = TMP_VIEW.P_PARTKEY AND PS_SUPPLYCOST = MIN_PS_SUPPLYCOST
WHERE P_SIZE = 43 AND P_TYPE LIKE ’%%TIN’ AND R_NAME = ’AFRICA’
ORDER BY S_ACCTBAL DESC, N_NAME, S_NAME, P_PARTKEY

TPC-H Q3

SELECT TOP 10 L_ORDERKEY, SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT)), O_ORDERDATE, O_SHIPPRIORITY
FROM CUSTOMER JOIN ORDERS ON C_CUSTKEY = O_CUSTKEY

JOIN LINEITEM ON O_ORDERKEY = L_ORDERKEY
WHERE C_MKTSEGMENT = ’HOUSEHOLD’ AND

O_ORDERDATE < DATE ’1995−03−04’ AND L_SHIPDATE > DATE ’1995−03−04’
GROUP BY L_ORDERKEY, O_ORDERDATE, O_SHIPPRIORITY
ORDER BY REVENUE DESC, O_ORDERDATE

TPC-H Q4

SELECT O_ORDERPRIORITY, COUNT(*) AS ORDER_COUNT
FROM ORDERS LEFT SEMI JOIN LINEITEM ON O_ORDERKEY = L_ORDERKEY AND L_COMMITDATE < L_RECEIPTDATE
WHERE O_ORDERDATE >= DATE ’1993−08−01’ AND O_ORDERDATE < DATE ’1993−11−01’
GROUP BY O_ORDERPRIORITY
ORDER BY O_ORDERPRIORITY

TPC-H Q5

SELECT N_NAME, SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT)) AS REVENUE
FROM REGION JOIN NATION ON R_REGIONKEY = N_REGIONKEY
JOIN CUSTOMER ON N_NATIONKEY = C_NATIONKEY
JOIN ORDERS ON C_CUSTKEY = O_CUSTKEY
JOIN LINEITEM ON O_ORDERKEY = L_ORDERKEY
JOIN SUPPLIER ON L_SUPPKEY = S_SUPPKEY AND N_NATIONKEY = S_NATIONKEY
WHERE R_NAME = ’ASIA’ AND O_ORDERDATE >= DATE ’1996−01−01’ AND O_ORDERDATE < DATE ’1997−01−01’
GROUP BY N_NAME
ORDER BY REVENUE DESC
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TPC-H Q6

SELECT SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE * L_DISCOUNT) AS REVENUE FROM LINEITEM
WHERE L_SHIPDATE >= DATE ’1996−01−01’ AND L_SHIPDATE < DATE ’1997−01−01’
AND L_DISCOUNT BETWEEN 0.08 AND 0.1 AND L_QUANTITY < 24;

TPC-H Q7

SELECT N1.N_NAME, N2.N_NAME, YEAR(L_SHIPDATE), SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT)) AS VOLUME
FROM NATION N1 JOIN NATION N2

JOIN SUPPLIER ON N1.N_NATIONKEY = S_NATIONKEY
JOIN LINEITEM ON S_SUPPKEY = L_SUPPKEY
JOIN ORDERS ON L_ORDERKEY = O_ORDERKEY
JOIN CUSTOMER ON O_CUSTKEY = C_CUSTKEY AND N2.N_NATIONKEY = C_NATIONKEY

WHERE ((N1.N_NAME = ’UNITED STATES’ AND N2.N_NAME = ’INDONESIA’) OR
(N1.N_NAME = ’INDONESIA’ AND N2.N_NAME = ’UNITED STATES’)) AND

L_SHIPDATE >= DATE ’1995−01−01’ AND L_SHIPDATE <= DATE ’1996−12−31’
GROUP BY N1.N_NAME, N2.N_NAME, O_YEAR
ORDER BY N1.N_NAME, N2.N_NAME, O_YEAR

TPC-H Q8

SELECT YEAR(O_ORDERDATE),
SUM(CASE WHEN N2.N_NAME = ’INDONESIA’ THEN L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT) ELSE 0.0 END) /
SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT))

FROM NATION N1 JOIN NATION N2
JOIN REGION ON N1.N_REGIONKEY = R_REGIONKEY
JOIN SUPPLIER ON N2.N_NATIONKEY = S_NATIONKEY
JOIN LINEITEM ON S_SUPPKEY = L_SUPPKEY
JOIN PART ON L_PARTKEY = P_PARTKEY
JOIN ORDERS ON L_ORDERKEY = O_ORDERKEY
JOIN CUSTOMER ON O_CUSTKEY = C_CUSTKEY AND N1.N_NATIONKEY = C_NATIONKEY

WHERE R_NAME = ’ASIA’ AND O_ORDERDATE >= DATE ’1995−01−01’ AND O_ORDERDATE < DATE ’1996−12−31’
AND P_TYPE = ’MEDIUM ANODIZED NICKEL’

GROUP BY O_YEAR
ORDER BY O_YEAR

TPC-H Q9

SELECT N_NAME, YEAR(O_ORDERDATE), SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT)−PS_SUPPLYCOST * L_QUANTITY)
FROM LINEITEM JOIN PART ON L_PARTKEY = P_PARTKEY

JOIN SUPPLIER ON L_SUPPKEY = S_SUPPKEY
JOIN NATION ON S_NATIONKEY = N_NATIONKEY
JOIN PARTSUPP ON L_PARTKEY = PS_PARTKEY AND L_SUPPKEY = PS_SUPPKEY
JOIN ORDERS ON L_ORDERKEY = O_ORDERKEY

WHERE P_NAME LIKE ’%%ghost%%’
GROUP BY N_NAME, O_YEAR
ORDER BY N_NAME, O_YEAR DESC

TPC-H Q10

SELECT TOP 20 C_CUSTKEY, C_NAME, SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT)) AS REVENUE,
C_ACCTBAL, N_NAME, C_ADDRESS, C_PHONE, C_COMMENT

FROM LINEITEM JOIN ORDERS ON L_ORDERKEY = O_ORDERKEY
JOIN CUSTOMER ON O_CUSTKEY = C_CUSTKEY
JOIN NATION ON C_NATIONKEY = N_NATIONKEY

WHERE O_ORDERDATE >= DATE ’1994−11−01’ AND O_ORDERDATE < DATE ’1995−02−01’ AND L_RETURNFLAG = ’R’
GROUP BY C_CUSTKEY, C_NAME, C_ACCTBAL, C_PHONE, N_NAME, C_ADDRESS, C_COMMENT
ORDER BY REVENUE DESC
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Appendix E. TPC-H Schema and Queries

TPC-H Q11

SELECT PS_PARTKEY, SUM(PS_SUPPLYCOST*PS_AVAILQTY) AS VALUE
FROM NATION JOIN SUPPLIER ON N_NATIONKEY = S_NATIONKEY

JOIN PARTSUPP ON S_SUPPKEY = PS_SUPPKEY
WHERE N_NAME = ’UNITED KINGDOM’
GROUP BY PS_PARTKEY
HAVING VALUE > (

SELECT SUM(PS_SUPPLYCOST * PS_AVAILQTY * 0.0001000000) AS TOTAL
FROM NATION JOIN SUPPLIER ON N_NATIONKEY = S_NATIONKEY

JOIN PARTSUPP ON S_SUPPKEY = PS_SUPPKEY
WHERE N_NAME = ’UNITED KINGDOM’

)
ORDER BY VALUE DESC

TPC-H Q12

SELECT L_SHIPMODE,
SUM(CASE WHEN O_ORDERPRIORITY = ’1−URGENT’ OR O_ORDERPRIORITY = ’2−HIGH’ THEN 1.0 ELSE 0.0 END)

AS HIGH_LINE_COUNT,
SUM(CASE WHEN O_ORDERPRIORITY <> ’1−URGENT’ AND O_ORDERPRIORITY <> ’2−HIGH’ THEN 1.0 ELSE 0.0 END )

AS LOW_LINE_COUNT
FROM ORDERS JOIN LINEITEM ON O_ORDERKEY = L_ORDERKEY
WHERE (L_SHIPMODE = ’MAIL’ OR L_SHIPMODE = ’SHIP’)

AND L_COMMITDATE < L_RECEIPTDATE AND L_SHIPDATE < L_COMMITDATE
AND L_RECEIPTDATE >= DATE ’1994−01−01’
AND L_RECEIPTDATE < DATE ’1995−01−01’

GROUP BY L_SHIPMODE
ORDER BY L_SHIPMODE

TPC-H Q13

SELECT C_COUNT, COUNT(*) AS CUSTDIST
FROM (
SELECT C_CUSTKEY, COUNT(O_ORDERKEY) C_COUNT
FROM CUSTOMER LEFT OUTER JOIN ORDERS ON C_CUSTKEY = O_CUSTKEY
AND O_COMMENT NOT LIKE ’%%customer%%complaints%%’
GROUP BY C_CUSTKEY

) AS C_ORDERS
GROUP BY C_COUNT
ORDER BY CUSTDIST DESC, C_COUNT DESC

Note that there exists an efficient imperative implementation of this query that does not re-

quire any join processing. This implementation operates in two phases. First, we sequentially

scan through the ORDERS table and extract which customers do not satisfy the predicate

O_COMMENT NOT LIKE %́%customer%%complaints%%,́ thus creating an 1-dimensional

array indexed by O_CUSTKEY. This array stores how many orders a specific customer has

(i.e. the C_COUNT aggregation of the query). This is feasible, since LegoBase collects statis-

tics during data loading and infers that C_CUSTKEY has sequential values in the range [0,

#NUM_CLIENTS], where C_CUSTKEY is a primary key. In the second phase, we simply iterate

through this aggregation array, re-aggregating based on the counts. We also note that convert-

ing the join-based physical query plan to the imperative query plan (as described above) is not

currently expressed as a compiler optimization. Instead, for all results reported in this thesis

for Q13, we have implemented the aforementioned logic directly in the physical query plan.
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TPC-H Q14

SELECT SUM(CASE WHEN P_TYPE LIKE ’PROMO%%’ THEN L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT) * 100 ELSE 0.0 END) /
SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1−L_DISCOUNT)) AS PROMO_REVENUE

FROM PART JOIN LINEITEM ON P_PARTKEY = L_PARTKEY
WHERE L_SHIPDATE >= DATE ’1994−03−01’ AND L_SHIPDATE < DATE ’1994−04−01’

TPC-H Q15

SELECT S_SUPPKEY, S_NAME, S_ADDRESS, S_PHONE, TOTAL_REVENUE
FROM SUPPLIER JOIN (

SELECT L_SUPPKEY,
SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE*(1.0−L_DISCOUNT)) AS TOTAL_REVENUE

FROM LINEITEM
WHERE L_SHIPDATE >= DATE ’1993−09−01’ AND L_SHIPDATE < DATE ’1993−12−01’
GROUP BY L_SUPPKEY

) AS TMP_VIEW
ON S_SUPPKEY = L_SUPPKEY
ORDER BY TOTAL_REVENUE DESC

TPC-H Q16

SELECT P_BRAND, P_TYPE, P_SIZE, COUNT(*) AS SUPPLIER_CNT
FROM (

SELECT COUNT(*) AS CNT
FROM PART JOIN PARTSUPP ON P_PARTKEY = PS_PARTKEY

ANTI JOIN (
SELECT S_SUPPKEY
FROM SUPPLIER
WHERE S_COMMENT LIKE ’%%Customer%%Complaints%%’

) AS TMP_VIEW ON PS_SUPPKEY = S_SUPPKEY
WHERE P_BRAND != ’Brand#21’ AND

P_TYPE NOT LIKE ’PROMO PLATED%%’ AND
(P_SIZE = 23 OR P_SIZE = 3 OR P_SIZE = 33 OR P_SIZE = 29 OR
P_SIZE = 40 OR P_SIZE = 27 OR P_SIZE = 22 OR P_SIZE = 4)

GROUP BY P_BRAND, P_TYPE, P_SIZE, PS_SUPPKEY
) AS TMP_VIEW
GROUP BY P_BRAND, P_TYPE, P_SIZE
ORDER BY SUPPLIER_CNT DESC, P_BRAND, P_TYPE, P_SIZE

TPC-H Q17

SELECT SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE) / 7
FROM PART JOIN LINEITEM ON P_PARTKEY = L_PARTKEY

JOIN (
SELECT P_PARTKEY,

AVG(0.2 * L_QUANTITY) AS AVERAGE
FROM LINEITEM JOIN PART ON L_PARTKEY = P_PARTKEY
WHERE P_BRAND = ’Brand#15’ AND

P_CONTAINER = ’MED BAG’
GROUP BY P_PARTKEY

) AS TMP_VIEW
ON P_PARTKEY = TMP_VIEW.P_PARTKEY AND L_QUANTITY < AVERAGE
WHERE P_BRAND = ’Brand#15’ AND P_CONTAINER = ’MED BAG’
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Appendix E. TPC-H Schema and Queries

TPC-H Q18

SELECT C_NAME, C_CUSTKEY, O_ORDERKEY, O_ORDERDATE, O_TOTALPRICE,
SUM(SUM_L_QUANTITY) AS TOTAL_L_QUANTITY

FROM ORDERS JOIN CUSTOMER ON O_CUSTKEY = C_CUSTKEY
JOIN (

SELECT L_ORDERKEY, SUM(L_QUANTITY) AS SUM_L_QUANTITY
FROM LINEITEM
GROUP BY L_ORDERKEY
HAVING SUM_L_QUANTITY > 300

) AS TMP_VIEW ON O_ORDERKEY = TMP_VIEW.L_ORDERKEY
GROUP BY C_NAME, C_CUSTKEY, O_ORDERKEY, O_ORDERDATE, O_TOTALPRICE
ORDER BY O_TOTALPRICE DESC, O_ORDERDATE

TPC-H Q19

SELECT SUM(L_EXTENDEDPRICE* (1 − L_DISCOUNT)) AS REVENUE
FROM LINEITEM JOIN PART ON L_PARTKEY = P_PARTKEY
WHERE (P_BRAND = ’Brand#31’ AND

(P_CONTAINER = ’SM CASE’ OR P_CONTAINER = ’SM BOX’ OR P_CONTAINER = ’SM PACK’ OR P_CONTAINER = ’SM PKG’)
AND L_QUANTITY >= 4 AND L_QUANTITY <= 14 AND P_SIZE<=5 AND
(L_SHIPMODE = ’AIR’ OR L_SHIPMODE = ’AIR REG’) AND L_SHIPINSTRUCT = ’DELIVER IN PERSON’

) OR (P_BRAND =’Brand#43’ AND
(P_CONTAINER=’MED BAG’OR P_CONTAINER=’MED BOX’OR P_CONTAINER=’MED PKG’OR P_CONTAINER=’MED PACK’)
AND L_QUANTITY >=15 AND L_QUANTITY <= 25 AND P_SIZE<=10 AND
(L_SHIPMODE = ’AIR’ OR L_SHIPMODE = ’AIR REG’) AND L_SHIPINSTRUCT = ’DELIVER IN PERSON’

) OR (P_BRAND = ’Brand#43’ AND
(P_CONTAINER = ’LG CASE’ OR P_CONTAINER = ’LG BOX’ OR P_CONTAINER = ’LG PACK’ OR P_CONTAINER = ’LG PKG’)
AND L_QUANTITY >=26 AND L_QUANTITY <= 36 AND P_SIZE<=15 AND
(L_SHIPMODE = ’AIR’ OR L_SHIPMODE = ’AIR REG’) AND L_SHIPINSTRUCT = ’DELIVER IN PERSON’)

TPC-H Q20

SELECT S_NAME, S_ADDRESS
FROM SUPPLIER JOIN NATION ON S_NATIONKEY = N_NATIONKEY

JOIN (
SELECT SUM(0.5 * L_QUANTITY) AS TOTAL_L_QUANTITY
FROM PART JOIN PARTSUPP ON P_PARTKEY = PS_PARTKEY

JOIN LINEITEM ON PS_PARTKEY = L_PARTKEY AND PS_SUPPKEY = L_SUPPKEY
WHERE L_SHIPDATE >= DATE ’1996−01−01’ AND L_SHIPDATE < DATE ’1997−01−01’ AND

P_NAME LIKE ’azure%%’
GROUP BY PS_PARTKEY, PS_SUPPKEY, PS_AVAILQTY
HAVING PS_AVAILQTY > TOTAL_L_QUANTITY

) AS TMP_VIEW ON S_SUPPKEY = PS_SUPPKEY
WHERE N_NAME = ’JORDAN’
ORDER BY S_NAME

TPC-H Q21

SELECT S_NAME, COUNT(*) AS NUMWAIT
FROM NATION JOIN SUPPLIER ON N_NATIONKEY = S_NATIONKEY

JOIN LINEITEM L1 ON S_SUPPKEY = L_SUPPKEY
LEFT SEMI JOIN LINEITEM L2 ON L1.L_ORDERKEY = L_ORDERKEY AND L1.L_SUPPKEY != L_SUPPKEY
ANTI JOIN LINEITEM L3 ON L1.L_ORDERKEY = L_ORDERKEY AND L1.L_SUPPKEY != L_SUPPKEY
JOIN ORDERS ON L1.L_ORDERKEY = O_ORDERKEY

WHERE N_NAME = ’MOROCCO’ AND O_ORDERSTATUS = ’F’ AND
L1.L_RECEIPTDATE > L1.L_COMMITDATE AND L3.L_RECEIPTDATE > L3.L_COMMITDATE

GROUP BY S_NAME
ORDER BY NUMWAIT DESC, S_NAME
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TPC-H Q22

SELECT SUBSTRING(C_PHONE,1,2) AS CNTRYCODE, COUNT(*) AS TOTAL, SUM(C_ACCTBAL) AS TOTACCTBAL
FROM (

SELECT C_PHONE, C_ACCTBAL
FROM CUSTOMER ANTI JOIN ORDERS ON C_CUSTKEY = O_CUSTKEY
WHERE (

C_PHONE LIKE ’23%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’29%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’22%%’ OR
C_PHONE LIKE ’20%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’24%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’26%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’25%%’

)
HAVING C_ACCTBAL > (

SELECT AVG(C_ACCTBAL) AS CNT
FROM CUSTOMER
WHERE C_ACCTBAL > 0.00 AND (

C_PHONE LIKE ’23%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’29%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’22%%’ OR
C_PHONE LIKE ’20%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’24%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’26%%’ OR C_PHONE LIKE ’25%%’)

)
) AS TMP_VIEW
GROUP BY CNTRYCODE
ORDER BY CNTRYCODE
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Postlude

And as my PhD journey finally comes to an end, I cannot help but contemplate over the

beautiful words of the famous poet, Dante Alighieri:

In that part of the book of my memory

before which little can be read,

there is a heading, which says:

“Incipit vita nova: Here begins the new life”
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